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O Introduction
The Suprathermal Ion Detector Experiment (SIDE) was
deployed on the Apollo 12, 14 and 15 missions. Table 1
gives the deployment locations and dates.
Table 1
Longitude Latitude M.D.Y.
Apollo 12 23.4°W 3.2°S II 19 69
Apollo 14 17.4°W 3.6°S 2 5 71
Apollo 15 3.60E 26.10N 7 31 71
At the time of preparation of this report the Apollo 12
and 15 SIDEs are returning useful data although the Apollo
12 SIDE .mass analyzer is noisy aria the absolute intensity
calibration of the total ion detector is no longer
trustworthy. The Apollo 14 SIDE returned useful data until
mid-December of 1974, when it failed to operate after having
drawn excessive current.
In all some 13 years, 9 months of cumulative data have
been received from the three instruments. The raw data is
stored on several thousand reels of magnetic tape. The
majority of this data has been converted to a scientifically
useful format and deposited in the National Space Science
Data Center at Greenbelt, Maryland. This data is in a
usefully condensed format and occupies approximately 74
reels of magnetic tape. A copy of the Experiment Users
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Guide that accompanies that data is attached to this report
O (Appendix i) and serves as a conv-nient description of the
instrument and the data format. A copy of the One-Year
report on the SIDE contract is also attached, as Appendix 2.
The principal scientific objectives of the Suprathermal
Ion Detector Experiment were to explore the lunar ionic
environment and to measure the electric potential of the
lunar surCace. The experiment was highly successful in that
both of these objectives were accomplished. Fuzthermore, an ,io
additional objective, the investigation of the magneto- I
spheric tail at lunar distances, was also successful and a
new region of magnetospheric plasma was discovered above and
below the plasma sheet; the lobe plasma.
A measure of the success of the experiment can be seen
in the length of the attached Bibliography of papers and
theses pertaining to the SIDE data. Approximately 200 pages
of published material have appeared in books or scientific
Journals, and over 45 papers have been presented in
scientific meetings. In addition same 1200 pages of M. S.
and Ph.D. thesis material has been written resulting in 9
M. S. degrees and 3 Ph.D. degrees. Two more Ph.D. degrees
based on SIDE data are expected in November 1975.
A glance at the attached bibliography also shows the
wide range of subjects explored by the SIDE data. We now
provide a brief current summary of the principal results
from some of these subject areas.
|
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O The Lunar Ionosphere
Because the lunar ionosphere is promptly accelerated by
the solar wind electric field the majority of SIDE data on
the ionosphere comes from the terminator regions. Here the
orientation between the electrle field and the detector look
axes is such that the ions can be accelerated into the SIDE
field of view. The observed fluxes of ions in the mass
range about 20 AMU/q (probably neon) are hIEhly variable,
depending on solar wind magnetic field conditions and local
time. Typical values for the stronger events are
approximately 105 ions cm-2 sec -I in the energy range 10-3500
eV. Assuming accepted values for the U.V. and charge
exchange ionization rates leads to neon neutral number
O densities of 5 x 104 to 105 atoms/cm. Although we have
seen events in which ions in the mass 40 AMU/q range were
represented these events are not as clean and we are not
able to quote fluxes and number densities for Argon ions and
atoms.
A particularly interesting feature of the terminator
ion data is the ion energ_V spectrum itself. This spectrum
has proven to be quite tractable and illuminating. Several
examples are given in the attached paper "The Lunar
Terminator Ionosphere", by Benson et a_____l.,1975 (Appendix
3-1). The differential energy spectrum is exponential above
the main peak owing to the exponential nature of the lunar
atmosphere and the homogeneous solar wind electric field.
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The e-foldlng energy gives the product of the neutral gas
scale height and the solar wind electric field strength.
Since the scale height Is determined independently this
provides direct measure of the solar wind electric field.
_e peak energy is a rough measure of the lunar surface
electric potential which is found to be negative near the
terminator. The shape of the dip in the spectrum below the
peak energy indicates the rate at which the lunar surface
electric field falls off with height. Fits to an
exponential function Indicate an e-foldlng height of several
kilometers, a much larger distance than the free streaming
solar wind Debye length of several meters. These spectra
provide a great deal of information on the electric field
O envirorm_nt of the moon as well as the ion environment.
When the solar wind electric field is not oriented such
as to accelerate ion_ into the SIDE at the terminator, ion
fluxes are sometimes still observed. These fluxes are due
to atmospheric ions accelerated toward the lunar surface by
the lunar surface electric field alone. The differential
energy spectrum of these ions (see figure 4 of "The lunar
Terminator Ionosphere", Benson et al.p1975, Appendix S-l) is
very narrow and in fact rarely seen in more than one SLIDE
energy channel. Because the spectrum is so narrow it is not
mathematically tractable except to calculate that the peak
energy is a direct measure of the local electric potential _
of the the lunar surface, usually between - 10 and - 100 m,
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volts in the terminator region. !!
The SIDEs also detect the lunar ionosphere on the i
dayslde of the moon. In this case the acce]erating electric
field is provided by the SIDE itself. A stepped voltage
supply provides a potential difference between the ground
plane grid and the ion entrance aperture. When the aperture
is negative relative to the lunar surface ions can De
accelerated into the detectors. This mode of operation is
used to determine the dayside lunar surface potential due to
photo electrons, (see "The Electric Potential of the Lunar
Surface", Fenner et al., 1973, Appendix 3-2). It also
provides a measure of the ion number density at the surface.
This number is found to lie between i and 7 ions/cm in the
O solar wind or magnetosheath plasma. As expected this ion
number density does not exceed that of the solar wind.
The Electric Potential of the Lunar Surface
As indicated above, the surface potential in sunlight
is determined by the energy spectrum of ions accelerated by
the ground plane stepper supply. Since this electric field
extends about i Debye length or less from the SIDE it
provides a measure of the lunar potential relative only to
the immediate surrounding plasma i.e., the surface potential i
due chiefly to the photoelectrons, This potential is found
to be about +10 volts from solar zenith angles of 0 to about _
[] O ,5 °. Beyond 45 ° the potential falls rapidly to values as !_
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O low as - i00 volts near the terminator. The lunar surface
potential is not symmetric with regard to positive and
negative zenith angles. At about +50 ° the potential rises
abruptly to about +18 volts. No equivalent peak is seen at
negative angles. As shown by the CPLEE data (Burke et al.,
1975) the potential of the lunar surface on the dayside
relative to the solar wind may be considerably hig_her in
regions where there exists a substantial surface magnetic
field. Further details of the surface potential can be
found in "Lunar Electric field, Surface Potential and
Associated Plasma Sheath Effects", Freeman and Ibrahim,
1975, Appendix 3-3.
O The Lunar Nightside
Ions in the energy range 250 eV to 1500 eV are seen on
the nightside of the moon. These ions may be seen
throughout almost the entire lunar night but activity
increases in the period 1 to 6 days prior to local sunrise
and has a strong peak 2 to 3 days before sunrise as seen
with the Apollo 14 and 15 SIDEs. The Apollo 12 SIDE shows
an equivalent activity following sunset.
The ion energies are generally less than solar wind
energies. The spectra vary from mono-energetlc at 250 eV to
500 eV to broad. There is an indication that the peak
_ner_ changes with lunal- local time Peaching a maximum Of
750 eV 3 to 4 days before sunrise.
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O The ion fluxes are of the order of I06 ions/cm2-sec-ster.
They occur in bursts usually less than 1 hour in duration.
They show no Kp dependence.
These ions are not understood. Their energy suggests
that they are of solar wind origin. They are of too high
energy to be detected by the SIDE mass analyzer. Possible
explanations include:
I. Atmospheric ions accelerated by the solar wind into
circumlunar trajectories.
2. Solar wind protons escaping from a lunar limbshock
as recompression shock.
3. The positive ion sheath of the lunar nightside
negative surface potential.
O For further details see "An Observation of Lunar Night-
time Ions", by Henry Emil Schneider, 1975, (Appendix 3-4).
Bow Shock Protons
Protons and other solar wind iota accelerated in the
earth's bow shock can escape upstream along magnetic field
lines. The SIDEs established that these ions can travel at
least as far as the lunar orbit. At the moon these ions
have energies ranging from 250 eV to beyond the upper limit
of the SIDE at 3500 eV. Integral fluxes of the order of
105 ions/cm 2 sec -ster are typical. Their arrival at the
moon is correlated with the interplanetary magnetic field _
direction. Further details ca,i be found in "Bow Shock _
° L.
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_) Protons by et al., 1975, I
in the Lunar Environment" Benson
!
Appendix 3-5 and the related thesis by Benson. |
Magnetosheath
The moon offers a good platform from which to study the
distant magnetotail and magnetosheath. Using SIDE energy
spectra the plasma parameters bulk velocity, temperature,
number density, pressure, and energy density ratio were
computed for I0 lunations throughout the magnetosheath.
These parameters generally follow the predictions of laminar
flow. The presence of non-thermal paTticles concentrating
in a high energy tail of the energy spectrum is observed to
O increase near the bow shock in the dus._ magnetosheath.
An unexpected result is an asymmetry in the ccrrelation
between this high energy Zail and Kp. The dusk magneto-
sheath shows a good correlation but the dawn magnetosheath
shows no such correlation. This result is believed to be
related to the presence of oblique shocks at the dawn
magnetosheath. Further information can be found in "Dawn-
Dusk Nagnetosheath Plasma Asymmetries at 60 REn, by M. A.
Fenner and J. W. Freeman 1975, (Appendix 3-6), and the
related thesis by Fenner.
-O
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MaEnetotall
Perhaps the most important and least expected result
from the SIDE data is the discovery of a new plasma regime
in the high latitude lobes cf the geomagnetic tail.
Principally because of the SIDE's hi_ sensitivity to low
energy ions it detects what we refer to as the "lobe plasma".
The lobe plasma consists of protons of energy 50 to 250
eV streaming along the geomagnetic _all field lines away
from the earth. Integral fluxes range from 105 to 108
ions/cm 2 sec ster, temperatures 4 x 10 4 to 5 x 105°K and
number densities 0.i to 5/cm 3. See "A New Plasma Regime in
the Distant Geomagnetic Tail" Hard_ ._t al., 1975, (Appendix
3-7) and the related thesis by Hardy.
This plasma is found to be sometimes but not always
contiguous with the plasma sheet. It is believed to convect
toward the plasma sheet from the polar magnetopause and to
form the source re.on for the plasma sheet. Its frequency
of occurrence in certain areas of the tail appears correlated
with the east-west component of the interplanetary magnetic
field, thus providing convincing evidence for the highly
controversial magnetic merging on the daysid, magnetopnuse.
Detailed Investigations of the plasma sheet using the
SIDE data are only now getting underway. One feature of
interest is the appearance of multiple bulk flow velocities.
Also the correlation of plasma sheet _low with 8ubstor_
activity remains a promising subject to be investigated.0
l"
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O Solar Wind-Neutral Gas Cloud Interactions
An important aspect of cosmic physics is the
interaction between neutral and ionized gas streams, An
opportunity to investigate such an interaction accured
following the impact of the Apollo 13 S-IVB stage rocket 140
km west of the Apollo 12 ALSEP site. Both the SIDE and the
Solar Wind Spectrometer observed a large flux of positive
ions (maximum flux - 3 x 108ions/cm 2 sec ster). Two
separate streams of ions were seen: a horizontal flux that
appeared to be deflected solar wind ions and a smaller
vertical flux of predominantly heavy ions (7 i0 Af4U/q)which
probably consisted of material vaporized from the S-IWB
O stage. The important result is that hot electrons (50eV)
were created and were an important ionization mechanism in
the Impact-produced neutral gas cloud. Thus strong
ionization and acceleration were seen under near collision-
less conditions. For further information refer to "The
Interaction Between an Impact - Produced Neutral Gas Cloud
and the Solar wind at the Lunar Surface", by Llndeman
et _ _., 1974 (Appendix 3-8).
Rocket Exhaust Products
Along with ions from the ambient atmosphere the SIDEs
detect ions arising from exhaust gases from the A;.,._ , _
missions. The Apollo 12 SIDE data was studied briefly with i__
O tt_- object of determining the dissipation rates of these, I
I
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O gases. Two mass analyzer spectra were examined: one 14
hoursafter the Apollo 12 landing; the other 2 months later.
Both spectra showed good agreement with tMe predicted mass
spectra for exhaust gases. When fitted to an exponential
decay curve an e-folding time of approximately 30 days was
obtained for the majority of the gases ("Suprathermal Ions
Near the Moon", Freeman et al., 1972, Appendix 3-9). This
study has not been completed. The lifetimes of individual
Eases have not been examined in detail nor have the data
from the Apollo 14 and 15 SIDEs been carefully examined with
a study of exhaust gases as the principal object.
Synoptic and Secular Studies and Transient Events
0 iJ
Due to the sporadic nature of the lunar ionosphere 1 :
measurements it has been difficult to make secular and
synoptic measurements. It has been observed, however, that
ion densities computed from data taken about 6 months after
the deployment of the Apollo 15 instrument are about a
factor of i0 hig_herthan those computed from data taken 2
years after deployment. The numbers quoted earlier in this
report are from th_ later data. These agree with the
neutral number densities for neon found by the Lunar
Atmospheric Composition Experiment on Apollo 17 [Hoffman et al., 1973].
A possible explanation for this apparent change is
calibration drifts in the instruments. Several independent
O tests of the long term calibration integrity are under way
P
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O but have not been completed. An alternative explanation
is that the early data are in some way still affected by
contaminants from the landing or a locally enhanced neon
flux due to the heating of the lunar surface by the rocket
plume. A final possibility is that there has occured a
natural secular variation in the atmospheric neon
concentration. We will wlthold Judgement on this until all
possibilities have been thoroughly investigated.
In 1973 we reported a 14-hour period during which water
vapo. ions dominated the ion mass per unit charge spectrum
at the Apollo 14 site ("Observations of Water Vapor ions at
The Lunar Surface", Free_aan et al., 1973, Appendix 3-10).
i "-" By examining all possible sources of contamination and
extra-lunar sources, we concluded that the ions were
probably of lunar origin. Since this time no additional
water vapor events have been found. Consequently it appears
unlikely that the water vapor came from a lunar source,
although _he details of the ion production are still
unclear. Aside from this enigmatic event no evidence exists
I in the SIDE data for transient events.
Penetratin_ Solar Particles
The SIDE was designed to measure 10-3500 eV ions which
enter the detector aperture. However, particles of
sufficiently high energy can penetrate the instrument from
any direction and be detected. Such was the case during the
I
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O intense solar flare activity of early August, 1972. High
energy solar protons produced by the flares constituted an
isotropic flux by the time they reached tNe vicinity of
Earth, and were recorded by the SIDEs although the
instruments were on the night side of the moon. The
penetrating particles produced a high counting rate in all
channels of all three SIDEs, and the event was observed for
several days. A most unusual feature of the event was a
sudden sharply increased flux which lasted for about two
hours and ended as suddenly as it began. This so-called
"square wave" was discussed in "The Solar Cosmic Ray
Square-Wave of August, 1972" by Medrano e_ al., 1975
(Appendix 3-11), as well as in earlier conference reports
C) and collected papers on the topic, and in the Ph.D. thesis
of Medrano. Other instruments on several other space, raft
have also reported such observations and multi-spacecraft
intercomparisons may shed more light on the nature of the
disturbance which produced this event.
Future Research
The success of the SIDE experiments is characterized by
the variety of phenomena the data provide information about.
This wide range of phenomena has made it difficult to find
time to examine all the phenomena in great depth. A great
deal of data analysis remains to be done. The in depth
O study so far has been limited to the lunar ionsophere. The
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O lunar surface electric potential, the night side ions, the
magnetotail, and the bow shock data have been skimmed for
the gross features, but a number of speciflc features need
investigating further. A partial llst of these is as
follows:
i. Investigation of the asymmetry in the lunar surface
potential to determine its cause.
2. Correlation between SIDE and CPLEE lunar surface
potential data in the magnetotail.
S. Correlation of the night side energetic ion fluxes
with the interplanetary magnetic field to determine
the origin of these fluxes.
4. Correlation between the lobe plasma and magneto-
O spheric substorm data from ground and satellites.
5. Determination of plasma sheet parameters and their
correlation with other magnetospheric data.
6. Statistical studies on the location of the magneto-
pause and bow shock front.
7. High resolution studies of the plasma parameters at
the magne_opause and bow shock front.
8. Studies of the decay rates of the individual rocket
exhaust product gases.
9. Investigation of the interaction between a rocket
exhaust neutral gas cloud and the magnetosheath
plasma.
0
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O i0. Investigation of the cause of a background enhance-
ment near the terminator possibly due to dust move-
ment above the lunar surface.
ll. Investigation of long-term variations in the
intensities of several phenomena observed. Pre-
liminary work indicates definite varla_ions due to
seasonal and longer-term periodicities in the lunar
orbit and directions with respect to the sun. When
these effects can be recognized and removed, the
magnitude of secular variations, if any, can be
investigated.
D Summarp
The ALSEP/SIDE has been a very fruitful investigation
with the data rich in information about a variety of
different areas. It has been a multidisciplinary experiment.
A great deal of analysis remains to be done, particularly in
the areas pertaining to the magnetosphere.
©
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9. SOPRATHERM_L ICN DETECTOR 2XPERINENT
) The suprathermal ion detector experiment (SIDE) was
_ designed to achieve the following objectives: (I) provide
information on the energy and mass spectra of the positive
) ions close to the lunar surface (the lunar exosphere), (2)
leasure the flux and energy spectra of positive ions in the
_ magnetotail and magnetosheath during the _ericds when the
) Moon passes through the magnetic tail of the Earth, (3)
provide data on the plasma interaction between the solar>
,_ wind and the Mcon, and (,) determine a preliminary value for
") the electric potential of the lunar surface.
_ D DESCBI FTION
_ Three _ID_ instruments wer_ deployed {at the Apollo 12,
14, and 15 sites). The SIDE consists of two positive-lon
detectors, the mass analyzer (MA) and the total ion detector
_ (TID). Both use curved plate analyzers for energy per unit
charge discrimination. The SA also uses a Wien velocity
filter (crossed electric and magnetic fields), becaus_
4 knowledge of the energy per unit charge and the velocity issufficient to allow determination of the mass per unit
charge. The Ha measures a 20-channel mass spectrum at each
) of six energy levels: q8.6, 16.2, 5.,, 1.8, 0.6, and 0.2
eV. The mass ranges covered are approximately 10 to I000
atomic mass units per charge (amu/Q) for the Apollo 12 unite
) 6 to 750 amu/Q for Apollo I_, and I to 90 amu/Q for Apollo
• 15. Yhile each sass spectrum is being observed by the BA,
the TID measures a 20-channel differential energy spectrum
_ _ (including all sasses) from 3500 ev/O down to 10 eV/Q. Bach
20-channel spectrum is obtained in 2_ sec.
, _ Each detector has a field of vi_ that is roughly a
_ square solid angle, 6 o on a side. _[u_erous commands ere
possible, some of which allow certain _easurements to be
_ omitted to devote sore time to ot_r reasurements. To
establish electrical reference to -Se lunar surface, a wire
_ screen (the l,nar-surface ground _I_= in figure 9-I) is
_" deployed on the surface beneath th_ zYDX. This screen Is
_'i" connected to the SIDE ground thro_: _ power _._pply that can
, cycle through 2Q steps from -2_.6 , _27._ W. The effects
"_ of stepping this voltage through _-"-',cle can _e used In
certain circumstances to det_:-. [unac-_u=face
potential. A schematic diz_: ZIDE instrument is
OmSmAL PAO
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shown in figure 9-1, a cutaway view of the SIDE in figure
9-2, and the SIDE as deployed at the Apollo 12 and lq sites
in figure 9-3.
The look direction of each instruuent was angled 15° _
east (apollo I_ and 15) or west (Apollo 12) iron the local
aeridlan plane. The Apollo 15 instrument (at latitude 26 o
N) was deployed tilted 26° from vertical toward the south,
so that the sensor look directions of all three instrusents
included the ecliptic plane (fig. 9-q).
OPERATIONAL HISTORY
J
This section susaarizes the tie, periods when the
instrunents were in full operation and returning science
data. Periods when only housekeeping data were returned are
not included. The design goal was full operation
continuously after an initial period to allow for outgasslng
during the lunar daytlee. Sumlaries of SIDE operation for
Apollo 12, IQ, and 15 are as follows.
Ipollo 12 SIDE
)
) Novesber 19 and 20, 1969 Deploys,st and operation
during eission activities. "t_.}
) Dec,abet 1969 to January 1970 Operation during luner night
(and a short tile before
and after).
February 1970 to &uqust 1972 Operation during lunar night,
plus cyclic cperation for
) approxiaately 10 days
centered on local noon.
Cyclic operation involves
) 2 hr on an_ 10 hr, or sore,
off. _or8 coverage was
obtained durinq continuous
) real-time su_cr'c of A_ollo
lunar surfaco experiments
• packacj_ (_T.._--.-.) _is:;ions
(i.e., the first Q5 days of
." %he eission_ .
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September 1972 to august 1973 Operation as for preceding
period but with intermit-
tent loss of _ata duringlunar night (for periods
of minutes to periods of
nany days) during the
months of September, Nov-
ember, and Dece_er 1972,
and during January, June,
and August 1973.
apollo lU SIDE
/
J February 5 to 7, 1971 Deployment a,d oeeratlon
during sission activities.
February 1971 to July 1971 Operation during the night
and part of the day hut
off for approximately 8
days centered on noon.
august 1971 to October 1971 Operation as for preceding
D period, plus short cycles of
operation periodically for
approximately 8 days near
noon.movesber 1971 to Batch 1973 Continuous operation.)
april 1973 to august 1973 Operation during the night
fros approximately 1 day
before sunset until sunrise.
lpollo 15 SIDE)
July 31, 1971 to august 3, 19_W Deployment and operation
during sisston actieities.
: )
R august 1971 to Septesber 1971 Operation sxcevt during
? .. approxlsatel? 1_ ,_,_,:_
.). centered on lccal nocn.
9-5
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October 1971 to _ovenber 1971 Operation as for preceding
period, plus short intervals
of operation interstt- _
tently for approxisatel! !
4 to 7 days near noon. _'_
Deceaber 1971 to april 1972 Operation except during 3 to
• 5 days centered ca lccal
noon.
Say 1972 to August 1973 Continuous operation.
DATa SETS AND aVaILABILITY THROUGHNSSDC
The following list gives the SIDE data setse their
forer and their availability through the Naticnal Space
Science Data Center (_SSDC).
) I. Bachine plots (MS 16-ms vicro- Data for tides after
and TID on same film about august 1972
plot) of count- are (or soon viii
trig rates as a be) available at
function of ISSDC. Data for
frays nuvber tines fros about
June 1971 to aug-
ust 1972 v|ll be -_
available a_ _SSDC .J
after prod_ctlcn
of copies.
2. Listings of count- 16-am micro- Same as preceding
ing Eates as a filu set.
function of
) frame nuvber,
with limited
amount o_ house-
keeping data
3. enchase plots 76 by 91 ca 111 data viii event-
(three* (30 by 36 in.) ually be available
- disensionel) paper at BSSDC.
_. of TID average
_ energy spectra
._._ as a function
. . of tins
3
b q-6
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q. Eachine plots 76 by 91 cz Same as preceding
(three- (30 by 36 in.) set.
dimensional) paper
of 8A average
i) t sass spectraas a function
of time
5. TID spectra as a Digital, on Sa_e as preceding
function of magnetic tape set.
time
6. MA spectra as a Digital, on Sa_e as precedinq
function of magnetic tape set°
time
7. Engineering Digital, on Data for tiaespara ters ma netic tape af er _b.out June
l 197 1 will be
available at
NSSCC.
8. TID and BA data, Digital, on Data available only
including every- magnetic tape at Rice University.
thing telem-
etered from
SIDE, plus eval-
uations of data
{_ quality and in-
strunent sodeof operation.
Called "WPaK"
by Bice Uni-
versity.
)
DESCRIPTION OF IlSSDC D_Ta TAPES
Data tapes 8re stanaard 731.5-m (2,0C f_), I•--""_- (0.5
) in.), 7-track IBM-compatible tapes, recot_e_ at - bci with
i, odd parity. Wcrds are 2_-bit binary i_tegers with n_gative
numbers represented as 2's complement; with 2_ ;*_L-_ _Tords
per logical record (for bc_'h ElL and TID). "5.7;.". "'." -_cor.*.s
are fixed-length, blocked, with 100 logical r-'.,: .... ---r
physical record, and with no record-length '_,- ....
control uords. There is only one file per -.: _!_¢_ _P49e_ta_"
.... II
: II --U L I. I I i , ,,i Aim , = _ _ • ¢ ___
) stand_ tapeJark-ls written after the la:_., r--.co=_.
The last reel of a calendar year's dat._ _. -:._ _.b.-.t
viii have less than a full reel and th_ ,_. .ill
)
9-7
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have less than 100 logical records in its last physical
record. The TIe and _ data are written on separate tapes
but have almost identical formats; the first word in the
logical record allows them to be distinguished from each
other. The 28 words in a logical record contain time, 20 r_
channels (mass for HA, energy for TIe) of accumulated _P
counts, and housekeeping parameters (including energy for
the HA data). Whet_ reliable data are not available, the
va!ue -1 is inserted.
SO_MAFY OF PRINCIPAL %ESOLTS
lm Lu%ar ions accelerated by the s_lar-wind-lnduced
field (E = ____) werp observed (where I" is the electric
field and -V'T'B is the negative cross product of velocity
and magnetic field).
2. During lunar niqht, I to 3 keY pro+_ns (considered
to be protons from the bow shock of the Earth) were
& o_served.
i 3. Ion mass spectra due to the L_ _xhaust gas were
observed, and the intensit 7 decay rate was determined.
q. nultisite observation was made el the energetic
ion characteristics in the Earth eaqnetosheath and at its
boundaries, and correlation with geomagnetic activity was
5. The effects of the lunar module (LM) ascent engine
i exhaust on eagnetosheath ion fluxes were observed.
! 6. Multisite observations of apparent motions of ion
"clou_s" rela_e_ to lunar idpact events and observations of
_ass soectra during th_ events were a_de.
i 7. lon fluxes were monitored during local molar
eclipses; no changes were observed.
8, _nergetic ions were obsqrved durln9 lunar night
when the site uas shielded from the solar-wind direction.
9. Observation of io events near terminators
suqge_ts a turbulent zegio, of molar-wind plasma interaction
with th_ solid moon.
lC. Positive ion fluxes were monitored while in the
aeoaaan_tic tail and correlated with geomagnetic storm
activity.
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I11. 8ass spectra of ions were obs, rved fros the
i ambient atsosphere, including a single ,,bservation of eatervapor ions, possibly of natural ori in.
| _ 12. The _.lectrlc potential of the lunar surface was
_" detersined (a) in the sagnEtosbeath or solar wind and (b)
near the tersin--tors.
13. $ola: wind was observed during interplanetary
sto_s.
I,. PenetEati_q ions froP solar flares ,ere observed.
)
)
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SUPRATHERMAL ION DETECTOR EXPERIMENT
(Lunar Ionosphere Detector)
This report reviews the lunar surface operation of
the Suprathermal Ion Detector Experiment (SIDE) and gives
-- _
the status of the experiment as of September i, 1970, in-
i cluding observations of scientific and engineering interest
_ which have been made since the 45-day preliminary report
(reference i). The SIDE is designed to achieve the
following experimental objectives:
(i) Provide information on the energy and mass
spectra of positive ions close to the lunar sur-
face, whether these ions are of natural origin
such as the moon or the solar wind, or are due
i to the Apollo vehicle and life-support systems.
"_" (2) Measure the flux and energy spectrum of
i positive ions in the Earth's magnetotail and
magnetosheath during those periods when the
moon passes through the magnetic tail ef the
Earth.
_ (3) Provide data on the interaction between
the solar wind plasma and the Moon.
(4) Determine a preliminary value for the
electric potential of the lunar surface.
The SIDE consists of two positive ion detectors, called
the total ion detector and the mass analyzer. The total
ion detector registers ions in twenty energy ranges from
10eV through 3500eV, and the mass analyzer covers the mass-
per-unit-charge range I0 through 1000amu/q (this mass range
varies from unit to unit) with 20 channels at each of 6 energy
i
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levels from 0.2 to 48.6 eV. The sensor fields of view
are roughly square solid angles 6 ° on a side, and include
the ecliptic plane. The look axes are canted 15 ° from
the local vertical and to the west, with the look direc-
tions at various points along the lunar orbit as shown
in Figure i. The sensitivities of the total ion detector
and of the mass analyzer are approximately 5 x 1017 and
1017counts/sec/amp of entering positive ion flux, respec-
tively. The entrance aperture areas are approximately
24mm 2 and 16mm 2, respectively. A more detailed descrip-
tion of the instrument is given in the preliminary report
(refer=nce i).
Performance
The performance of the SIDE continues to be excellent. ""
All temperatures and voltages have been nominal and no new
anomalies in operation have appeared since the preliminary
report. The calibration signal for the total ion detector
has been intermittent for a short time on several occasions.
This is used as a diagnostic check on the digital logic and
is not essential as long as the digital logic functions
properly.
The detector high voltage (-3.5 kV) power supply had
to be commanded off for a period of about Ii days centered
: on lunar noon during the first three lunar cycles after
deployment. This was done because of the spontaneous
execution of mode change commands by the SIDE when its
temperature exceeded some threshold value. Since these
spurious commands were assumed to be caused by high voltage _%
corona or arcing in the SIDE, probably due to outgassing as
the temperatures increased, the high voltage was commanded
i
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off after such a mode change in order to prevent further
arcing and possible damage to components. The threshold
_ temperature above which spontaneous mode changes occurred
£
increased significantly (from 36 ° to 51°C) on the 2nd
F
_ lunar day, apparently as outgassing proceeded. However,
improvement has been slow since then and the current
critical temperature range is about 50-55°C. An opera-
i tional method has been devised to circumvent
this problem, and has resulted in acquisition of very
interesting data in the earth's tail and magnetosheath
regions. When the SIDE temperature reaches 50-55°C,
or after a spontaneous mode change occurs, the instru-
i ment power is cycled off and on, which produces a tem-
perature history such as that shown in Figure 2, keeping
the package below about 55°C and hence obtaining data
without undue risk of high voltage arcing damage to com-
ponents. In the lunar afternoon the instrument is turned
on and left on until it is necessary to cycle it off and
_ on again in the next lunar day. The duty cycle can be
increased above what is shown in Figure 2 but a high
duty factor has been utilized only in periods of highly
interesting data. The remainder of the time the normal
2hr/day real-time support periods have been utilized to
obtain data for monitoring purposes.
The thermal design of SIDE kept the internal tempera-
tures within the desired nominal operating range of -20°C
to +80°C. The peak operating temperatures reached 79°C
during each of the three lunar days when the power was
left on continuously. During the night time the _nter-
C_ nal temperatures are maintained at constant values (-9°C
to +22CC, depending on proximity to the heaters) by means _
i
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ef 4 watts of heater power dissipation in addition to the
6 watts dissipated in the electronics. A study of the
temperature vs sun-angle data from deployment until the
present shows that there has been no degradation of the
thermal control during this time (about 9 months).
The C__old_athode G__augeExperiment (CCGE) electronics
are carried in the SIDE package, and the CCGE high voltage
(4.5 kv) power supply failed at about 14 hours after deploy-
ment. Extensive testing and failure analysis ef similar
units subsequently indicated that a transistor in this power
supply was susceptible to failure in this application due to
transient noise. A different transistor, better suited for
this application, has been installed in the Apollo XIV and
XV flight units to improve the reliability of the instrument.
Additional care has also been taken to minimize the likeli- _,
heed of high voltage corona within the instrument.
General Results
Low-Energy Events
As reported in references 1 and 2, several low-energy
(10 to 250 eV) events were detected by the total ion detector
shortly after initial turn-on of the SIDE. These ions
appeared as intermittent clouds, several of which were
accompanied at the outset hy higher energy ions (500 to
750 eV). One arrival of such a cloud was coincident with
a magnetometer variation that indicated the passage of a
current sheet nearby. At the same time these low-energy
events were seen by the total ion detector, the mass ana- i
J
lyzer detected ions in the 48.6 eV range, with the peak 1
of the mass spectrum in the mass-per-unit-charge range of -J
i
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15 tO 50 amu/q. It should be noted that the light gases
H, H 2, and He cannot be detected by the Apollo XIZ mass
analyzer; they can be detected only by the total ion de-
tector.
Other low-energy ion events have often been seen by
the total ion detector only. Since the sensitivity of the
mass analyzer is lower than that of the total ion detector,
this could be because there were few of the heavier ions
present, but it could also be because of the small fraction
of the £ime that the energy channel of the mass analyzer
coincides with a similar energy channel of the total ion
i. detector. A study is currently in progress to investigate
I possible long-term low-lpvei mass spectra in the mass
i analyzer data. Sometimes the ions in these low-energy
' _ . events have rather broad spectra covering two or three
energy channels, although frequently the spectrum is quite
monoenergetic, with all energies falling within a single
energy channel.
The frequent appearance of these suprathermal ions
suggests the operation of a general acceleration mechanism.
One interesting possibility to speculate on is the E x
drift acceleration by the solar wind. This mechanism has
been proposed as the source of large quantities of Ar 40
found in the lunar surface samples (reference 3 ). We may
therefore have direct evidence for such a process.
Higher Energy Phenomena
Reference 1 also reported the detection of hiah energy
(I to 3 keY) ions sForadically in the portion of the lunar
_ orbit near, and up to 4 days after, sunset at the ALSEP
i
L.
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site. In the earlier part of this time period there are
lower energy ions, also. These ions have been tentatively
identified as protons escaping from the Earth's bow shock
front and moving generally along the interplanetary magnetic
field lines at the "garden hose" angle. Such observations
have been reported at the much closer Earth orbit of the
vela satellites (reference 4).
Low-energy protons escaping from the bow shock cannot
drift upstream as close to the interplanetary field direc-
tion as higher energy protons can. Thus there should be a
change to a more energetic spectrum at later times, as is
observed. However, the actual energies and directions of
such escaped protons are expected to be modified in an
unknown mann¢_- by magnetic and electric fields in the T_
vicinity of the n_on, of both local and long-range scale.
Note that the ALSEP magnetometer measures a steady 36y
magnetic field which is probably of local origin (reference 5).
Ions of solar wind energy observed several days before
local sunrise, as if due to a deflection of the solar wind,
were previously reported (reference i). These have been
observed each lunar cycle. Intermittent day-time events
are also seen each cycle.
Earth's Wake in the Solar wind
Beginning in February, 1970, observations were made
during many short segments of time thrcughout the region
of the Earth's magnetospheric tail and the magnetosheath
: region between the bow shock front and the tail. Very
i intense ion fluxes are observed in the magnetosheath as i
i
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the moon leaves the magnetospheric tail, while only very
low and sporadic ion fluxes are seen in the magnetosheath
where the moon enters the tail. The d6tector is looking
roughly "upstream" parallel to the bow shock front in
the former case, whereas in the latter the detector looks
almost perpendicular to the shock front. In both cases
when the moon is outside the shock front the detector
look direction is such that the solar wind in interplanetary
space is undetectable. The intense fluxes of ions are
observed behind the bow shock, so they do not constitute
the undisturbed solar wind, but rather the solar wind
after passing through the bow shock. There is also an
indication that effects of the solar wind interaction
with the moon are being observed as well. A preliminary
| description of this data has been presented in reference 6.
A general factor of the magnetosheath data is the observa-
tion of three characteristic types of spectra, which appear
at different times. Typical spectra of each of these types
are exhibited in figure 3, each panel of which displays
total ion detector counts per frame for three scans through
the energy spectrum. The intensity and constancy of the
fluxes, and the presence of higher energy ions, as listed
in the figure, are used to characterize the different types
of spectra shown. As a simplified description, the type I
spectra are typically observed near the magnetopause, shortly
after entering the magnetosheath. The more intense type II
spectra appear later, and type III spectra are typically
observed near the bow shock, as the moon is leaving the
magnetosheath.
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The magnetosheath is a very complex region, and it
is expected that further SIDE data from this region will
yield extremely useful information on the interaction and
acceleration mechanisms operating there, both in magnetically
disturbed times and in relatively quiet times.
Impact Events
The impacts of the Apollo XII lunar module (LM) ascent
stage and of the Apollo XIII S-IVB rocket, which were crashed
into the lunar surface as known sources of seismic signals,
both created ion clouds which were detected by the SIDE for
periods of a few minutes. The ions observed from the LM
impact had energies of about 250 eV to 500 eV, mainly, which
is far above the range detectable by the mass analyzer.
However, the ions from the S-IVB impact had energies of _*
about 50 to 70 eV, and consequently were visible to the
mass analyzer. At least i0_ and perhaps most of these
ions had masses between 10 and 80 amu/q. _e have learned
that an impact such as that of the S-IVB produces a gas
cloud of sufficient density to deflect the solar wind in
the vicinity of the impact and accelerate the gas cloud i
ions to suprathermal energies. Figure 4 shows the time !
of the maximum intensity per channel from the ihistory
spectra recorded at S-IVB impact. The energy corresponding
tO each channel is noted. The decrease and later increase
in energy of the most abundant ions is of particular
interest. A more detailed discussion of the complex
effects on the ions of the cloud and of the solar wind
is in preparation (references 7 and 8). ,_
J
i
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There have been several large natural impact events
_ detected by the Apollo XII Passive Seismic Experiment
_ (G. Lathan, private communication, 1970), and there
_ remains the possibility that a large enough natural
i impact may occur close enough to produce a detectable
flux of ions at the ALSEP site. In the first several
months of operation there have been no clear ion events
of this type.
E_c_lipses
Partial lunar eclipses have occurred twice _February
21 and August 16, 1970) since the deployment of ALSEP, and
both constituted partial solar eclipses as seen from the
_ ALSEP site. The February eclipse was very slight at ALSEP
_ and produced no effects discernible in the SIDE ion flux
data. There was a cooling effect on the instrument package,
as expected, with the temperature sensor in the CCGE package
(in contact with the lunar surface) indicating a temperature
drop from 364°K down to 294°K. Very interesting activity
in the form of highly variable ion fluxes was observed in
the SIDE data during the August eclipse. However, this
may have been due to a time coincident intense solar flare
event which resulted in a large magnetic storm at Earth.
Data from additional magnetic storms and eclipses will be
necessary to resolve this ambiguity.
In view of the large and rapid temperature decrease
observed during an eclipse, a total eclipse is more inter-
esting than a partial one for observations of possible
gas liberation. Thus the total lunar eclipse of February
10, 1971 will be of special interest. It should be noted
that Apollo XIV is scheduled for launch January 31, 1971,
1976004892-054
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and that the Apollo XII SIDE is still operating properly
so there is a chance that both the Apollo XII and the
Apollo XIV SIDE instruments will be able to observe this
total eclipse. There is also a second total lunar eclipse
in 1971 on August 6.
Present and Future Data Analysis Activities
The following list represents the distribution of
effort of various project scientific personnel and their
present areas of concentration:
i. Dr. J. W. Freeman is analyzing the Apollo XIII
S-IVB impact event. This analysis is nearly
complete and a paper is in preparation that will
be presented at the December (1970) Western
National Meeting of the Amerlcan Geophysical
Union. a paper on this subject will be submitted [_
jointly with Drs. Conway Snyder and H. Kent Hills
(for publication) (reference 7).
2. Dr. Kent Hills is interested in the night side
hiqh-energy phenomena. A paper on this subject
was presented by him at the Apri_ (1970) National
Meeting of the American Geophysical Union (reference
9). _ paper for publication will be in preparation
shortly.
3. Dr. JUrg Meister is investigating possible SIDE
data correlations with optical lunar transient
events reportec by the LION network. Dr. Meister
is an ESRO/NASA International Post-Doctoral Fellow
who only r_cently arrived at Rice to work with the
SIDE group.
4, Miss Martha Fenner (a Rice Space Science graduate
student) has been pursuing the data from the
outbound magnetosheath passes. She presented a
paper on the SIDE data from this region at the
April (1970) National Meeting of the American _
Geophysical Ur._n (reference 6).
A
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I 5. Mr. Robert Lindeman (a Rice Space Science graduate
student) is preparing a computer program to analyze
low-level night side events by computing long-term
averages.
6. Mr. Ren4 Medrano (a Rice Space Science graduate
student) is performing a power spectrum analysis
to determine the origin of the mass analyzer
counting rates seen during the lunar day.
7. Mr. Tom Rich (a Rice undergraduate) is performing
a hand analysis of pre-dawn solar wind energy ion-cloud events to determine their distribution al g
the lunar orbit.
The following list represents a partial enumeration
of areas awaiting detailed investigations:
I. The ground plane voltage influence on SIDE counting
_ rates. (This will provide information on the lunar
. surface electric field.)
%P
2. Long-term averages of the mass analyzer fluxes during
the lunar day.
3. Quiet-time and seasonal plasma fluxes in the magneto-
tail.
4. Analysis of lunar eclipse data.
5. Investigation of the variation in the fluxes seen
during large geomagnetic storms.
6. More complete examination of the concept of a
general acceleration mechanism for thermal ions
in the lunar ionosphere (reference 8).
7. Correlation of SIDE data with PSE data (detectednatural impact events) nd with LSM @ata.
--n
It should be noted that most of these specific areas
,L i
-_ of research will be greatly aided by data from the SIDE's
, on additional ALSEP missions. This is true because of
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the different locations and SIDE aetector look directions
planned for future ALSEP's, hopefully with time concurrent
data.
Conclusion
A brief summary of the salient features of this report
follows.
(i) The SIDE continues to operate normally, with no
indication of degradation of performance or of thermal
control capabilities.
(2) bass spectra of 50 eV ions were obtained soon after
deployment. These show concentrations of ions in the
18 to 50 amu/q mass-per-charge range.
: (3) Clouds of i0 to 250 eV ions have been detected, as
well as other events, which suggests the operation of a
general acceleration mechanism. _
(4) Solar wind energy ions are observed several days
before local sunrise.
(5) Ions of 250 to 3000 eV presumed to be protons which
escaped from the bow shock, are observed in the time period
between sunset and midnight.
(6) Data on the complex features of the interaction of
the solar wind with the earth's magnetic field and with
the moon are being accumulated.
(7) The Apollo XIII S-IVB impact resulted in a cloud
of 50 to 70 eV ions being detected at the SIDE, with a
large number of ions of mass about i0 to 80 amu/q. No
mass data is available from the Apollo XII LM impact,
which resulted in ions of 250 to 500 eV at the SIDE.
R
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(8) Two partial lunar eclipses have been monitored, but
no ion events have been clearly attributed to an eclipse.
High fluxes _/ring the second eclipse may be associated
with a large solar flare rather than with the eclipse.
O
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Figure Captions
Figure i. The look directions of the SIDE at various
points along the lunar orbit. The Earth
is not drawn to scale.
Figure 2. Temperature history during the cyclic operation
of the SIDE. The dashed curve was taken from
earlier times when the power was left on, and
enly the internal high voltage supplies were
turned off.
Figure 3. Three typical spectra observed in the magnetosheath
region with the total ion detector. Each frame is
1.2 seconds long, and the counts are accumulated
in that time interval. Each panel shows three scans
of the spectrum, starting with the 3500 eV channel,
then repeating. Some characteristics of each type
of spectra are tabulated below the spectra.
Figure 4. Maximum counts per channel of the total ion _
_P
detector during the S-IVB impact event. Each
bar represents the maximum count in a 20-frame
spectrum scan, and is labeled with its appro-
priate energy. Note that the spectrum peak
was at 50 and 70 eV initially, and shifted
down to i0 eV, then increased to several
hundred eV.
i- ~
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ABSTRACT _
The extended ionosphere ts seen by the Suprathennal Ion Detector
Experiments (SIDE) near the terminator. An analysis of the e_lei'gy and
mass spectraof these ionsacceleratedby the interplanetaryelectric
fieldindicatesthe following: (I) the principalion speciesare in the
mass per unitchargerangesconsistentwith neon and argon;(20-28amu/q
and 40-44amu/q;(2) the lunaratmospherein these_ass rangesis dis-
tributedexponentially;(3) the terminatorregionsurfacenumberdensity
for 2ONe is of the order of IOS cm'3; (4) the terminatorregionlunar
surfacepotentialis negativefromabout lO to lO0 volts;and (5) this
potentialhas a screeninglengthof the order oF a kilometer.
i
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. INTRODUCTION
The interplanetaryelectricfield,_I' continuouslyaccelerates
ionsgeneratedin the lunaratmosphereby photoionizationand by charge
transferwith the solarwind. These ions are detectableby the Supra-
thermalIon DetectorExperiments(SIDEs)near the lunar terminators.
Manka and Michel [1973]and Vondraket al. |1974]have discussedthe
energy_pectraof these ions. In thispaperwe presenta new methodof
analysisof thesespectrawhich includesa model of the electricfield
due to the lunarsurfacepotential. This model and its applicationto
recentSIDEdata resultin a new determinationof the surfacenumber
densityof neonnear the terminatorand an estimateof the magnitudeof
the surfacepotentialand its screeninglength.
Theorjc
The interplanetaryelectricfleld is given by
E, _- x
W
t
; w is the solarwind velocityand BI the interplanetarymagneticfield
strength. _'t can be assumedto be homogeneousover the lunar atmospheric
scale height,
h.k__T
L '
t
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iINTRODUCTION
The interplanetaryelectricfield,)_I'continuouslyaccelerates
ionsgeneratedin the lunaratmosphereby photolonizatlonand by charge
transferwith the solarwind. These Ionsare detectableby the Supra-
thermallon DetectorExperiments{SIDEs)near the lunar ter,_Inators.
Manka and Michel 11973]and Vondraket al. (1974]havediscussedthe
; energyspectraof these ions. In this paperwe presenta new methodof
analysisof thesespectrawhich includesa nw)delof the electricfield
due to the lunarsurfacepotential. This model and its applicationto
i
recentSIDE dataresultin a new determinationof the surfac_number
densityof neonnear the terminatorand an estimateof the magnitudeof
the surfacepotentialand its screeninglength.
The_
The interplanetaryelectricfield is givenby
Ei = -Vsw x Bi ,
w is the solarwind velocityand BI the interplanetarymagneticfield
strength. Ci can b_ assumedto be homogeneousover the lunaratmospheric
scaleheight,
h.kl'
mg
) ") i((
t
' i
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"" and zero-energyintercept
!
I = In fn°P_ . (5)
'qEi'
If the valueof Ei is known,eq. 4 gives the scaleheight;and if the
ionizationratep is also known,eq. S gives the surfacenumberdensity
of the neutralsno. Alternatively,if h is know,,Ei can be calculated
fromeq. 4.
Now considerthe effectof a secondelectricfield resultingfrom
the negativelunarsurfacepotentialat the terminator[Lindeman,1973a]
and [Lindemanet al_L,lg73b]. As seen by a detectorat the lunarsurface
the positiveatmosphericionswill have theirenergiesshiftedupwardby
an amountq_o' Equations(1) becomes
_(z) - qEiz + q¢o (6) .
• where ¢o is the magnitudeof the negativelunarsurfacepotential. This
equationis corr)ctonlyfor ions createdwell above the screening
lengthof the lunarsurfaceelectricfield. Its effectis to shift the
linearsemi-logenergyspectrumline towardhigherenergies. To correct
i for this,when evaluatingthe zero-energ_i,,tercept,equation_S),we
must shift the energyaxisby an amountq¢o" The pno productcan then
be determinedfromeq. 5. Howevereq. 5 is not strictlyvalid at c =
q¢o so thatpno determinedfrom thiseq. is an estimate.
We can improvethe analysisof the spectrumby modelingthe height
distributionof the lunarsurfaceelectricfield and if a successfulfit
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to the data is obtainedthe parametersof the fittingfunctionare _JW
determineddirectly.
We model the surfacefieldby assumingan exponentialheightdistribution
of the form
¢(z) = ¢o exp [-z/X] (7)
where x is the screeninglength. The ion energyat the surfacewill be
givenby
c(z) = q(Eiz + ¢o (l-exp(-z/X))) (8)
and the differentialflux by ,,
_s
_-_(z)= 'n°pexp(-z/h) (9)
q[Ei + ¢_o_exp(-z/x)]
In this case the fluxas a functionof energy c can be obtainedby
plotting eq. 9 vs. eq. 8.
For z>>_ eqs. 8 and 9 reduceto
_(z) : qEiz* q*o (I0) !
in agreementwith eq. (6) and
dJ ,noP' -z/h
]
i
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_) Solving(lO)forz andusingthisin (ll)gives,
¢-q_
(_) =_noP_- i_Eih
z>>X ,qEi, e (12)
or
= .,noP, l (c -q¢o) (13)
_.n (dd-_JC)z>>X_nkqE---_-I-
It is clearfrom eq. 13 thateq. 4 is stillvalid for the slope. Hence
, Ei can stillbe estimatedfrom the slope if h is known. When eq. 13 is
evaluatedat _ = q¢o' the interceptis givenby eq. 5 in agreementwith
the ideasdiscussedabove.
The methodof analysisof the data in the next sectionwas to
I estimatethe parametersof the fittingfunction(equations8 and 9) from
the data usingeqs. 4 and 5. The final valueof the parameterspno, Ei,
¢oand _ were determinedfrom the fit.
Observations
l showsa _sw x Bi event observedby the Apollo 15 SIDE inFigure
• 1974. The portionof the curveabove about-70eV is linearas predicted :
: by equation3 or equation13. The flux below_70 eV/q is depleteddue
to a strongnegativesurfacepotentialexistingat the time of this
_ event,i.e.the energyspectrumhas been "shifted"by an amountapproxi-
12 matelyequal to q Co' The SIDEmass analyzershows the ions in this
eventto havemass 20 amu/q (see insetof figurel). This event occ'_rred
l'L at a solar zenithangleof = 71° where the surfacetemp of -284°K gives
| i
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a scaleh,_ightfor neon of _73 km. The measuredslope is = .011which (_
gives a valueof about 1.25V/km for El. A typicalsolarwind velocity
of 400 km/secand typical_i of 5y yieldsEi = 2V/km. Other_sw x _i
eventshave beenanalyzedwhere Ei was availablefrom knowledgeof the
interplanetarymagneticfield strengthand solarwind velocitywith the
resultthatthe calculatedvalue of the scaleheightgenerallyagrees
•with the theoreticalvalue. Hence,the procedureof using the theoretical
scale heightand the measuredslope to calculateEi is justified. The
curve in figurel was obtainedfromeqs. 8 and g using%= 50 V, x = 4.0
km, Ei = 1.4 V/km, h = 73 km and pno = .006cm'3sec"l.
Using the value p = l.l x 10-7 sec"l, the total ionizationrate
from photoionization,solarwind impactionizationand solarwind charge
exchange(Siscoeand Mukherjee,1972)for neon gives .
no = 5.4 x lO4 cm"3 (14)
Thisvalueof no is consistentwith the resultsof Hoffmanet al. 1973
who reportdata from the LunarAtmosphericCompositionExpe _nt
indicating8.7 x lO4 cm"3 near the terminator.
A secondeventof this typeobservedon day 43 of 1974is shown in
figure2. The exponentialnatureof the ionosphereis again clearly
shownby the linearportionof the curveabove " 60 eV/q. A strong
negativesurfacepotentialis also evidentin the spectrum;the flux is
depletedbelowabout50 eV/q. This eventoccurredat a solar zenith
angleof -68° which impliesa scaleheightfor Ne20 of " 75 km. The
i ,)
I
1
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i " scaleheightcoupledwith the slopegives a value of 1.3 V/km for Ei.
The smoothcurvein figure_was computedfrom eqs.8 and g with _o = 50
V, x = 1700m,Ei = 1.3 V/km, h = 75 km and pno = .Oilcm'3sec"I. The
simultaneousmass spectrumfor thisevent showedthe dominantmass to be
20 amu/q so that if the valueof p given above for Ne20 is usedwith the
fittedpno product,the surfacenumberdenistyof the neutralsis
no = 1.0 x lOScm"3 (15)
When the interplanetaryelectricfield strengthens,the slopeof
thistype of spectrumbeconesflatterfor the same valueof the scale
height. Figure3 showsan event observedon day 289 of 1973at a solar
zenithangle of - 64° where the Ne20 scale heightis - 78 km. The
- - calculatedvalue of Ei for thisevent is 3.8 V/kmwhich is somewhat
largerthan the previouseventsand is due to the flatterslopeof this
spectrum. The curve in figure3 was obtainedwith @o = 45 V, x = 1370
m, Ei = 3.8 V/km, k = 78 km and pno = .015cm'3sec"l. The resulting
value of the surfaceneutralnumberdensityis then
no : 1.4 x 105cm-3 (16)
Other_sw x _i eventshave been observedby the Apollo15 illstrumentin
1973and 1974 thatgive similarresults. That is, a surfacenumber
densityfor neon of the orderof I05cm'3'¢o a few tens of voltsnegative
and _ of the order of a kilometer. The detailedanalysisof all of the !
. _ data is not completeat thiswriting,but the eventspresentedheremay
! be consideredrepresentativeof the data set. _
i|
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gAll of the sunsetterminatorregions(beginning-3 days before [
localsunsetand continuingto sunset)in 1973and throughday 251 of
19/4for Apollo15 have beensearchedfor Vsw x Bi eventswith the
resultthat 14 eventshave beenfound for which simultaneousmass
spectraexist. These are consideredto be "highquality"events. Many
othereventsexist in theseregionsthat appearto be Vsw x Bi events
but for which no simultaneousmass spectrumexists. These "no-mass"
spectrumeventswill be used in futureanalysesto enlargethe data base
•on the assumptionthat the principalcomponentof the mass spectrumis
neon. Not all of the highqualityeventshave been analyzedto determine
the parametersbut an estimateof the surfacenumberdensityfor neon
has beenmade from thesespectra. The eventspresentedin this paper
are predominantlyneon but many of the other observedspectraindicate
Ii
thatmore thanone gas is contributingto the spectrum. Work is presently
in progressto determineif these spectracan be fit adequatelyassuming
a multicomponentatmosphere.
The valueof the surfacenumberdensityof the neutralneon atoms
(" 105cm"3) determinedfromthe presentanalysisis about a factorof lO
lessthan reportedfrom earlierSIDE data. The data discussedby
Vondraket al. [1974]were taken lessthan6 monthsafterdeploymentof
the Apollo15 instrumentwhile the presentdatawere takenmore than 2
years afterdeployment.At presentwe do not understandthe reasonfor
thisdiscrepancy.We hopeto resolvethis problemby examiningdata
from the periodbetweenthe earlierand the laterdata.
The investigationof the electricpotentialdistributionversus
heightusingthis techniqueis a separateline of researchand will not I !
be discussedin detailhere.
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_ _- The other type of ionosphericion event observedin the terminator
regionsis due to accelerationby the lunar surfacepotential_lone. A
} typicalexampleof one of theseeventsis shown in figure4. _hese
monoenergeticlow-energjions_rovidegood mass spectrawhich aid in
determiningthe compositionof the ionosphereand the magnitudeof the
lunarsurfacepotential. However,the narrowpeaksof the spectramake
C_
an analyticalrepresentationof theseeventsdifficult.
' , An analysisof nine terminatorregionsin 1973and 1974shows that
the only consistentlypresentcomponentsof the ma_s spectrain lunar
surface potential type events are 20-28, 28-40, 40-44 amu/q ions (the
!_ SIDEmass analyzersare not well suitedfor the detectionof masses
below I0 amu/q).
.. , Summary
The resultscontainedin this descriptionof the lunarterminatorion
environmentmay be summarizedas follows:
A model is proposedto explainthe dominantfeaturesof the Vsw
x Bi spectrathat are observedin the terminatorregions. This model
uses an exponentialatm.q_here,the verticalVsw x Bi electricfield,
and an exponentiallydecreasingpotentialdistributionnear the surfac_
A reasonablefit to the Vsw x Bi spectrumcan be obtainedwhichyields
: the parameterspno, Ei, ¢o and x. The form of the observedspectra
confirmthe exponentialdistributionof the neutralatmospherein the
observedmass range. The lunarsurfacepotentialas determinedfrom
the s_-wx _; spectrais often found to be a few tens of volts negative
1976004892-076
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at a solar zenithangle of _ 700 and the scalesize _ oF the distribution _I_.
is of the orderof l km. The analysisof severalVsw x Bi spectrawith
a dominantmass of 20 amu/qshows thatthe neutralnumberdensitynj is
of the orderof 105cm-3. EarlierSIDE data indicatea highervalue.
The lunarsurfacepotentialeventsprovidegoodmass spectrawhich
showthat the dominantconstituentsof the lunarionospherewhich are
•observableby the SIDE are ionsof mass 20-28,28-40,and 40-44 amu/q.
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FigureCaptions ""
FigureI. Fit of the theoryto an observedVsw x _i spectrlJin.
The in._,et shows that the dominant mass for this
event is 20 amu/q. The circles connecte_ by a dashed
line represent the results of the calibration for
20 amu/q particles normalized to the obserwd counts.
Figure2. Vsw x Bi eventobservedon day 43 in 1974by
the Apollo15 SIDE. The smoothcurveis a fit to
the datawith ¢o = 50 V, h = 75 km, _ = 1700m
Ei = 1.3 V/kmand pno =.Oll cm-3.
Figure3. Vsw x Bi eventwith strongerinterplanetaryfield.
The fit to this spectrumwas made with ¢o = 45 V,
h : 78 km, _ : 1370m Ei = 3.8 V/kinand pno : .015cm"3.
Figure4. Typicallunar surfacepotentialevent showing
simultaneousenergyand mass spectra. The appearance
of the countsin the 20 eV/q channelis interpreted
to mean that the magnitudeof the negativelunarsurface
potentialis 20 V. The countsare summedover 16 spectra
takenover " 1/2 hr.
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Ab._!: act-- A_ • clcrall_)n _llld deice(lOll of the Itlll;|r thermal I()lll_'_l,ll_.'lC I11 |hc pl ¢'_11c_' ol Ih¢ lunar
¢l¢,.'lJic Iield y,cld,,., _:dtl¢ of at lea',t +-I0 _olt*, for the lun:lr clc_lrl, p_,tcV|llalI'_1"_¢d,_l.,Ll_lth angle,,
hcl_¢ell ,q_prl_xhnalcly 20° and 4._< ,Hid irl the magnctoshc'alht_t _,ll,, _ illd t,l| l.'hil,lliL CJ _O',illvc IOn
flUX ='_oh,,cr_rd v,ith lhc ALSEP Suprathermal Ion Detector _h,._l ,, r,_c ,l_._.-PICl,l|ltl[1'vl IldgC analn,,
cer|:|llt v.llt!¢'_,. TI,i_, cnh_incttrneilt Is greater when the moon i._ m ;hi: .,o],tl wmJ ,t., i,pl_,_,,cd t¢_ the
magnclo,,hua! h
I NI R()DU(' 1ION
THv:(_i it( ",i :>ll'Dus of the electric potential of the sunlit lunal suif,tce in the
presence of the solar wind have predicted values ranging fn_m + 20 volt,, down to
a few volts positive. Originally, (_)pikand Singer (1960) proposed a _;due of about
+20 volts. More recently Grobman and Blank (1969l revised thl_ eqimate down-
ward by about an order of magnitude and finally Manka (1972) has eqimated a
value near volts. In the absence of the solar wind, Reasoner and Burke 11972)
have reported potentials as high as + 200 volts as the llloon crosses the magneto-
spheric tail.
In this paper we discuss evidence for a sunlit pt,lenlial in the magus:to,heath
and solar wind of about + l0 volts. This evidence comes fn,n the analyq,, of the
energy spectra of lunar ionosphere thermal ions accelei ated toward the moon by
an artificial electric field. The data are provided by the Apollo l.unar St,rface Ex-
periment Packal'e (ALSEP) Suprathermal hm I)etector Experiment (Nil)E) de-
nloyed at the A3ollo 14 and l$ sites.
THF SIDE
The Suprathermal Ioi=Detector Experiment (Nil)I:) contam_ a total =ondetec-
tor curved plate analyzer and ion mass analyzer designed to measure positi_ e ,m,i
down to a few electron volts. To accomplish this in the face of possible lunar
surface potentials of the order of several tens of velts, the instrument is equipped
with a ground plane electrode (in contact with the lunar surface) whose potential
with respect to a wire grid above the ion entrance apertures is slepped through a
series of 24 voltage_ (see Fig. Ib). For certain negative (accelerating) voltages, the
impo,,ed electric field is able to overcome a positive surface potential allowing
thermal ions to be measured by the insh ument.
The ground plane electrode is _ _:ircularwire grid 6._cm in diameter. Close-up
2877
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$1[¢0_1U- SUnFIICE WltlIORS -
tTNICmm_L¢o_'rmo_., tON ENTRANCE APEMTUM(.$
• GROUND[D _ t\ , TOP GIllJ_," - IO_IS *N "_ •
• / J 6_(1Ut*O SCR[_N
L.,.-o tti -.-__ -"_o_."bTM
_, '7-/-I/I/III/IIIII//,o_'_IlrlWIO_d CAKE kUNAIq SUPFA¢I[
APOLLO 14 SIOF Oeptoye ei Conf*guro?non Schen,,,tuc of the Instrument Conhguratuon
(o) (I0)
Fig.I.Th_ Supratherm:d|on DetectorExl_riment(a)a',deployedon thelunarsurface,
and (b) showing the ground plane and top wire grid configuration schematically. Thermal
ions are attracted to or repelled from the top of the in,4rument by the top grid. _r is the
voltage produced by the stepping supply. The ground plane is in actual contact with the
lunar surface.
photographs show that the grid makes contact with the surface at many points, so
good electrical contact will be assumed (see Anpendix A). The SIDE is D.C.
isolated from the ALSEP central station and other experiments.
These features of the SIDE allow the determination ,._fthe electric potential of |
the lunar surface under certain conditions. This is accomplished by examination .1
of the energy spectra of thermal ions accelerated into the SIDE by the ground
plane -'oltage in the presence of the electric field due to the surface charge of the
moon.
Figure la shows the instrument and the ground plane in the deployed configu-
ration. Further details of the experiment can be found in Freeman et al. (1972).
INSTRUMENT _llN('lh)_
Assu0nmg good electrical coupling between Ihe gr,u.d plane and the lunar sur-
face the instrument would be expected to function as folh)ws:
_a) In the case of a near-zero lunar surface potential a negative ground plane
stepper voltage accelerates thermal positive ions inh_ the instrument with
an energy approximately that of the stepper voltage
(b) When the lunar surface is substantially positive and the stepper voltage
negative, but larger in absolute value, the energy of the detected ions is
less than the stepper voltage by an amount equal to the lunar surface po-
I
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tcntlal. When the stepper voltage exactly lll:th'hc,_ bul is ol .pp._ite sign
• .. from the lunar surface potential, the ions _re _een unaccclerated.
It) When the lunar surface is negative the it,n., may be repelled b_ a sutli-
: ciently large positive stepper voltage.
We can a._sume that the ions seen are principally ionized neutral gas in thermal
equilibrium with the lunar surface (T _ 400°K) and further that most of the ions
appear to have come from infinity so far as the energy .'required from the surface
electric lields is concerned. Under these conditions, the foregoing can be made
more explicit by exp:essing the ion energy, E, seen at the detector by
E = E, -(_p, + _p,,)q (I)
where E, i.,, the initial ion energy (the neutral thermal energy), _, the potential of
the top wire grid of the SIDE relative to the ground plane ant[ hence to the lunar
surface. _,, the lunar surface potential, and q the ion charge (assumed to be + I).
We will be concerned with cases in which ¢, is negative and for which we assume
ql'P, + ';,,I">E, ,,o that (I) becomes
E _ -(,_,  _.)q(2)
Using lhis equation observable values of _p.q are displayed in Table I for the
dilt'c_ential energy channels, E, and stepper voltages, q:,,of the Apollo 14 instru-
ment. if the initial energy of the ions is not negligible then the tabular values
reple._ent (_g,,q E,) and hence provide a lower limit ,m the surface potential; a
situation Ihat we consider unlikely (see Appendix B).
• . O_SE_VArioNS
A feature of the data when the solar zenith angle _ between approximately 20°
and 45° i:_the frequent appearance of narrow low-energy ion Ilux spectra which
show a correlation with the ground plane stepper voltage. That is. ions at certain
peak energies recur with specific ground plane stepper voltages. We will refer to
this occurrence as a resonance. There is often a complete absence of ions in any
energy channel except at the resonant ground plane stepper vqltage.
This phenomenon has been seen with the Apollo 14 and 15 SIDEs and excla-
skely in the .,,._larwind ot magnetosheath. Figure 2 ,,htlws l]le location in lunar
orbil of these observations. Only one such observ'ttion ha,, been made on the
dawn side of the tail. It was seen at a time of high local gas pressure following the
Apollo 15 LM impact. Each lunar cycle for which Apollo 14 data are available
shows the resonance in the afternoon or dusk side magnetosheath and solar wind
and some cycles of Apollo 15data show this resonance in this quadrant a._well.
l:igure 3 shows an extended set of data from the Apollo 14 SIDE.
Here the count rates from the two lowest energy channels have been grouped ac-
cording to the ground plane stepper voltage. The energies that stand out near the
center of the figure are 7eV at ground plane voltage - 16.2 and 17eV at ground
Li i
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Table I. Apollo 14 SIDE--Observable values
of (¢o q). I p
E
Total ion detector
Energy Channels
02_,7 ¢,, (volts) 7 eV/q 17 eV/q
Ground Plane
Stepper Voltage
- 0.6 -- 6.4 - 16.4
- 1.2 -- 5.8 - 15.8
- 1.8 - 5.2 15.2
- 2,4 - 4.6 14.6
-- 3.6 - 3.4 -13.4
- 5.4 - 1.6 - 11.6
- 7.8 + 0.8 - 9.2
- 10.2 + 3.2 6.8
- 16.2 + 9 2 (I.8
- 19.8 + 12.8 _ 2.8
- 27.6 + 20.1_ _-10.6
0.0 - 7.0 - 17.0
, 0.6 -- 7.6 17.6
'- + 1.2 - 8.2 -18.2
+ 1.8 - 8.8 - 18,8
+ 2.4 - 9.4 -19.4
+ 3.6 - 10.6 - _).6
+ 5.4 - 12.4 22.4
+ 7.8 - 14,8 - 24.8
+ 10.2 - 17.2 27.2
_-16.2 - 23.2 _3.2
+ 19.8 - 26.8 -- 36.8
+ 27.6 - 34.6 -44.6 I
plane voltage -27.6. From Equation (2) and Table I these examples yield a lunar
surface potential, ¢,,, of approximately + 10 volts.
Ten months of Apollo 14 data have been scanned. Each lunation shows reso-
nances similar to Fig. 3 indicating a surface potential of - + 10 volt:; for zenith
angles between approximately 20° and 45°. A typical segment of data for this
region is shown in Fig. 4. Here the counting rates in the 17eV channel are plotted
each time the ground plane stepper reads -27.6 volts. The counting rates for the
same energy channel are plotted when the ground plane stepper is at 0.0 volts as a
measure of the background when panicles cannot be accelerated into the detector
by the stepper potential. This plot clearly shows the increase in the counting rate
for the resonant step as the detector moves out inlo the free-flowing solar wind.
The maximum rate, although not sharply defined, usually occurs near a zenith
angle of 35°. in all the data that have been scanned, the resonance ends at about
45°. This suggests that at that point the lunar surface potential decreases below the
energy level required to produce a resonance in our differential energy passbands.
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The,c passbands are narrow (± 5% FWHM) and not contiguous, so it is possible
for the ion peak to disappear between them. Hence the disappearance of the
re,_onance does not imply a discontinuity in the lun;ir snrface potenlial. Ill fact it is
important to note that the resonance shown here indicate, that the ",urface poten-
tim does not change greatly over a large portion of the sunlit _urface. At the
equatorial site (Apollo 14) the potential remains + 10v - 2 v over the solar zenim
angle range 20¢.to 45°. The same potential has been observed at least once within
the same zen;th angle range at the Apollo 15 site 26.1 ° north of the equator.
That the magnitude of the counting rate at resonance i', rel_tted to the solar
wind is further seen in Fig. 5. The solar wind vclocdy i,_I'el;divelv constant over
the se_en month interval shown; however, the ,,()];.tl'wind nlllnbcl density varies
by an order of magnitude, in Novembt, r an unu_u,ll_ high nulnl_¢r density in the
solar wind was reflected in a very intevse reson:m_.'¢. Thi, ot;,,ervation is consis-
tent with the source of ions considered below.
THE THERMAl. |.U'_..XR I"X(_'_vllt RI,
The foregoing assumes that the thermal lunar iont),phere is being accelerated
into the instrument in the presence of a lunar surface clcctrit: lield and an artificial
electric field arising from the SIDE. This hypothesis i_ not only ,upported by the
]
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Fig. 3. SIDE total ion detector count rates in two energy channels for a three hour time
interval grouped by ground plane stepper voltage. The time given is the start time of the
interv;d.
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Fig. 4. Typical ground plane stepper resonance seenby Apollo 14 in the lunar afternoon.
The counting rates in the resonant channel are compared with those in the 0.0 volt step
which were used as a measure of background, i.e., ions not affected by the ground plane
voltage. The six data points from :,th of the stepper cycle are plotted on an expanded
scale in each period of approximately one hour. Note the. ,," thi._lunation the resonance
begins at a solar zenith angle ol ,(_'.
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: ground plane stepper resonance but also qualitatively by the observed narrow
energy spectrum. This spectrum is typically less than the width between detector
differential energy.channels or I0 eVIq. There is an ah,ence of a low energy tail.
Consider the electric field region to be confined to a screening length, L,
analogous to the conventional Debye length. For the solar wind L is of the order
of a few meter._. At the lunar surface it is probably much l,_ss than this due to
I photoelectron_ and electrons from the ionized neutrals, In any event, L < H,w ere H is the _cale height of the neutral atmosphere to be ionized. As a result the
volume above the detector within I screening length is very small compared to
i •i1
ij-
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that within the scale height H. The ions produced in the atmosphere within or t
above height ti of the detector greatly predominate over those produced within [ .
height L. A large fraction of these will drift thermally or ballistically into the field
region. The ion distribution function in energy space will then peak sharply at the
potential of the instrument relative to infinity; as is actually observed. (In reality
the drift of the thermal ions will also be somewhat influenced by the interplanetary
electric field, however, this must be a second order effect because of the high
stability of the resonance fluxes despite major changes in the interplanetary
magnetic field.)
Assuming focusing to the detector of about I steradian we can use the ob-
served ion flux to obtain an order of magnitude estimate of the requisite neutral
number density in the lunar atmosphere. Following a treatment given by Manka
(1972), for an exponential atmosphere, the omnidirectional ion flux seen by the
detector. F, is related to the neutral surface number density, N,,, by
F _- PN.H2 (3)
where P is the total production rate for ions,and/'! the scale height for neutrals.
Referring to Fig. 3 we take 300 counts/second as typical of the 17eV ions and
calculate a flux of 3x 10* ions/era=see.
We must now make a choice regarding the composition of the atmosphere.
Johnson (1971) has _hown that the atmosphere is expected to consist largely of
neon. Freeman et al. (1971) quote an afternoon surface temperature of 360°K
yieldingan H of 100km for mass20. Siscoeand Mukherjee (1972)estimatea total
ion production rate of I.I x 10 'ions/sec atom for neon. The requisite ,urface
number density is then N,, _ 5 x 10" atoms/cm'. This is in reasonable agreement
with the daytime surface number density reported by the AI SEP cold cathode
gauges (Johnson, F. S., private communication).
Although the resonance phenomenon has been seen with the SIDE mass anal.
yzer we have not been able to determine directly the ambient ion masses. Statis-
tics a,e generally poor and the resonance mass analyzer data often fall in a very
low energy channel where mass calibration is uncertain. The only occasion to date
on which a well defined mass spectrum has been _een due to the ground plane
stepper resonance followed shortly after the Apollo 15 mission. At that time the
spectrum was typical of an exhaust gas spectrum, l.indeman, however, has found
non-resonance SIDE mass analyzer spectra p_:aking near mas_ 20. 36, and 40
believed to represent the ambient lunar atmosphere [Liedeman el al.. 1973]_The
mass 20 N,, calculation is given here only for illustrative purposes since a correct
calculation would require taking into account all of the masses present in their
proper abundances.
The enhanced resonance peak in November 1971 (Fig. 5)can be explained by
the increased solar ",viltd flux. Bernstein et al. (1963) give the charge-exchange
cross-section of solar wind protons on neon a_ 5 × 10 '_cm'. A_ seen from Fig. 5
the solar wind flux reached -2x 10_ions/cm:sec for a pr_,Juction rate of
1976004892-092
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10 "ions/sec atom: casily enough to account for the enhanced re,:enance during
. . November.
DISCUSSION AND SUMMARY
Acceleration of the lunar thermal ionosphere with known voltages has led to
the value of at least + 10 volts for the dayside lunar surface potential It should ix
emphasized this value holds only in the solar wind or magnetosheath plasma.
Reasoner and Burke (1972) have reported evidence for potentials as high as + 200
volts in the greater vacuum of the magnetospheric tail.
This + l0 volt value appears to ),old at least between solar zenith angles of 20°
and 45°. The increase in intertsity of the resonance during passage from the
magnetosheath to the free streaming solar wind may ix due to a slight change in
the hmar surface potential such that the accelerated ions are more nearly centered
on an energy passband. This shift in potential might arise from a changing electron
temperature. On the other hand, the solar wind may enhance the ionization pro-
tess itself since it is clear from Fig. 5 that the solar wind does play a key role in the
magnitude of the resonance phenomena.
From SIDE data, IJr, deman et al. (1973) have found that the potential of the
lunar surface near the terminator goes front positive to negative as one ap-
proaches the hmar night. Figure 6 shows the composite data on the lunar surface
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potential together with theoretical calculations by Manka(1972) for typical solar
wind conditions. The general shape of the experimental curve is in good agree-
ment with prediction. As pointed out by Manka (private communication), the
point at which the potentialgoes negative and the ultimatenight side potential are
very sensitive to the assumed solar wind electron temperature.
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APPENDIX A
The question of the D(.'. coupling hetween the ground plane and the lunar surface will he
c _amined
Clo,,e-up phologr-tph,, ,,how thai the grid makc,_ ¢ofll_.,;I with the lun,ir _,¢lllat many points lind
_,herc there ix nol direct contact the wi; :. are rarely n_rc than a few centm_tcr_ from the ,,urface.
Nlrangway el ul. ( 197.'_thave mca*,uredthe D.C. conductivity ,:f lunar xoil sample,, and found values
helot. I0 "mh_r,/n) in the temperature range of interest Thi*, is _ulBcicnlly k_w Ihal Ihe soil may be
ctmxidercd a perfect in,_ulattwand we candirect our attention Io condu(ti_nty vm the plasmaonly.
"Ihe problem c:ln be reca_,thy c(msiderinil the relative import:ace of two ,mpedance_ R, and RLa
+
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I t_ ctcL'lrJ_,potent_l ,_TII1¢lunar ".ulh_i.c _1_7
Att_ IhznkJn[z,,I lint _IDE a_ th_ center termicml m a wdtaK¢ davi_l¢ .elw_'k M rcpr¢,_'nt_ I_
mqx'd,,n_¢ l'_'xv,L,¢w_t)_, _IDE t_ip wtrc gr_l ..m:linSnity R, ,, icplc,_nts th(' tml_dan_e _4:twc-_nlh_
_'rL.md pLmc ,mJ tft_ lun_ 5urla_¢ In ¢itl_=r case th_ imped.m_r. R J_appn_tmated hy
I
R c,a
wlwr¢ 1 I,, tl.._lL'cniD_: k.-,_lh f_, the plasn_v. _r I| _,_¢NI_I._.:[I_,|I_ _ .4, Ihc ¢'lfC_.llvt' L'TCAO| |1tC
'.:1¢_If,k,k" (W|,¢I,' II'_"I_rL_U,q_ pldT_ wire Is ICs_,Ihrl 1. fru,_ Ih¢ _.ul'{,u:cthen ,,_m)_n'_an dl.,l_ur_ctc_
lira.._lil'l;i_ InlJti Ic-IllA_'C I ) WC '--J_,%UITM_th_l 1. and. arc lh_ sdn_¢ ,11 _h cite IrCsd¢_, arid hnd Ih_ II1¢
l¢l.ltt_C Impcd tl,, L-,.rite dclc'1"mlncdh_ the areas(._fIh¢ Iw,._elc¢lr_KJc, The k,mchll,m. f sin',d1rclallv¢
f_N_..nt_ldiffc_c.,_, l_twc¢_l I|_: gr,_und p|;xn©and !11<lunar ,,_lrf._c. w'hich _
wh¢lc _,. -'.t_d4, ,..u'c I1_ c_'¢,_ltvc ._rc_sof live toP IK_d and K"'"_ * I_anc rc,,l'_Lllvcly Th- Ipulk,:*_
Nan*"in a4ppr_m_tc|y b'_cnl In dl_m¢.la and c_mAmn,_._scr1"l('X)_.lil,.d"v_rc _ t('_ i:, ._pptoxt_tel)
I0 • 12cm and ,:_.,4,d,, o4rkn. v,_rc_ We ¢,_tmalc
A% 0.01
'.rodhc_:c cL_u_' lha_ th_ i_lCmh_l _hfl'c_:ne¢hc'tv/_cn lhc r.t,_md l)tdn¢ _ Ib" lumu _,'lacc _ _,
small fra¢llc:m _1(II!¢ lunll sul'[acc Iv.],lcn[-.I /_UNIv,¢to inhll_y
A_,_NmxB
|_| lie _a_4c_,1 .* .,_.'rccnln__rll_h k_ _(mftp_/ed I,_ [11_dlmcn*.l_,n¢_flh_ SlI)I. ,d_c the ;unto
_trfac¢ ( - _0_m) Ih(" lunar _urfac¢ p_4lcnlta_fi<'_l may ,_vcrwhclm the _;II)F: i¢_ lend fictd _,_m<
d_tan,.'e _Ul and ._t up a l_iv¢ l_tential barr_r f,_rF_mve _m_ attcmTdJr_I_/¢,_'h lh¢ %11)I. l"h_
,,.un.c w_ hc _m_e lh_ re_e i_ ck_arly lh_ rc,.uk ,d lunar atn_Nds_,. Nm,, ,.., t_
dcnv1_tralcd by the ,d_¢rved _ dcn_ly and Ik¢ rna_ _p<_I_., ,,_-_._ m,d Ica_4_m¢ ,_a_4_n hm
_'ek'rMkm b_/the imcrpl_K-t_r) e_cctr_: ft¢Id as dtl_u_'d by M.mkd and _lK:h¢l I IV_III _ trcq_'14ly
unkLe the ,.t.d_ m,m_whnmlalic flu_, a,.,.,,L_d with the, rc,_m._t,_ Id_'n_vl¢_.m _,_ ,_lhcr _m
_,._¢'_rallLm n_¢ .h_ll_m_ _lC kf_vn th_ me ,alp_rolrwlat¢h) Ihl_ v¢lulh .mvhcrelemv:,hcn_c wc p_-(_r
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Abstract
This paper reviews the electric field environment of
the moon. Lunar surface electric potentials are reported as
follows:
Solar Wind Dayside: _o +i0 to +_SV
Solar Wind Terminator: ¢0 _ -i0 to -100 V
Electron and ion densities in the plasma sheath adjacent to
each surface potenu_al regime are evaluated and _e corres-
ponding Debye length estimated. The electric fie[Hs are
then approximated by the surface potential over the Debye
length. The results are:
1 Solar Wind - Dayside: EO _ i0 V/m outward
Solar Wind - Terminator: E - 1 to i0 V/m inwardo
These fields are all at least 3 orders of magnitude higher
_han the pervasive sola_ wind electric field howe"er they
are conf Lned tO within a few tens of meters of the ]unar
sur face.
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Lunar Electric Fields, Surface
Potential, and Associated Plasma Sheaths
Any body emersed in a plasma acquires a net negative
charge. A body exposed to intense ultra-violet radiation is
inclined to acquire a positive charge. The Moon enjoys both
of these environments simultaneously. As a result one
expects a complicated surface charge distribution on the
lunar surface.
Figure 1 shows the general environment of the Moon. On
the left hand side is shown the continuous flux of photons
from the sun, as well as solar wind protons and electrons.
"" The photon flux dominates the solar wind proton flux and
_P
results in the ejection of photoelectrons from the sunlit
lunar surface. We expect therefore that the dayside will
exhibit a positive lunar surface potential. As one progresses
towards the terminator regions where the solar wind proton
and photons impact the surface at more oblique angles, the
solar wind electrons, which have high random velocities,
still have free access to the lunar surface with normal
incidence. One therefore expects the potential to grow more
and more negative as the terminator region is approached. A
negative potential at the terminator is predicted.
' 1
i
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_ Figure _ illustrates these speculations more completely.
We see here the positive potential on the dayside surface of
the Moon and immediately adjacent to this positive potential,
the regions of negative potential generated by the photo-
electrons ejected from the lunar surface by the solar ultra-
violet photons. This photoelectron sheath contains electron
number densities on the erder of several thousands to tens
of thousands of electrons per cubic centimeters. It is
confined to a region within a few meters of the lunar
surface.
The surface potential becomes smaller and eventually
goes negative as one approaches the terminator region.
4 Above the negative surface potential in the terminator
region we find a positive ion sheath made up of atmospheric
ions. The positive charge regions above the surface may
result in part from electron depletion, however, positive
• ions are seen.
This distribution of charges w111 give rise to electric
fields in the vicinity of the Moon. These electric fields
will be superimposed on the interplanetary electric field
generatea by the motion of the solar wind magnetic field
_ past the Moon (The so-called vxB or solar wind electric
! field). This electric field is approximately 3 orders of
magnitude weaker but much more extensive than the electric
i ield associated with the lunar surface potentials. The
_ interplanetary electric field has received considerable
1
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4"" attention and will be the subject of several other papers at
this conferehce so the balance of this paper will concentrate
(_n the electric fields associated with the lunar surface
potential.
Table 1 illustrates previous theoretical calculations
aimed at determining the dayside lunar electric potential.
Opik and Singer [1960} were the first workers to attempt to
estimate the electric potential of the dayside of the Moon.
Their results, based on energy balance considerations,
indlcated potentials on the order of +20 to +25 volts. More
recently, Grobman and Blank [1969] using collisionless probe
theory estimated a range of potentials from approximately
+I0 volts dowi_ to practically zero depending on the assumed
values for the photoelectric electron yield function and the
work function of the lunar surface materials. Manka [1973]
carried out similar calculations based on current balance•
He found potentials ranging from approximately +4 volts to
+9 volts positive depending again on assumptions about the
photoelectron yield function• In a more elaborate calculation,
Walbridae [1973] divided the photon flux from the Sun into 3
enerqy ranges. He found three corresponding electron energy :
distributions giving a surface potential or the order of
.%
+3 5 volts or greater for the dayside of the Moon• • %
f .id
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5_ Since all of these theories depend explicitly on the
photoelectric yield function and the work function of the
i surface, Feuerbacher et al. [1972] undertook to make measure-I ments of these functions on actual lunar soil materials.!
! Their results indicated .07 for the photoelectron yield
)
{ function and 5 eV for the work function. Reasoner and Burke
[1972] using data from the CPLEE experiment were able to
make in situ estimates of the work function and the photo-
electric yield. Their data, which were taken when the moon
was in the geomagnetic tail, indicate values for both of
these numbers, in rough agreement with those of Feuerbacher
et al. Based on this, the lower limit for the surface
potentidl given by Grobman and Blank is inapplicable and the
_, predicted lunar surface potentials range in value from few
volts to 25 volts positive.
Experimental values for the lunar surface potential
have been obtained by the apollo lunar surface suprathermal
ion detector (_xperiment (S_DE) [Freeman ut. al., 1973].
Figure 3 illu_trates the configuration of the SIDE as
_ deployed on the lunar surface. Immediately beneath the SIDE
i instrument is a ground plane electrode. This ground plane• electrode is wired to a stepping supply inside the SIDE
detector, which is in turn referenced to the SIDE ground. A
small wire mesh grid immediately above the input aperture
fox" the ion detectors is also wired to SIDE ground. Through
, I
4
r
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this stepping supply it is possible to alter the electric
potential of the SIDE instrument relative to the lunar
surface. When the stepping supply is negative, ions generated
in the lunar atmosphere by solar ultraviolet and ionization
from the solar wind can be accelerated directly into the
instrument and the energy with which they are detected will
• be given by equation i; assuming of course that the lunar
surface is positive.
I
E/q =£i/q (_O + _S )" (i)
e is the detection energy, £i the ion initial energy,
- _o and _s the lunar surface potential and stepping supply
4_ potentials respectively, and q is the ion charge (assumed to
be unityl. The SIDE actually measures energy per unit
charge in 20 discrete differential steps from i0 ev/q to
3500 ev/q for positive ions. The ground plane stepper has
23 discrete voltage levels. See Freeman et al. [1973] for a
table of measurable lunar surface potentials.
We note the assumption that the initial energy of the
ions is negligible compared to the energy acquired by
acceleration by the instrument and the lunar surface potential.
The initial energy of the ions is the thermal energy of the
neutral atoms from which they originated. The assumption of
negligible enerqy is therefore justified. However, if the
initial energy is nonnegligible the calculated values for
the lunar surface potential represent lower limits, i
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7As the SIDE steps through various energy channels and
ground plane stepping voltages "resonances" occur which
consist of enhanced detector response in the energy channels
appropriate to the instantaneous lunar surface potential for
each ground plane stepping voltage. Figure 4 illustrates an
example of these resonances in the actual raw SIDE count
rate data. One can see a resonance in the 7 eV/q channel at
the -16.2 ground plane stepping voltage, add another in the
17 eV/q channel, at the -27.6 ground plane stepping voltage.
These two numbers taken together indicate a lunar surface
potential of approximately +10 volts at this particular
time.
_, The overall results of the SIDE instrument lunar
surface potential measurements are illustrated in Figure 5.
Here we have plotted the electric potential on the lunar
surface as a function of the solar zenith angle. For most of
the late morning and early afternoon the lunar surface
potential is in the vicinity of +i0 volts. A new result,
reported here for the first time, is an asymmetry in this
curve in the form of a small ear in the late lunar afternoon.
Here the lunar surface potential rises to approximately +18
volts. This effect is seen at the Apollo 15 site but not at
the Apollo 14 site due to an instrumental effect.
Notice from Figure 5, in early morning and late after-
_ noon the surface potential goes to negative values as the
d%
_" terminator is approached. The potential measurements {
i
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8in these regimes are not made by the described,technique 3ust
but rathur are derived from a set of data which will be
described.
Goldstein [1974] has analyzed electron data from the
ALSEP Solar Wind Spectrometer experiment and computed a
lunar surface potential of the subsolar point in the solar
wind of +5 to -3 volts. The discrepancy between this result
and the SIDE data has not yet been resolved.
Manka [1973] has investigated the lunar surface potential
in the vicinity of the terminator regions. Figure 6 shows
his theoretical curves indicating an asymptotic potential at
the terminator of about -35 volts. This value is highly
dependent on the solar wind electron temperature and could
-- i_ fact be considerably more negative at times. These
theoretical curves bear a strong similarity to the observed
potential curves shown in figure 5.
Actual data on the lunar surface potential in the
vicinity of the terminator can be obtained by the SIDE
instrument through the observations of the atmospheric ions
associated with the ion sheath adjacent to the lunar surface
[Lindeman et al., 1973]. These ions reach the surface with
peak energies corresponding to the lunar surface potential.
As the SIDE approaches the terminator region very low energy
ions are seen first. These energies increase gradually as
the instrument passes the terminator. This phenomena is
• illustrated in figure 7. Here we see ions of approximately I
L i
! I/
t
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9• _ i0 electron volts about 1.5 days prior to the terminator.
About 0.5 days before terminator crossing the ion energies
begin to climb until they reach values of 70 electron volts
approximately 0.5 days after the terminator crossing. This
is believed to be a direct observation of the ambient lunar
ions generated in the atmosphere by ultraviolet ionization
and accelerated to the lunar surface by the negative surface
potential. The energy in the ions is therefore a measure-
ment of the lunar surface potential itself. Lindeman et al.
[1973] have shown these potentials to go as low as -100
volts on some terminator crossings, it is interesting to
note that -70 volts is about the potential expected for a
_, stationary pl_ _na whose ion and electron temperatures are
105 and 2xI05°}[, the temperatures appropriate to the solar
wind. This calculation uses the potential expression given
by Chopra [1961] for a body in a stationary plasma.
The fact that these ions are indeed ambient atmospheric
ions is verifi_d by some sample ion mdss spectra also taken
by the SIDE a_, :_hown in figure 8.
Thu terminator electric potentials measured in this
manner can be verified independently by the energy spectra
of ions accelerated towazd the moon by the interplanetary
electric field. These ions show the expected exponential
spectra [Manka and Michel, 1973] offset by an amount of
energy equal to that obtained in falling through the surface
4 _ potential field. We thus have two independent determinations
't i
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c,f the terminator surface potentials.
No theoretical studies have been published on the
electric potential of the lunar nightside and because of the
absence of a strong ionizing mechanism our experimental
techniques for the day and terminator regions are of no
va.tue here. A complete analysis of the problem involves a
detailed study of the solar wind electron temperature and
the ways, if any, in which it might be modified on the night
side of the moon. Reasoner [private communication] has
CPLEE electron data which may prove helpful in this regard.
Schneider and Freeman [1974] and Freeman [1972] have
reported ions of slightly less than solar wind energy whose
flux is 2 orders of magnitude below that of the solar wind
appearing on the night side of the moon. These ions tend to
occur most frequently several days before local sunrise and
several days after sunset, however, they have been seen
throughout the entire lunar night. Whether or not these
ions constitute a component of the lunar ionosphere remains
to be seen. Certain E X B ion trajectories do allow
_w sw
transfer of atmospheric ions from the daysl,ie to the nightside
[Manka, private communication]. The energy of the ions
however suggests sola[ wind that has been diverted to the
night side o_ the moor, by some mechanism. One conceivable
approach is to consider these ions to form the positive ion
sheath for a negative nightside surface potential; in which
-_ case the deflecting force is electrostatic and the surface 1
i i
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potentials required would be negative several hundred volts.
We recall that the terminator nightside potential is indicated
to be of the order of -100 volts. Alternati_,ely, these ions
may arise from a turbulence or solar wind thermalizing
process associated with limb shocks or the passage of the
moon through the solar wind.
Next we direct our attention to the lunar surface
potential in the geomagnetic tail.
Knott [1973] has pointed out that _nergetic electrons
found in the plasma sheet can be expect_l to drive the
nightside of the moon to several kilovolts negative on
occasions. Such large potentials are f_,und on satellites in
"J the tail during eclipses [DeForest, 1972].
¢
Regardir_g the day side potential for the moor, in the
geomagnetic tail, Reasoner and Burke [1972] have reported
observations of photoelectrons in the photoelectron sheath
whose cut-off energy indicate dayside potentials ranglng up
to approxlmately +200 volts. Furthermore, they saw these
potentials depressed to below their limit of detectability,
+40 volts, when the moon entered the plasma sheet during an
intense magnetic storm. The SIDE data show resonances,
similar to those described above, in some regimes in the
geomagnetic tail and indicates at those times potentials _I0
volts or greater. A detailed comparison cf the SIDE and i
{, CPLEE data has not yet been made 2or periods of simultaneous
1
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_p data. It appears that the anar surface potential can have
a wide range of values in the tail depending on local plasma
conditions. We expect more complete reports on tail potential
in the future. For completeness, the currently reported or
pzedicted tail potentials are summarized in Table 2.
Finally we discuss the electric fields associated with
these surface potentials. For the photoelectron layer
Walbridge [1973] calculates a field of the order of 10 to 15
voles/meter. This is consistent with our surface potential
of 10 volts if the effective screening length is 1 meter.
Feuerbacher et al. [1972] calculate 78 cm for the screening
length.
In the terminator region we _3sume the Debye length to
% .
be that of the solar wind or approximately 10 meters.
" Therefore, the electric field over the region where the
surface potential can be determined by the SIDE is of the
order of 1 to i0 volts/meter and directed radially inward.
" The situation is much less certain on the far night-
side. For tile sake of completeness in this review we will
speculate that the energetic ions (No 0.05 ion/cm 3) form an
ion sheath [or a surface potential o£ the order of -I00
volts, and that their effective tempurature is that of the
: solar wind or -105°K. In this case, the Debye length is of
I the order of 100 meters and the electric field is 1 volt/meter
" directed radially inward.
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Fzgure 2 summarizes the electric charge distribution
around the moon. The ion number densities shown, No , are
those measured by the SIDE at the lunar surface. The ions
forming the atmospheric ion sheath at the terminator are
those illustrated in Figure 7. The nightside ions are tl _se
reported by Schneider and Freeman [1974].
Superimposed on the surface electric fields is the
electric field of the solar wind whose value is of the order
of 2x10 -3 volts/meter. This field dominates any ion trajectory
calculations at distances from the Moon greater than the
Debye screening length.
Figure 9 illustrates these electric field configurations.
The electric fields considered in this paper are only large
scale fields. As Criswell [1972, 1973] has pointed out
small scale fiolds may be very intense.
Given these electric fields, it is possible to make
calculations on the ion trajectories for ions _rising from
ionization of the lunar atmosphere. The results of these
calculations are the subject of the paper by Vondrak and
Freeman [1974]. Similar calculations a e also presented by
Manka and Michel [1973].
In summary, the gross electric field distribution in
the vicinity of the Moon is understood. The next task
before us is to _termine the effect of this electric field
distribution on the lunar ionosphere. In this connection we
:!
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,, note that only a small fraction of the lunar atmosphere is
found above the lunar surface at any time. The lunar atmos-
phere is essentially a solid state atmos?here residing
beneath the lunar surface in the soil fines. This remark-
able type of atmosphere is sustained, in part, by the
ability of these electric fields to return ions to the
surface with high velocities. We might say that the lunar
atmosphere (at least for some gases) is recycled. Having
established the electric field environment, it is now
possible to proceed to consider quantitatively its effect on
the ion return or reimplantation rates.
! i
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Fi@ure Captions
i. The solar wind plasma and solar photon environment
of the moon.
2. The electric charge distribution on and near the moon.
3. The mechanical and schematic details of the deployed
SIDE.
4. Raw data from the SIDE differential energy channels
as a function of ground plane stepper voltage (voltage
of the SIDE relative to the ground plane)•
5. The measured lunar surface potential, #0' as a function
of solar zenith angle•
6. Theoretical predictions of the lunar surface potential
4
q_ versus solar zenith angle prepared by Manka [1973].
7. SIDE total ion detector 20 minute average count rate
energy spectra versus time. the short time is at the
bottom of the figure and increases along the y axis.
The vertical log count scales are 24 hours apart•
Energy along the x axis is in eV/q. The differential
energy channels are as follows: i0, 20, 30, 50, 70,
I00, 250, then increasing by 250 up to 3500 eV/q.
Shortly after the start time at least three energy
peaks a,_'eapparent. The lowest energy peak is due to
ambient ions accelerated by the lunar surface potential.
The peak at around I000 eV/q may be turbulent solar *-
; wind whose flow has been disrupted by a limb shock |
i
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i_ _ The higher energy peak, whose upper limit is outside
our energy range, is due to protons escaping from the
_ bow shock front of the earth, fhese protons are seen
o_. and off throughout this time period.
8. A mass per unit charge spectrum from the SIDE mass
analyzer showing three peaks tentatively attributed to
helium, neon and argon. This spectrum, taken during a
terminator crossing verifies that the low energy ions
seen are from the lunar atmosphere and not accelerated
solar wind ions.
9. The electric field environment of the moon.
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ABSTRACT
An Observat&on of Lunar Nighttime Ions
, by
Henry Enlil Schneider
The Rice University Suprathermal Ion Detector Experiment
deployed on Apollo missions 12, 14, and 15 regularly observes
ion events all through the lunar night.
The ion events are most often less than 4 hours in dur-
ation, and usually less than one hour.
The energy spectra of the events vary from mono-energetic
at 250 eV/q to 500 eV/q to fairly broad. The energy repre-
sented may range from 250 eV/q to 1500 eV/q. There is some
indication that the pehk energy of the events increases from
., 500 eV/q at local sunset to 750 eV/q at about 3 days before
local sunrise and then decreases to 250 eV/q 1 day before the
, sunrise terminator crossing.
The ion energies are generally less than the solar wind
2
and the ion flux (_ 106 ions/cm -sec-ster) is down by 2 orders
of magnitude from the solar wind.
Ion activity increases in the period I to 6 days prior
to local sl_nrise with a peak at 2 to 3 days before sunrise.
There is also a weak secondary activity peak 3 to 4 days after
local sunset.
Data from the Apollo 12 SIDE has not been looked at yet.
The Apollo 14 and Apollo 15 SIDE's both exhibit the same ac-
tivity profile. This fact suggests a local lunar time depen-
' dence rather than a position in orbit for the occurence of
these events.
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CHAPTER 1 - INTRODUCTION
% 7
This thesis is concerned with the study of the plasma
interaction with the moon when the moon is outside the earth's
magnetosphere and in the interplanetary medium.
I.I INTRODUCTIQN TO THE SI_
The six Apollo lunar missions placed a number of parti-
cles and fields experiments directly on the lunar surface as
a part of the Apollo Lunar Surface __xperiment Package (ALSEP).
These experiments study the lunar plasma environment. The
results reported in this thesis come from the data reduction
of one such experiment, the Rice University Suprathermal _on
_etector Experiment (SIDE). The SIDE is an ion spectrometer.
The scientific objectives of the SIDE were summarized by
Freeman et al. [1970] as follows:
' I. Provide information on the energy and mass spectra
of positive ions close to the lunar surface result-
ing from solar UV or solar wind ionization of gases
from any of the following sourcesz
a. A residual primordial atmosphere of heavy gases.
b. Sporadic outgassing such as volcanic activity.
c. Evaporation of solar wind gases accreted on the
lunar surface.
d. Exhaust gases from the LM ascent and descent
, motors and the astronaut portable life support
equipment.
" 2. Measure the flux and energy spectrum of positive ions
,- in the earth's magnetotail and magnetosheath during
"_ those periods when the moon pas_es through the mag-
i netic tail of the earth.
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3. Pr,Jvlde data on th_ plasma interaction between the
•" solar wind and the moon.
4. Determine a preliminary value for the electric poten-
' tial of the surface.
In order to understand the ion data observed on the dark
side of the moon, one must be familiar with the theories con-
cerning solar wind interaction with the moon. The following
sections briefly discuss the current knowledge concerning
this area.
1.2 GENERAL _5__ - EXPERIMENTAL
The solar wind is a tenuous plasma that continually
streams radially outwards from the sun. The solar wind con-
sists primarily of equal numbers of protons and electrons.
Typical number densities of the solar wind are of the order
of 5 particles/cm 3. The solar wind velocity is supersonic in
that it is greater than the Alfve'n velocity of the medium.
Table l-1 and figure l-1 summarize the solar wind parameters.
The conductivity of the solar wind is essentially infin-
ite. Therefore, the interplanetary magnetic field lines are
"frozen" into the plasma and thus dragged along by the solar
wind. The interplanetary magnetic field lines intersect the
earth's orbit at approximately a 45 = angle to the earth - sun
llne.
When the solar wind reaches _he earth, the solar wind
' plasma is unable to penetrate the earth's dipolar field. The
solar wind compresses the field thus giving rise to the oarthOs
' magnetosphere (figure I-2).
," The solar wind interaction with the moon is entirely dlf-
ferent from the interaction with the earth because the moon
_ has an extremely small intrinsic magnetic field. The so.%ar
1976004892-1:34
TABLE I-I {
i
OBSERVED pROPERTIES OF THE SOLAR WIND
QUANT ITY MIN IMUM .__ _VE RA (_
flux N v (ions/cm2-sec) i08 1010 2-3x108
P
velocity v (km/sec) 200 900 400-500
cm 3= N (ions/ ) 0.4 80 5
density Ne p
temperature T (°K} 5x103 lxi06 2x105
P
thermal anisotropy (Tmax/Tavg) 1.0 2.5 1.4
(isotropic)
helium abundance N(He)/N(p) 0 0.25 0.05
flow direction Z 15 ° of radius vector_ average
from "= 2 ° east
magnetic field B(_) 0.25 40 6
B direction Polar component variable, aver-
age in plane of ecliptic-solar
equator: planar component vari-
able, near the earth, average
spiral angle • _ 45 °
Alfv_n speed (km/sec) 30 150 60
i SOURCE s Brandt [1970]
1
i
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__gj_e I-__. Satellite Vela 3A measurements _£ the solar wind
P
conducted in July 1965. The energy spectrum and directions
are shown (180 ° corresponds to particles moving radially away
' from the sun, viewed from the spacecraft). The small hump in
the energy spectrum curve may be due to He 2+ ions (Hundhausen
et al. [1967]).
F_ I-2. A summary of the configuration of the magneto-
sphere in th_ noon - midnight plane (Ness[1965]).
i
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3wind is directly incident on the lunar surface and the parti-
cles are absorbed there. The absorption of th_ solar wind on
the dayside lunar surface creates a cavity in the solar wind
on the night side of the moon.
, Explorer 35, an United States satellite that was placed
b
in lunar orbit on July 22, 1967, provided the first accurate
measurements of the solar wind interaction with the moon.
Lyon et al. [1967], upon reduction of data obtained by
the M. I. T. plasma probe flown on Explore_" 35, established
the clear existence of a plasma void on the dark side of the
moon (figure 1-3).
Other results obtained by Explorer 35 of the solar wind-
moon interaction are summarized by Ness [1972] as follows:
i. The absence of a lunar magnetic field (at least none
greater than 2y) at satellite periselene when the
moon was in the geomagnetic tail.
2. The absence of a bcw shock wave or magnetosheath
(similar to the earth's) surrounding the moon, when
it was in the interplanetary field.
3. The existence of a plasma cavity or void region be-
hind the moon when in the solar wind flow.
The only effect noted in the interplanetary field was the
existence of:
4. Field magnitude increase in the region corresponding
to the plasma umbra, and
5. Field magnitude decreases on either side, in the plas-
ma penumbra.
6. The field direction is only slightly perturbed (<20 °)
in the lunar wake from that in the undisturbed solar
wind.
7. Sometimes there exist increased field magnitudes in
the penumbral regions in addition to the penumbral
J
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-J Figure i-___/. Early Explorer 35 studies of t]_,_ integral solar
wind plasma flux (50 < E < 2850 eV) on the downwind side of
P
the moon. A logarithmic scale, used for the amplitude of the
plasma current, is shown at lower left. Note the absence of
counts in the middle of the plot. The spacecraft is now in
the plasma void (Lyon et al. [1967]).
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d_c_,._ases a_d umbral increase. Th,::_e magnitude per-
- turb_tions are generally small (< 3J_).
In sunul_ary, the moon appears to behave like a spherical
• obstacle in the solar wind flow. The moon absorbs the plasma
flux incident on its surface but permits the interplanetary
field to be convectively carried past it without significant
distortion or the formation of a pseudo-magnetosphere or
shock waves.
_ 1.3 GENERAL BACKGRgUN p - THEORY
i
| In order to formulate an effective model of solar wind
L interaction, one must be aware of the impcrtant fundamental
| physical quantities. These parameters are summarized in fig-
I ure I-4. It is seen from figure i-4 that the cyclotron radius
;| for both ions and electrons is less than one lunar radii.
Therefore, a 9uiding center approximation would be valid toI
[_ first order in treating the problem.
l Michel [1964] first suggested two possible solar wind
interactions with the moon. He examined the plasma flow in
two limiting cases. The first case was the undeviated flow
of the solar wind past the moon. The solar wind is completely
absorbed and neutralized upon impact with the lunar surfacs.
The other case was the potential flow of the solar wind about
the moon. The plasma flow would be deflected around the moon
by a magnetic field induced as the interplanetary magnetic
field is dragged past a lunar interior that has a finite con-
ductivity. The developement of a bow shock would lead to a
' subsonic flow behind it (figure I-5).
. - So little was known about the solar wind and its inter-
"_" actions at the time of this writing that Michel did not devel-
op his models any further. Present Explorer 35 measurements
1976004892-142
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_ i-4. Su_nary of physical considerations for theoretical
analysis of solar wind flow past the moon, using the most
probable values of plasma and magnetic field parameters (Ness
[1972] ).
i_ I-5. The upper figure indicates flow of solar wind
plasma onto the moon in the undeviated flow model. Slanting
lines indicate plasma. The lower figure indicates flow of
solar wind plasma around the moon in the potential flow model.
Dotted lines indicate the effect of the shock wake (Michel
[1964] ).
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iljdtCdtu :_,,_' that Michel's model of undeviated flow L_ast the
moon z_o_t ,:]osely resembles the actual vechani_m in operation.
Michel [1967], using the early results of Explorer 35,
, proposed that the solar wind closed in behind the moon causing
a shock wave when the collapse of the plasma was halted (fig-
ure 1-6). Michel [1968] extended this study to include the
effect of different directions of the interplanetary magnetic
field. It was determined that the formation of the shock wave
downstream from the moon was independent of the direction of
the magnetic field (see figure I-6).
Johnson and Midgley [1968] studied the closure of the
plasma cavity. They determined that the rate at which the
void behind the moon is filled depends on the orientation and
the relative strength of the interplanetary magnetic field.
Using the guiding center approximation, Whang [1968]
1 studied the ion flow in the vicinity of the moon. He assumed
that the directional and magnitude perturbations of the inter-
, planetary magnetic field were negligible. His results showed
that the wake was confined to a region behind the moon and it
was not axially symmetrlc about the x-axis (figure 1-7).
Wolf [1968] extended the work of Michel and of Johnson
and Midgley using the continuum fluid approach and a cylinder
to approximate the moon. He studied the problem for the case
where the interplanetary magnetic field is aligned with the
plasma flow velocity and for an isotropic pressure of the
magnetized plasma. From his analysis, Wolf arrived at the
same results as Michel (see figure 1-8).
Using the kinetic theory approach and neglecting th_
. interplanetary magnetic field, Wu and Dryer [1972] arrived at
number density contours and flow patterns about the moon {see
figures 1-9 and 1-10). They predict that on the dark side of
the moon there is a probability of a very low, but finite,
1976004892-146
F_re 1-6. Sketch of the development of a trailing shock
wave in the lunar wake (Michel [1968]).
Figure 1-7. The distribution of ion flux in the X - Y coor-
dinate plane for varying direction angle _ (Whang [1968] ).
FiGure 1-8. Diagram developing further geometry and flow
characteristics behind the moon leading to the formation of
a trailing shock wave. The upper figure refers to the plane
of symmetry while the lower figure refers to a plane perpen-
dicular to this (Wolf [1968] ).
Figure 1-9. Constant density contours with a non-central
force field potential in t_ _.vicinity of a "small" spherical
obstacle. Note the development of a continuum-like "Mach
cone" at the limb, compression near the subsolar point, and
expansion immediately beyond the limb. n is the number den-
sity of the incident solar wind. The x-axis scale is in units
of obstacle radii (Wu and Dryer [1972]}.
1-10. Velocity vectors with a non-central force field
potential in the vicinity of a "small" spherical obstacle.
Note the turning of the plasma flow on the sunlit hemisphere
and the acceleration of particles around the limb. The x-axis
scale is in units of obstacle radii (Wu and Dryer [1972]).
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6density of particles.
1.4 RESEARCH OBJECT IVES
The SIDE observes ion fluxes of a narrow energy range
sporadically from local lunar sunset to local lunar sunrise.
The lack of a complete understanding of this ion data and the
fact that very little analysis has been performed on this
data so far leads to the following research objectives:
a. To determine if the ion bursts occur randomly or are
correlated with Kp.
b. To determine if there is a dependence on the occurence
of the events on position in l_nar orbit or lunar
local time.
c. To determine the characteristics of the ion spectra.
d. To suggest some possible explanations for the pre-
sence of these ions in the plasma cavity behind the
moon.
J
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CHAPTER 2 - INSTRUMENT
2.1 BASIC PHYSICS OF QPERATION
The SIDE, like most other particle detectors with an
. energy discrimination capability, determines the energy of a
charged particle by observing how its trajectory is changed
on entering a region where an electric exists. Normally this
electric field is created by applying a constant potential
difference across two parallel plates. If the applied elec-
tric field is perpendicular to the trajectory of the particle,
then the amount of deflection from the initial trajectory is
a function of the energy of the charged particle and the
strength of the deflecting field.
The simplest configuration is shown in figure 2-1. The
. velocity in the direction of the deflected particle is:
. Vy = _ 2-I
where _p is the energy of the particle and m is the mass of
the particle.
If Vd is the voltage across the plates, separated by a
distance d, then the electric field will be:
E = "d 2-2X d
. The particle will experience a transverse force resulting
in a transverse velocity vx given by:
P
.. m m d
i
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Figure 2-1. Schenatic diagram of plane and _urved plate
electrostatic analyzers. The Wein velocity f%iter preceeds
the curved plat analyzer to form the Mass Analyzer.
I
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where q is the charge of the particle and At is the time
spent by the particle in the electric field.
Thus
L
V
Y
and
q V L
v = d 2-3
X --
m d v
Y
where L is the length of the plates.
The angle of deflection of the particle is then given by:
tan 8 Vx q Vd L Vd L= =_ _ = q _ 2-4
v m d v2 d 2_p ,
Y Y
where v is given by equation 2-1. So
Y
LV
= __.Ji 2-5
q 2d tan8
The critical energy to just pass through the plates is:
LV
_c = ___A
q 6u"Atan_
C
where tan8 = d/L. Therefore
C
L2 V
This method of energy determination is not very useful
since it only provides a lower limit to the energy" of the
particle. Thus, for _p a _c, all particles will pass throug_
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the plates. An upper cutoff for the pattie]t: energy may )x_
_ provided Jf curved plates are used to gene_:_te the electro-
static field. Now the energies of the particles that make it
. through the plates are confined to a narrow range. Both
detectors in the SIDE instrument, the Total Ion Detector (TID)
and the Mass Analyzer (MA), use such a set of curved plates
for energy discrimination.
The potential, as a function of R, between the curved
plates is:
V in (R/R)
_(R) = CP Q 2-7
&n(RblR a)
where % is the radius of curvature of the outer plate, and
R is the radius of curvature of the inner plate (figure 2-1).
a
V is the total potential difference that is applied between
cp
' the two curved plates.
The electric field is given by:
{ = -_ 2-8
so
Iz-'l v t= E =__q_ _ "(-9
Cn(Rb/Ra ) a
Performing a similar derivation as for the parallel plates,
one gets for the particle energy that makes it through the
plates:
mY V= = _ 2-lo
q 2q 24,n(Rb/Ra)
1976004892-158
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It can be seen from equation 2-10 and the geometry of
the system that only a narrow range of energies may pass
safely through the apparatus.
The curved plates described above may be used in con-
junction with a velocity filter for mass discrimination of
charged particles. The Wein velocity filter used in the MA
consists of perpendicular electric and magnetic fields. _he
electric field is again a result of two parallel plane plates
and the magnetic field is produced by a permanent magnet.
The velocity of the particles is first determined by t_e
velocity filter and then it is allowed to pass through the
curved plates to determine its energy.
On entering the velocity filter, the charged particle
experiences two forces. One force due to { and one due to
FB qv x B 2-11
In order for the particle to pass through the filter
without a change in trajectory, the total force must be zero.
= + = 0 2-12
The particular velocity required for this condition to
hold Is_
V = E/B
V
= __ 2-13
Bd
i
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I where V is the potential applied across the parallel plates
., PP
and d is the separation of the plates. Thus, by varying V
PP
the allowed value of v may be changed•
' Combining equations 2-10 and 2-13, yields
' V 2 B2 d 2 V
m = _ = _ 2-14
--2 Rb/q 2_n(Rb/R a) v _n( R ) Vpp 2
So, from equation 2-14, we see that for a certain value
of v or V we can determine the mass spectrum of the incoming
PP
particles by varying V
cp
Figure 2-1 also shows the basic idea behind the operation
of the MA.
2.2 .I_NSTRUMENT DES_
I
Figure 2-2 shows schematically how the two detectors are
arranged in the SIDE. The SIDE consists of two positive par-
ticle detectors. The MA is indicated at the top and the TID
at the bottom of the figure. The ions are incident from the
right in the diagram. The entrance aperature for the TID
measures 8 mm x 3 ms. The field of view for the TID is a
square s_lid angle of approximately 6" on a side: The two
concentric curved plates have radii 4.25 and 3.75 cm both
covering an arc of 127 ° I'I' (,//2 radians). The plates of the
TID are stepped through twenty voltage increments resulting
in the following energy channels: I0, 20. 30, 50, 70, I00,
250, 500, 750, I000, 1250, 1500, 1750, 2000, 2250, 2500, 2750,
3000, 3250, and 3500 eV/q. This energy range covers solar
wand energies down to the energy range expected for ions formed
_" in the lunar atmosphere
After passing through the curved plates, an ion As detected
1976004892-160
Fiqure 2-___2. Schematic diagram of the TID and MA in the plane
of the ion trajectories (Hills et al. [1971]).
i
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by a Bendix 4028 Channeltron_<. This channel electron multi-
plier is held at a potential of -3.6 kV to accelerate the
particles into the detector, thereby enhancing the collection
efficiency. The detector is operated in the pulse saturated
mode so that the response of the counter is independent of
the energy of the incoming particle.
The curved plate electrostatic analyzer of the MA is
similar in design to the TID. These plates are stepped through
six voltage increments that correspond to the following energy
steps: 48.6, 16.2, 5.,I, 1.8, 0.6, and 0.2 eV/q.
The Wein velocity filter is composed of two parallel
plates each measuring 8 mm x 2 mm and separated by a distance
of 0.8 cm. The magnetic field of the filter is provided by
a permanent magnet that has a strength of 850 + i0 gauss.
The particle detector for the MA is another Bendix Chan-
neltron(5)and it is also at a potential of -3.5 kV.
The field of view for the MA is a square solid angle of
4 ° on a side.
The mode of operation of the SIDE is as follows. The
SIDE executes one complete cycle every 2.55 minutes. Each
cycle consists of 128 frames, 1.2 seconds per frame. The TID
cycles through all twenty energy channels in twenty frames,
thus obtaining six complete spectra each SIDE cycle. During
this same 120 frames, the MA cycles through the twenty ion
channels for each of the six energy steps. The remaining
eight frames contain calibration data (figure 2-3). The ac-
cumulation interval for each step in both the MA and the TID
is 1.13 sec * 0.025 8ec. In order to all_,w time for data read-
out and for transients to die out between frames, this time
interval i8 less than the 1.2 seconds allowed per frame.
The Wein velocity filter for each SIDE is different. The
thr,Je SIDE's therefore measure different mass ranges. Table
A
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_" Fiqure 2-_._/3. Normal operating mode for the TID and MA (Linde-
man [ 1973] ) .
w
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S IDE FRAME TID MA
I , . | ., ,-. ,t .i 'L
0 4* Mass
' Spectrum
1-19 Energy 48.6 eV/q,,J • l l, ,,,
20 Spectrum Mass
] Spectrum
21-39 Energy 16.2 eV/q
40 Spectrum Mass
......... Spectrum
41-59 Energy 5.4 eV/qi , |,
60 Spectrum Mass
..... Spectram
61-79 Energy 1.8 eV/ql , l
80 Spectrum Mass
...... Spectrum
81-99 Energy 0.6 eV/qi _ |, H, u| . ..
100 Spectrum Mass
........ Spectrum
101-119 Energy 0.2 eV/q
120 Spectrum i*
i ,i
121 l* 2*
122 2* 3*
i i .....
_23 3 _ 4*
124 4* I*
,, m ,| .....
125 I* 2*
126 2* 3'_|
127 3* 4*
I* Background Reading Taken; Curved Plates Grounded
2* Counting Electronics Calibrated at 137 Hz.
3* Counting Electronics Calibrated at 17.5 kHz.
4* Counting Electronics Calibrated at 560 kHz.
FIGURE 2-3
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2-1 summarizes the characteristics of the SIDE's dup]oy0._d on
J
Apollo missions 12, 14, and 15. The physical configuration
| of the SIDE is shown in figure 2-4.| In order to measure the lunar surface potential, a wire
!' spider web-like screen is placed under each SIDE on the moon.f
This screen connects the SIDE directly to the lunar surface
assuming that there is good electrical ct ,tact between the
screen and the lunar surface (see figures 2-5 and 2-6). The
wire screen is connected to a stepping volta'ge supply. This
stepping voltage is also connected to a wire g-id above the
ion apertures (figure 2-6). The stepping voltage cycles
through 14 voltage steps from 27.6 volts to -27.6 volts (see
Table 2-I). In the normal mode of operation, this voltage is
stepped once every SIDE cycle. Therefore, one complete cycle
of all 24 voltage steps requires 61.2 minutes.
A_,alysis of lunar surface potential measurements by Fenner
et al {]973] and Freeman and Ibrahim [1974] has yielded a
• value t .I0 volts for the dayside lunar surface potential.
The su, L_ce potential becomes negative at the terminators and
possibly -I00 volts on the night side of thu moon (figure 2-7).
2.3 _,"%LhR_,TIOH
T},e quantity that is directly available from the SIDE
data is the counting rate R. R may be converted in _o a more
useful quantity known as the unidirectional differential flux
j (Z, n).
Thu counting rate st an energy E may be calculated as
fol lowa :
a . J'j" gCE,0,) eOdeE 2-1s .
z fl
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TABLE 2-1
GROUND
_G_Y STEPS (eV/o) APPROX. M_SS RANGES A/__U_[ PLANE
STE PPER
Apollo Apollo Apollo (volts)
T I__._D MA ].2 l__4 Z5
i0 48.6 10-1500 6-750 1-90 0.0
20 16.2 0.6
30 5.4 1.2
50 1.8 1.8
70 0.6 2.4
I00 0.2 3.6
25O 5.4
500 7.8
750 10.2
I000 16.2
1250 19.8
1500 27.6
1750 0.0
2000 -0.6
2250 -1.2
2500 -1.8
2750 -2.4
3000 -3.6
3250 -5.4
3500 -7.8
-10.2
-16.2
-19.8
-27.6 i
'
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Fiqure 2-4. Schematic dia£,ram depicting the location of the
electronics and the two analyzers in the exFeLiment package
(Freeman et al. [1969]).
Fiqure 2-5. Deployed configuration of the SIDE showing the
ground plane grid and the grid over the entrance apertures
(Freeman et al. [1969]).
F iqure 2-_. Schematic diagram illustrating the relationship
between the entrance grid and the ground plane grid. The two
grids are connected with each other by a stepping voltage
supply.
Fiqure 2-7. Results of the determination of the lunar surface
potential (Freeman and Ibrahim [1974]).
&
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where
g(E,a,_0) = unidirectional geometric factor at
_nergy E
If we assume that the flux of particles is isotropic
over the field of view of the detector, then j(H,8,%0) is ap-
proximately independent of 8 and £0. Then,
R : _ j(E,Q.) _ g(E,@,%0) ded,pdZ 2-16
E n
The only quantity that may be experimently determined in
the laboratoy is:
G(E) = A(E) n(E) c(E) = _ g(E,e,_0) de dg) 2-17
fl
whe re,
A(E) = effective area of the detector seen by the
particle
_(E) = effective solid angle seen by the incoming
particle
¢(E) = efficiency of the detector for a particle of
: energy E
If we make the second assumption that the flux is also
constant over the bandwidth of the detector, then,
E
R = G J(E,n) 2-18
o
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_ whe re
G = ._ G(E) dE (cm2-ster-eV)O
E
G(E) is integrated over the bandwidth of the detector. There-
fore,
particles 1
j(E,n) = R cm2_ster_sec,_e. 2-19
Go vI
The omnidirectbnal flux is obtained by integrating j(E,_)
over n
space"
particles I 2-20
Jomni = _ j(E, _) d_ cm2-sec-eVl
The corresponding integral fluxes are obtained by inte-
• grating over the entire energy spectrum.
= f j(E,fl) dE [ particles c) 2-21Juni E Icm2-st r-se
and
Jomni = f f j(E,Q) dEd_ (l_articles I 2-22
E _ cm2--_cec "]
All three SIDE instruments have been calibrated in the
laboratory. Lindeman [1973] gives an extensive discussion of
the calibration and the analysis of the results of both the
v
MA and the TID. The calibration results for the MA and the
TID are shown in figures 2-8 to 2-10.
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Fi!t_ue 2-8. TID calibration results of the Apollo 14 instru-
,,_cnt. The upper graph shows the un_directioi_al geometric
factor as a function of the nomlnal center energy. The middle
graph shows the parallel beam geometric factor as a function
of the nominal center energy. The lower graph shows the
energy bandpass (full width at half maximum) as a function of
the nominal center energy. Note that the bandpass is approx-
imately 8_ of the center energy (plotted from data compiled
by Lindeman [1973]).
F_igure 2-9. The energy response of the SIDE for a typical
calibration run using a single energy channel (Fenner [1974] ).
Fiqure 2-10. Summary of the results of the MA calibration
(plotted from data compiled by Lindeman [1973] ).
|
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2.4 DEPLQYMENT _ ORIENTATION IN
The SIDE was deployed in three separate locationb on the
moon by Apollo missions 12, 14, and 15. All three SIDE's
were successfully deployed and only the Apollo 12 and 15
'| instruments are still functioning at the time of this writing.
The Apollo 14 SIDE stopped t,-ansmitting reliable data Pear the
end of 1974.
The Apollo 12 SIDE was deployed by Alan Bean and Pete
Conrad during their first lunar excursion (EVA) on November
19, 1969. The Apollo 12 site is located in the Ocean of Storms
at 23.4 ° W longitude and 3.04 ° S latitude (all locations are
in selenographic coordinates).
The second instrument, the Apollo 14 SIDE, was placed on
the moon by Alan Shepard and Ed Mitchell on their first EVA
in the Fra Mauro Highlands (17.48 ° W, 3.65 ° S) on February 5, B
1971.
Almost six month._ later, the Apollo 15 SIDE was deployed
An the Hadley - Appenine area (3.7 ° E0 26.2 ° N) on July 31,
1971 by Dave Scott and James Irwin.
Figure 2-ii shows the location of each SIDE instrument
on the lunar surface and their corresponding selenographic
coordinates. Figure 2-12 is a collection of photographs
showing the SIDE's in the deployed configuration in the lab-
oratory and on the moon.
In order to assure the proper alignment ot the Apollo L2
and 14 SIDE's, each SIDE war equipped with a bubble leveling
device attached to the top of the instrument. The bubble
level allows the astronaut to align the SIDE within 5 o of
local vertical, thus permitting the look direction of the
Apollo 12 and 14 SIDE's to be approximately in the ecliptic
plane. Due to its high latitude, the Apollo 15 SIDE was equip-
, i
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"" _j_._ 2-ii. The location on the moon of the Apollo i2, 14,
and 15 ALSEP sites along with their respective selenographic
coordinates.
2-12. Photographs of the Apollo 12 and Apollo 14 SIDE's
deployed on the lunar surface. The _hotogl-aph of the Apollo
15 SIDE was taken in the laboratory Dzior to flight (after
Medrano [1973]).
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til ped with an adjustable leg permitting its look direction to
be also approximately in the ecliptic plane (figure 2-13).
The whole instrument is thus tilted 26 o south with respect to
the local vertical at the ALSEP site.
The look direction of the detector in each SIDE is 15 °
from the body axis of the SIDE (figure 2-14). The selenographic
longitude of each instrument plus this 15 c offset yields the
correct longitude of the look direction of each instrument.
The three different look directions of the three SIDE's
provides a directional sampling of magnetospheze and solar
wind particles at any given time. The look directions of the
three detectors are shown for va_'ious positions in lunar orbit
in figure 2-15. The magnetosphere and the bow shock front are
drawn in for reference.
The moon, and therefore the three SIDE instruments, moves
" " through a number of different plasma regimes in the course of
one lunation. In this thesis we will be concerned with only
ions observed during the lunar night. Nighttinle ions may be
c _erved at any time between local sunset and local sunrise
for each of the three SIDE instruments. It ca_ be seen in
figure 2-15 that during local lunar night for each SIDE, the
detector is looking away from the sun, and thus into the so-
called plasma void. This "void" is caused by the moon block-
ing the solar wind.
Figure 2-16 illustrates the look directions of the Apollo
12, Apollo 14, and Apollo 15 instruments a* local sunset, local
midnight, and local sunrise. It is interesting to note that
at local sunset, the Apollo 12 SIDE looks 15 ° towards the
plasma flow, wh=reas the Apollo 14 and Apollo 15 instruments
look 15 _ away from the plasma flow. At local sunrise, the
situation is reversed.
Only data from the Apollo 14 and 15 instruments have been
1976004892-182
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Fiqure 2-13. The upper figure shows the location in latitude
of the three SIDE instruments. Apollo 12 and Apollo 14 are
at approximately the same latitude. The lower figure shows
the longitudinal location of the three SIDE's. The Apollo
14 SIDE looks almost directly back at the earth at all times
(Benson [1974]).
Figure 2-14. Relationship of the look directions of the three
detectors to their respective body axes (Benson [1974]).
Figure 2-i5. The look directions of the three detectors at
various positions in lunar orbit. Local noon, sunset, mid-
night, and sunrise are indicated for each instrument. The
positions of the bow shock front and the magnetopause are
shown for re ference.
2-16. Look directions of the Apollo 12, Apollo 14,
and Apollo 15 instruments at local sunset, local midnight,
and local sunrise. The look direction of the Apollo 12 SIDE
is separated by 30 ° from the Apollo 14 and Apollo 15 SIDE's
at the same local time. The spaclng between each set of look
directions is one day. Note that at local sunset the Apollo
12 instrument looks 15 ° towards the plasma flow and the Apollo
14 and Apollo 15 instruments look 15 c away from the flow. The
situation is reversed at local sunrise.
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used in this study. Data from Apollo 12 has not beer, looked i
at as of this time.
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CHAPTER 3 - DATA
3 .i INTRODUCTION
The three SIDE's located at the Apollo 12, 14, and 15
ALSEP sites regularly observe ion fluxes at any time during
the local lunar night (figure 3-1). Freeman [1972] reported
on one particular ion event seen by the Apollo 12 SIDE 4.7
days prior to local sunrise. This ion event and the ion events
reported in this thesis are the Type III ion events teen by"
Lindeman [1971]. This thesis reports on the preliminary find-
ings of a detailed study begun on this particular subject.
Only data from the Apollo 14 and Apollo 15 SIDE's is
discussed in this thesis. The data from the Apollo 12 SIDE
has not been analyzed yet.
In the present analys±s, the first twenty seven lunations
of the Apollo 14 instrument (February 1971 - April 1973) and
the first twenty one lunations (excluding lunations 16, 17,
and 18) of the Apollo 15 instrument (August 1971 - April 1973)
were examined. Since the Apollo 15 SIDE was deployed approx-
imately six months after the Apollo 14 SIDE, only the latter
twenty one lunations of the Apollo 14 data are coincident in
time with the data from the Apollo 15 instrument.
No mass analysis of the nighttime ion events is possible
since their respective energies are too high to be detected
by the Mass Analyzer. The highest particle energy that the
MA can observe is 48.6 eV/q and the lowest energy of the night-
time ion events is 250 eV/q. Therefore, only data from the
TID was analyzed. Consequently, one has to assume a mass
_ _ composition for these ion events.
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_Fiqure 3-1. Diagram showing one complete lunation (fr,,m I
local midnight to local midnight) of ion data collected by
the SIDE. The lunation plotted is lunation 20 for the Apollo
15 SIDE. Nighttime ion events (NIE) are seen in the first
panel. The x-axis represents the 20 e _rgy channels of the
SIDE which are: I0, 20, 30, 50, 70, i00, 250, 500, 750, I000,
1250, 1500, 1750, 2000, 2250, 2500, 2750, 3000, 3250, and 3500
eV/q. The y-axis proceeds up the page and each unit is equal
to 24 hours. The z-axis is the log of the average counting
rate in each energy channel and one counting rate energy spec-
trum corresponds to a twenty minute average of the data. The
whole lunation is divided into 4 panels. The first panel runs
in time from local midnight to local sunrise, the second from
local sunrise to local noon, the third from local noon to local
sunset, and the fourth from local sunset to local midnight.
Each panel is approximately 7 1/2 days of data. Mid, s r,
noon, and s s correspond to midnight, sunrise, noon, and sun-
set respectively.
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3.2 OBSERVATIONS
Nighttime ion events occur sporadically throughout the
local lunar night and are not observed on every lunation.
Some lunations show very little actlv%ty whereas other luna-
tions are extremely active. There is, however, a definite
period just before local lunar midnight where nighttime ions
are never observed (figures 3-2 and 3-3). It can be seer, from
figures 3-2 and 3-3 that the activity increases after local
midnight and that the Apollo 15 instrument is much more act i_,e
than the Apollo 14 instrument for the same period of time.
The increased activity at the Apollo 15 AL,_:EP site over
the Apollo 14 AL3EP site may be due to the fact that the local
magnetic field at the Apollo 14 site is much stronger than at
the Apollo 15 ALSEP site. Burke and Moore [1975] calculated
that the magnetic fipld at the Apollo 14 site strongly influ-
ences the flux of photoelectrons that they observe. This
local magnetic field tends to screen the detectors at the
Apollo 14 ALSEP site from incoming particles. Since there is
a very small local magnetic field at the Apollo 15 ALSEP site,
it wuuld not effect the particle fluxes incident there ot the
lunar surface.
The observed energies of nighttime ion ev, ._s ran,jL: from
250 to i000 eV/q. These ion energies are slightly les_,_than
the average solar wind energy of 800 eV. The nighttime ion
events differential flux energy spectra normally peak in the
500 eV/q energy channel (figure 3-4). However, the peak energy
of the differential flux enerc'; spectra statistically shires
as the moon z'otates. The Apollc 14 SIDE observes nightti,e
ion events peaking in the 500 eV/q energy ch-nnel up to 3 days
past local midnight. The peak energy then shifts up to the
750 eV/q energy channel for about ore day. Approximately 48
1976004892-193
_] Fiaure 3-2. Chart depicting the time of occurence and dura-
tion of nighttime ion events for the Apollo 14 SIDE. The x-
axis is in units of hours after local sunset with local mid-
night at 180 hours and local sunrise at 360 hours (based on
a 15 day lunar night). The y-axis is the lunation number of
the 27 consecutive lunations progressing down the page. The
strength of the nighttime ion events is not indicated, but
the peak energy present in the counting rate spectrum for each
event is shown.
Fiuure 3-3. Same format as for figure 3-2 except that the
data plotted is for Apollo 15.
3-4. Twenty minute averaq, ed differential flux energy
spectrum for an event in the 500 eV/q energy channel. The
i
background flux represents an average counting rate of 0.18
counts per energy channel. This event occured 4 days before
local sunrise (Schneider and Freeman [1975]).
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hours prior to local sunrise, the energy spectrum shifts
1 ?
down to 250 eV/q and this peak energy is observed up to the
sunrise terminator (figure 3-5).
The Apollo 15 SIDE observes qualitatively the same be-
havior. The peak energy is seen to shift between the 250 and
500 eV/q energy channels for ten days past local sunset, most
often peaking in the 500 eV/q enezgy channel. The nighttime
ion spectra are then observed to pea]t in either the 500 or
750 eV/q energy channels for approximately two days. Again,
prior to local sunrise, the peak energy of the nighttime ion
spectra shifts down to the 250 eV/q energy channel (figure
3--6).
One notices form figures 3-2, 3-3, 3-5, and 3-6 that
nighttime ion events do occur with peak energies of 1000 and
1250 eV/q. It can also be seen that these higher peaked en-
ergy events occur most often after local midnight. This phen-
omenon is probably a result of the fact that more nighttime
ion events are observed after local midnight than before.
Figures 3-7, 3-8, and 3-9 show twenty minute averaged
nighttime ion differential flux energy spectra peaking respec-
tively in the 250, 750, and i000 eV/q energy channels. One
notices from figures 3-4, 3-7, 3-8, and 3-9 that the differ-
ential flux of the ions is sharply peaked about the peak en-
ergy. The background differential flux line in each figure
represents an average counting rate in all energy channels
that is very small (0.Ii to 0.23 counts). The average back-
ground flux is computed for the corresponding twenty minute
time interval that is averaged over for each individual event.
The nighttime background flux is very stable and it is always
within the above limits for a twenty minute average of night-
time data. One must keep in mind, however, that the background
differential flux that is plotted is indeed a time average and
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Fiqure 3-5. Diagram displaying the peak energy shift of night-
time ion events for the Apollo 14 SIDE from local sunset to
local sunrise. Time progresses down the page in 12 hour seg-
ments and energy increases to the right. The third dimension
is the number of events per lunation with a particular peak
energy. A scale to measure this number from the plot is
given in the lower right hand corner.
Figure 3-6. Diagram displaying the peak energy shift of nigh t -
time ion events for the Apollo 15 SIDE from local sunset to
local sunrise. Same format as figure 3-5.
Figure /c/- Twenty minute averaged differential flux energy
spectrum for a nighttime ion event peaking in the 250 eV/q
energy channel. The background flux represents an average
counting rate of 0.19 counts per energy channel. This parti-
cular event occured 4 days after local sunset.
Figure 3-8. Twenty minute averaged differential flux energy
spectrum for an event in the 750 eV/q energy channel. The
l
background flux represents an average counting rate of 0.Ii
counts per energy channel. This event occured 4 days before
local sunrise.
3-9. T_enty minute averaged differential flux energy
spectrum for an event peaking in the I000 eV/q energy channel.
The background Flux represents an average counting rate of
0.23 counts per energy channel. This event occured 4 days
be fore local sunrise.
J
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not necessarily the same in e:-h energy channel. Figure 3-8
shows what appears to be a double peaked spectrum with energy
peaks in the i00 and 750 eV/q energy channels. What is actu-
ally the case is that the background differential flux c_mputed
from the background channels is in all probability too low.
If the real background flux represented an average counting
rate of 0.23 counts instead of 0.ii counts, then the spectrum
above the background would not be double peaked.
One notices from figures 2-4, 3-7, 3-8, and 3-9 that,
when an event occurs, the differential flux in the energy
channels where an event is present is of the order of 103 ions/
cm2-sec-ster-eV. Integration over the entire spectrum above
the background for an event the yields an integral flux on the
of 106 ions/cm2-sec-ster. This flux is less than the solar
wind flux by 2 orders of magnitude.
There are a few scattered cases when either the Apollo
14 or Apollo 15 SIDE observes a mono-energetic nighttime ion
spectrum in either the 250 or 500 eV/q energy channel (figure
' 3-10). These events always occur 2 to 3 days prior to local
sunrise. The error bars on the peak in _Igure 3-10 are so
small because this particular event was continuous at the same
flux throughout almost the entire twenty minutes the event was
averaged over.
Th_ occurence of a nighttime ion event is characterized
by a sharp increase in the counting rate, in the characteris-
tic energy channels, at the onset and a sharp decrease in the
counting rate at the end. There is no noticeable ri_.c or de-
cay of the counting rate. Figure 3-11 displays the ten minute
averaged counting rate for twenty four hours in the 250, 500,
750, I000, and 1250 eV/q energy channels. The particular
events plotted were seen by ,he Apollo 15 inst,ument on day
65 of 1973. These ion events occured six days prior t ) local
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Figure _-i0. Twenty, minute averaged differential flu_ energy
spectrum for a mono-energetic nighttime ion event in the 250
eV/q energy channel. The background flux represents an aver-
age counting rate of 0.21 counts per energy channel. This
event occured 3 days before local sunrise.
F i.gure -/_. A plot of the ten minute averaged counting rate
for 24 hours in the 250, 500, 750, i000, and 1250 eV/q energy
channel_. Shaded regions indicate the time and duration of
the events. These particular events occu_ed at the Apollo 15
ALSEP site 6 days before local sunrise.
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sunrise.
Figure 3-11 also demonstrates the fact that the night-
time ion events are short lived. The duration of nighttime
ionevents is most often 4 hours or less and normally on the
order of minutes. Table 3-1 tabulates the number of events
of a particular duration fo_" both the Apollo 14 and Apollo 15
instruments. The long lived ion events listed in Table 3-:,.
are normally a superposition of a number of shorter events.
The lunar night i.3 very quiet except for the occurence
of a nighttime ion evel,t. It is therefore extremely easy to
detect the presence of an event. Near the terrainator regions,
the SIDE also observes bow shock protons (Benson [1974] ). The
energy spectrum of nigl-ttime ions is entirely different from
bow shock protons (figure 3-12). We can safely state, there-
fore, that the source mechanism for these two types of ion I
events is different. Figure 3-].3 gives a clea_ indication of
the difference between nighttime ions _.i_dbow shock protons.
The bow shock protons are seen in figure 3-13 as the high en-
ergy shoulder that starts just before sunri._e. Also seen in
figure 3-13, starting at about sunrise, are low energy ions.
These ions are a result of the negative surface potential near
the terminator (Lindeman et al. [1973]).
As mentioned earlier, nighttime ion events may occur at
any time between local lunar sunset and local lunar sunrise.
Nighttime ion events are not ju-t conf,.ned to the lunar night-
time. There a few rare cases where the SIDE observes a mono-
energetic 500 eV/q ion peak that beglns prior to the sunrise
terminator crossing and persists until the moon enters the
earth's magnetosheath. This phenomenon will be discussed fur-
cher in a later section.
There is a preference for nighttime ion events to occur
I
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TABLE 3-1
NUMBER OF EVENTS OF A PARTICULAR DORATION
OURATION APOLLO .!4 _ POI,TI) 1.
0 to 1 hours 50 49
I to 2 27 31
2 to 3 9 21
3 to 4 18 17
4 to 5 9 13
5 to 6 8 7
6 to 7 7 4
7 to 8 ii 9
8 to 9 2 6
9 to I0 0 4
i0 to II 1 0
Ii to 12 4 2
12 to 13 0 i
13 to 14 2 .l
14 to 15 0 2
15 to 16 0 0
[6 to 17 0 1
17 to 18 0 2
18 to 19 2 _
]9 to 20 2 _)
20 to _'[ 0 0
21 to Z2 0 2
22 to 2] 0 0
23 to; 2.l 0 0
1976004892-210
3-12. Two bow shock proton spectra averaged over
twenty minutes. These bow shock proton spectra occured about
1 day from the bow shock on either side of the magnetosphere.
Dusk and dawn refer to a terrestrial coordinate system. The
integral fluxes were obtained by integrating over the spectrum
that is above background. Note the obvious difference between
these spectra and the nighttime ion spectra (Benson et al.
[1974] ).
3-13. A three-dimensional plot illustrating the pos4-
rive nighttime ion events and bow shock proton events. The
energy channel scale is not a linear scale, the corresponding
energy channels measure the following energies: i0, 20, 30,
50, 70, I00, 250, 500, 750, i000, 1250, 1500, 1750, 2000, 2250,
2500, 2750, 3000, 3250, and 3500 eV/q. The z-axis is the
logarithm of the average counting rate over a twenty minute
time interval. The y-axis is the time axis proceeding posi-
tively up the page. One unit on the y-scale is 24 hours and
one spectrum represents a twenty minute average of the data.
This particular plot starts about 13 days after local sunset.
The low energy ions seen near the end of the plot are termina-
tor ions and are only seen at the terminators. BSP, NIE, and
TI are abbreviations for bow shock protons, nighttime ion
events, and terminator ions respectively (after Schneider and
Freeman [1975]).
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] most often ! to 6 days before local sunrise with a peak 2 to
3 days before local sunrise. There is also a secondary peak
3 to 4 days after local sunset (figure 3-14). The time scales
for the data from the Apollo 14 and Apollo 15 SIDE's are ad-
justed in figure 3-14 such that local sunset for both instru-
ments coincides. It can be seen from figure 3-14 that both
the Apollo 14 and Apollo 15 SIDE's exhibit roughly identical
frequency of occurence profiles.
One noticeable feature of figure 3-14 is the minimum of
zero activity just before local midnight for both SIDE's.
At this position, the SIDE is looking in the anti-solar direc-
tion and right in to the middle of the plasma "cavity"
The peak counting rate of the nightvime ion events also
has a profile that is a function of time after sunset (figure
I 3-15). The error bars are large on the data points, but the
peak counting rate profile has a similar shape as the fr_.'quency
of occurence profile. The two peaks in the counting rate pro-
file coincide with the two peaks in the activity profile at
2 days before sunrise and 3 days after sunset.
It is interesting to note that near the local Su_s_.L ter-
minator, the Apollo 14 and Apollo 15 SIDE's look 15 ° away
from the plasma flow. At the local sunrise terminater, the
two instruments look 15 ° towar4s the plasma flow (figure 3-16).
From figure 3-14 one sees that the secondary activity peak at
3 days after local sunset is very much smaller than the primary
activity peak at 2 days prior to local sunrise. These factors
suggest that there is a greater probability of observing an
event by the SIDE when the look direct/on of the SIDE is per-
pendicular to the plasma flow than when it is not. If this
,. hypothesis is indeed the case, then the Apollo 12 SIDE would
: be expected to exhibit a frequency of occurence profile with
the primary peak at 3 to 4 days after local sunset and the
1976004892-214
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Figure 3-!_. The average number of nighttime ion events per
lunation for a 12 hour segment as a function of time after
local sunset. The data is adjusted to local sunset for both
the Apollo 14 and Apollo 15 SIDE's. This adjustment was per-
formed because sunset occurs 2 days earlier at the Apollo 15
ALSEP site than at the Apollo 14 ALSEP site. Activity increases
outward from the center. Note that the primary activity peak
is much stronger than the secondary peak. Note also that the
Apollo 15 .qTDE is more active than the Apollo 14 SIDE.
FicLure 3-15. @he average counting rate per lunation for a
12 hour period as a function of time after local sunset for
the Apollo 14 SIDE. Note that this graph exhibits the same
behavior as figure 3-14.
Fiaure 3-16. Look directio,Ls ef the Apollo 12, Apollo 14,
and Apollo 15 instruments at local sunset, local midnight, and
local sunrise. Note that at local sunset the Apollo 12 instru-
ment looks 15 ° towards the plasma flow and the Apollo 14 and
Apollo 15 SIDE's look 15 ° _way from the flow. The situation
is reversed at local sunrise. The separation between each
set of look directions is one day.
I
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secondary peak 2 to 3 days [_rior to local sunrise. This be-
havior would be expected since that at the same lunar local
time, the look direction of the Apollo 12 SIDE points 30 °
away from the look directions of the Apollo 14 and Apollo 15
SIDE's. Figure 3-16 clearly illustrates this point.
The selenographic coordinates of each ALSEP site were
given in section 2.4. One notices that the Apollo 14 site is
separated from the Apollo 15 A: _EP site by approximately 20 °
of longitude. Twenty four hou.._ corresponds to 12.2 ° of lunar
rotation. Therefore, any particular lunar local time at th_
Apollo 15 ALSEP site occurs almost two days before the same
lunar local time at the Apollo 14 ALSEP site. Combining this
fact and similar._ty in the frequency of occurence profiles
(figure 3-14) leaa_c directly to the conclusion that the occur-
ence of nighttime ion events depends on lunar local t±me
rather than on a position in lunar orbit.
3.3 CORRELATION WITH
One possible explanation for the source of nighttime ions
is that they are deviated solar wind particles. One method
of checking this hypothesis is to see if there is any correl-
ation of nighttime ior, events with solar wind parameters.
Since solar wind data is not readily available, an alternative
value co use is the geomagnetic activity index Kp.
Scientists have recently confirmed a direct correlation
of the following solar wind parameters with an increase in Kp
(reviewed by Hundhausen [1970]):
i. An increase in the solar wind speed (Ballif et al.
[1969] ).
_. An i-crease in the magnitude of the interplanetary
magnetic field (Schatten and Wilcox [1967]).
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i _. Fluctuations in the int,,:,:'_',-,etarymagnetic field
(Rostoker and FalthamJner f:'_67]).
4. An increase in the ,ou _, J component of the inter-
nlanetary magnetic fi_ _ . 3chatten and Wilcox [1967]) .
H,J_:<_,,;:r,the mechanis ..... ,':oh the solar wind influence_
and chancjes u._ _,. z:ot _en, : agreed upon (Brandt [1970]) .
There are two m,riior ; ,',[Ling factors in using Kp to study
the solak- wind interacti_)u problem. Firstly, the only values
of Kp available are three hour averages, where a time resolu-
tion of a few minutes is really needed. Secondly, Kp only
gives an average value for the level of geomagnetic activity
and it does not distinguish between types of geomagnetic events.
If it is possible to correlate nighttime ion events with
Kp, then one would be able to state that nighttime ions are
in some way correlated with the solar wind or geomagnetic
activity •
A thorough study of the Kp correlation problem was nnly
carried out for the first eleven lunations of the Apollc 14
SIDE (February 1971 to December 1971). A cursory examination
of Kp and the Apollo 15 data indicate that the behavior was
ghe same for both instruments.
The first attempt at Kp correlation was to determine if
Kp was correlated with the activity profile of Ap_llo 14 (fig-
ure 3-14). The fifteen days of lunar night were divided Jn
to 12 hour periods and then the average Kp for each 12 hour
period was calculated. The total Fp for a particular period
was then compared with the average number of nighttime ion
events per lunation for that period. Figure 3-17 gives the
results and shows that there is little or no Kp correlation.
The next attempt at Kp correlation was to see if Kp was
correlated with the duration or the peak energy of the night-
time ion events. Again, the results were negative (see figures
I
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IFigure _/_. The average number of events per lunation vs.
Kp. The correlation coefficient r = 0,1588.
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3-18 and 3-19). !
A final attempt at ascertaining if there is a correlation
with Kp was to check on the relationship between the total
counting rate and Kp. Total counting rate is directly related
to the integral flux, so this attempt is also a check on inte-
gral flux as a function of Kp. First the total counting rate,
for a twenty minute average, was checked as a function of Kp
for the entire lunar night (see figure 3-20). Little or no
correlation with Kp was found. The next step was to take out
the effect of the orbital position of the moon from the data.
The orbital effect was removed by looking at a particular per-
icd in the orbit. The time interval 2 to 3 days prior to local
sunrise (i. e. the most active time period in the lunar night)
was divided in to 3 hour time segments to coincide with the 3
hour averages of Kp. The total counting rate observed by the
Apollo 14 SIDE was then compared with the Kp for the same 3 i
hour period in the ii consecutive lunations (flgure 3-21).
Again, as in the other cases, there was found to be little er
no correlation with Kp.
As was mentioned earlier in this chapter, the SIDE some-
times observes a mono-energetic spectrum centered in the 500
eV/q energy channel that is observed to continue through the
sunrise terminator region and on up to the maanetosheath cross-
ing (figure 3-22). This particular event is only observed
with the Apollo 15 SIDE and it only occured in 4 lunations out
of the 19 lunations that were studied.
This 500 eV/q "ridge" is different in appearance from
nighttime ion events in that it is not burst uf ions that char-
acterizes nighttime ion events and its differential flux is
constant over a relatively long pe2:lod of time (figure 3-22).
A cursory comparison of the occurence of this phenomenon
and Kp indicates that this type of ion event is absent during
&
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I Figure 3-18. The duration of an event vs. Kp. T},t_ correlation
coefficient r = -0.084.
Fiuure 3-____. The peak energy ,,f art event vs. the avel-ag,_ }<p.
There appears to be no correlation.
3-20. Total average counting rate per 20 minutes for
a 3 hour Kp interval vs. Kp. The correlation coefficient
r = 0.0732,
_ _ Total average counting rate per 20 minutes for
a 3 hour Kp interval for a particular 3 hour interval during
the lunar night vs. Kp. The correl_tion coefficient r = -0.0265.
i _ /r._- Figure similar in format to figure 3-13. Note
the steady mono-energetic 500 eV/q "ridge" that continues on
up to the magnetosheath. BSP and MS are abbr6viat_ons for bow
shock protons and magnetosheath respectively.
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disturbed periods, i. e. Kp > 3. Thi._" information indicates
that this type of ion event is of a dlfferent nature than the
nighttime ion events.
In summary, the correlation with Kp was found to be ex-
tremely marginal for the following quantities:
I. The frequency of occurence of an event.
2. The duration of an event.
3. The peak energy of the counting rate spectrum of an
event.
4. The total counting rate or integral flux of an event.
Therefore, nighttime ion events are not related to geomagnetic
activity, but they may be related to a single solar wind par-
ameter. This fact has yet to be determined.
3 .4 OBSE RVAT IQNAL CONCLUS IONS
The characteristics of nighttime ion events may be sum-
marized as follows:
i. :'ighttime ion events occur more often at the Apollo
15 site than at the Apollo 14 site.
2. The range of energies of nighttime ion events is from
250 to i000 eV/q peaking most often in the 500 eV/q
energy channel. The average solar wind energy is 800
eV, which corresponds to a solar wind velocity of
about 400 km/sec. It was mentioned in Chapter I that
the velocity of the solar wind may vary from 200 to
900 km/sec. These velocities correspond to peak solar
wind energies ranging from 200 eV to 4200 eV. This
energy range i_ sufficient to overlap the energies of
nighttime ion events. Figure i-I is a counting rate
spectrum for the solar wind and thus it can not be
compared to a differential flux energy spectrum of a
°
I
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nighttime ion event without knowing the geometric
factor of the Vela 3 detector. It will be interest-
ing to compare concurrent differential flux enrgy
spectra for the solar wind and nighttime ion events
to see how far the peak energy is shifted, if at all.
3. The differential flux energy spectrum (figure 3-_.3)
of a nighttime ion event is sharply peaked about the
central energy like the solar wind. The integral
flux of nighttime ions is also down by 2 orders of
magnitude from the solar wind.
4. The peak energy of nighttime ion events statistically
shifts from 500 eV/q at local sunset to 750 eV/q just
after local midnight to 250 eV/q in the pre-dawn hours.
5. A nighttime ion event appears to be a burst of ions
rather than a rising or decaying ion flux. Nighttime
ion events last for only a short period of time, usual-
ly less than one hour. This behavior is indicative
of highly directional ion fluxes. Therefore, an iso--
tropic mixing of plasma in the plasma cavity near the
lunar surface seems unlikely.
6. Nighttime ion events may be seen at any time during
the lunar night except near local midnight. There
are two activity peaks, a primary peak 2 to 3 days
before local sunrise, and a very weak secondary peak
3 to 4 days after local sunset. Figure 3-24 shows
the region where the primary peak occurs. This region
is broadened in the figure because of the 2 day lag
between lunar local times at the 2 ALSEP sites. Also,
because of this time lag, there are never any simul-
taneous events observed by the Apollo 14 and Apollo
15 SIDE's.
The counting rate of the Apollo 14 SIDE also increases
A
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3-23. Twenty minute averaged differe,_tial flux el,u_gy
spectrum for an event where the differential flux spectrum
peaks in the 500 eV/q energy channel. The background flux
represents an average counting rate of 0.18 counts per ei,,:r_jy
channel. This event occured 4 days after local sunset.
F_uure 3-24. Lunar orbit showing the look directions of the
three SIDE instruments with respect to the earth-moon system.
The area of greatest activity of nighttime ion events is iL,-
dicated. The region appears broad because it is a superposition
of the data from the Apollo 14 and Apollo 15 SIDE's. The bow
shock front and the magnetopause are drawn in for reference
(Schneider and Freeman [1975]).
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with increased activity resulting in a profile that has the
same general shape as the frequency of occurence profile.
These facts again argue that the occurence of a nighttime
ion event is a luna_ local time dependent phenomenon.
7. There is little or no correlation of nighttime ion
events with Kp. Hence, these events can not related
to the earth's magnetosphere.
3.5 DISCU,C.SION
Reasoner [1975] has observed electron fluxes on the night-
side of the moon with the Charged Particle Lunar Environment
Ex,neriment (CPLEE; which he has uiassified in to three types
of events.
Type I electron events are only seen when an interplanet-
ary magnetic field line connects the dark side of the moon
with the earth's bow shock front. These electron events have
been labeled a; bow shock electrons.
Type II electron events are lower intensity t.,an Type I
and are uncorrelated with both the interplanetary magnetic field
and Kp. Reasoner theorizes that the source of these electrons
is the wea,: shock 4 to 5 lunar radii downstream from the moon
that was first modeled by Michel [1968].
The third type of electron fluxes, Type Ill, are only ob-
served in the lunar terminator regions and are absent when K£
is I+ or less. Reasoner speculates that Type III electrons
are due to solar wind electrons whlch have been thermalized
and scattered to the lunar surface by lunar limb shncks.
Since Reasoner's Type II electron fluxes are uncorrelated
w_th Kp and occur sporadically throughout the lunar night, they
may be associated with nighttime ion events. However, the en-
ergies of Type II electrons _'ange from 90 to 120 eV, which is
1976004892-235
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too low to match the une_gies of nighttime ions. Freeman and
Ibrahim [1974] suggest that the lunar surface potential may
be as Negative as -i00 volts on the nightside of the moon.
If this is indeed the case, then any electrons in the _cinity
of this potential will lose energy before reaching the moon,
and any ions will gain energy before reaching the moon. A
lunar surface potential of -100 volts would imply initial elec-
tron energies of 190 to 220 eV and initial nighttime ion ener-
gies of 150 to 900 eV/q. This potential is sufficient to cause
an uverlap of electron and ion energies. It is possible, there-
fore, that the source mechanism for Type II electrons and night-
time ions is the same. One problem in checking the validity
of this statement is the fact that Reasoner has analyzed only
six or seven months of nighhtime electron data (private communi-
cation). Therefore, a statistical statement about Type II elec-
trons can not be made.
Because the characteristic e_ergies of nighttime ion =-vents,
even after being accelerated by a poscible -i00 volts lunar
surface potential, are still close to the solar wind energies,
the source of these ions is probably the solar wind. This
source is further suggested by the lunar local time dependence
of the phenomenon. These ions probably represent solar wind
plasma that has moved in, perhaps by turbulence near the limbs,
to paruially fill the plasma void behind the moon.
As mentioned earlier in Chapter i, Wu and Dryer [1972]
predict a small but finite ion density in the plasma void be-
hind the moon. Making the assumptions that the source of the
nighttime ions is in the region of the number density contour
n/n = 10 -2 (figure 1-9), that nighttime ions are primarily
protons, and that _he most probable ion energy is 500 eV/q,
then one arrives at an integral flux that could reach the moon
on the order of 106 ions/cm2-sec. This number is fairly close
1=
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to the integral flux computed for nighttime ion events (2106
ions/cm2-sec-ster). The only problem encountered in trying to
fit this theory to the data is that Wu and Dryer do not predict
flow directions that would cause p_rticles to be incident on
the dark side of the mo3n [see figure i-i0).
One must keep in mind that the Wu and Dryer model used
the kinetic theory approach and not fluid flow to arrive at
the number density profiles and flow directions for the lunar
interaction problem. Their predicted flow directions will
change if a fluid flow approach is taken.
Supersonic flow past an obstacle creates a shock wave up-
stream of the obstacle. Since there is no detectable lunar
bow shock, a subsonic fluid flow approach to the moon-solar
wind interaction problem may be valid. Figure 3-24 illustrates
subsonic fluid flow past a smooth and a rough circular cylinder.
In both cases, a wake is formed where the direction of fluid
dlow is reversed causing fluid to impact the back side of the
obstacle. Since the moon is obviously not smooth, it most likely
responds as the rough cylinder (Case 2) in figure 3-25.
It is interesting to note that these nighttime ions may
form part of a positive ion sheath that is required by the
highly negative lunar surface potential on the night side of
the moon (figure 3-26). If this ion sheath is the only source
of nighttime ions and assuming that their initial energies are
small _r zero, then the energies detected by the SIDE during
lunar night may give an alternative measure of the negative
lunar nighttime surface potential. This approach is only valid
if the Jnnic charge composition of nighttime ions is knDwn.
Summarizing, there is no satisfactory explanation of night-
time ion events as of yet. Further analysis of the data will
determine in the Wu and Dryer model completely describes the
SIDE's observations.
.+
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___. Diagram illustrating subsonic flow past a circular
cylinder. Case 1 is for a smooth cylinder giving rise to lam-
inar separation. Case 2 is for a rough cylinder giving rise
to turbulent separation. The graphs under each figure plot
the fluid pressure as one moves along the surface of the cylin-
der from A to S. Note that the pressure drag for a rough
_'linder is less than for a smooth cylinder. Also note the
reversal of the flow direction in the wake (John and Haberman
[1971]).
Fiqu_e ___. The electric charge distribution on and near the
moon. Note the positive ion sheath on the night side of the
moon (Freeman and Ibrahim [1974]).
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3.6 TOPICS FOR FURTHER INVESTIGATIQN
There are several avenues for further investigation of
this phenomenon. They are summarized as follows:
I. The data from the Apollo 12 SIDE has been relatively
untouched. It will be interesting to see if, in fact,
the Apollo 12 SIDE data exhibits a mirror image of the
frequency of occurence profile observed by the Apollo
14 and Apollo 15 SIDE's. Since the Apollo 12 and the
Apollo 14 ALSEP are relatively close to one another
(138 km), there will, in all probability, be some
nighttime ion events that are simultaneously observed
by both the Apollo 12 and Apollo 14 SIDE's. This new
data will give some information as to _'hether the
nighttime ion flux is isotropic or anisotropic. If
the flux is anisotropic, then the comparison of data i
from the Apollo 12 and Apollo 14 SIDE's will indicate
if there is an east-west component to the ion flux.
2. An important comparison that has yet to be made is
whether the nighttime ion events are in any way cor-
related with the either the magnitude or direction Of
the interplanetary magnetic field. The theoretical
models mentioned in Chapter 1 indicate that the shape
of the moon's wake is a function of the interplanetary
magnetic field.
3. Some important questions that have yet to be answered
are :
a. Why is there an asymmetry in the activity profile?
b. Why are some lunations more active than others?
c. Why are nighttime ion events short lived?
d. Why is there a peak energy shift as a function of
lunar local time?
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:_j e. Why is there a minimum ;in the activity profile
prior to local midnight?
f. What causes the apparent shift towards local sun-
rise of the occurence of the events exhibited in
figures 3-1 and 3-2?
4. Finally, a model must be chosen that adequately accounts
for the observations.
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ABSTRACT
Protons from the earth's bow shock are observed by the
Suprathermal Ion detector Experiment (SIDle) in two regions
of the lunar orbit. The dawn region begins at the dawn side
p
bow shock crossing and ends _ 5 days later and the dusk
region begins at -2 days prior to entering the dusk side
magnetosheath and ends at the inbound bow shock crossing.
Dusk and dawn refer to a terrestrial coordinate system. The
dominant contribution to the ion spectra observed by the
SIDE in these reqions is from particles with energies
between -750 eV/q and 3500 eV/q. 3500 eV/q is the upper
, limit of the energy range of the detector. Analysis of
simultaneous data from the Explorer 35 l,lagnetometer and the
SIDE indicates that the observability of bow shock protons
at the lunar distance is dependent on the configuration of
the interplanetary maqnetic f_eld.
f
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INTRODUCT ION
!
Protons in the energy range of 4 to 7 keY were observed
i
| to be coming from the direction of t|,(.bow shock by Asbridge
e_ al., [1968] using data from Vela s_itellites. The exist-
i ence of suprathermal protons in the energy range of _i to
i 3.5 keV at the lunar orbit was conf_rmed by Freeman et al.
[1970] and llills et al. I1970]. More recently Lin et al.
[1974] have reported protons at the l_nar distance in the
energy range of 30 to 100 keV. The behavior of the ~I to
3.5 keV protons with zespect to the interplanetary, magnetic
field has been studied by Benson [1974] and this paper
reports some results from that study.
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4OBSERVATIO_S
Figure 1 shows typical tim_ developm_nt of the SIDE
count spectra [or the two regions of the orbit in which the
bow shock prcto_.Ls are observed. The "dusk" and "dawn"
regions refer to the dusk and dawn sides of the magneto-
sphere when the: moon is in the solar wind as indicated in
figure 3. Not_' that the dusk side spectra show the onset of
the flow comil, j at ~1.5 days before the magnetosheath and
that the spectt _ get progressively softer as the moon
approaches the bow shock. The dawn side spectra show a
gradual hardening as the moon moves away from the bow shock
_ " and a cessation of the flow -5 days after shock crossing.
These examples of the ion spectra a_e "typ_cal" and can vary
_:onsiderably when interplanetary magnet ic field and solar
wind coI_dition _, change.
Figure 2 sl_ows a single spectrum (20 minute average)
for each of the t_.wo regions shown in l_Jgttle i. These
spectra were dctc,rmined f[cm data take,_ _t ] day from the
bow shock on either side of the magneto:,i-lltre. The differenct,
in the dusk and dawn spectra shown her_ are typical. The
dusk spectrum is harder than the dawn :},e(-trum for the same
distance from the bow shock. The flu'<c:_ shown on the3e
graphs were d<,t_,vmined by integrating over the portions of
the spectrum that contained counts above background. "_
{
/,
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The asymmetry of the ion spectra observc..d in the dusk
and dawn reglons can be explained by considering the con-
.)
figuration of the interplanetary B field and its influence
on the particle trajectory on the two sides of the magnetosphere.
; The equation of motion that describes a charged b,_rticle's
trajectory in the rest frame of the bow shock and in the
interplanetary medium is,
mdVp. _ __ __ +
dt q (E + Vp x B) (I)
" " where E is the interplanetary electric field, B is the in-
terplanetary magnetic field, m, q, and V arc the paruicle's
mass, charge and velocity respectively. Thu solution of
I equation 1 yields a helical trajectory for a particle re/east, d
at the shock surface with some initial veloc._ty Vp. The
motions parallel and perpendicular to the B field are uncoup],-,..
and consequently the equation that describes the quiding
center trajectory of the particle is
Vr ---V + Vd (2)
Pll
4. .a¢ •
where V is the particle velocity parallel to B and Vd
Pll
Js the drift vc,Locity.
_, _'Juure } illustrates tl,e geometry associated with
equation 2. When B is at its average position, that is the
garden h_se an_)]._.,, thc, field ]Jn_':; will contact the dawn
L
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bside bow shock at a more normal angle of incidence than wzll
the field lines on the dusk side. If it is assumed thdt
protons with sufficient energy to escape the bow shock are
released to the solar wind along interplanetary field lines,
as originally suggested by Asbridge et al., [1968] then the
ones released on the dusk side will be swept downwind much
closer to the shock surface than those on the dawn side.
The absence of lower energy particles in the upstream spectra
is therefore more pronounced on the dusk side than the dawn
side at th_ sam_ di_L_l_ f_um Lieu _]_]..
In addition to this longitudinal dependence, wlmther or
. not a particle is observed at the moon is influenced by the
latitude of the field. It is clear that if the interplanetary
B field has a large latitude component, then V can cause
PII
the resultant guiding center trajectory to miss the moon
entirely. A complete discussion of the t)u-ee-dimens/onal
nature of the p_oblem can be found in Bc,n:_on [19"74].
SIMULTANEOUS DATA
Figure 4 is a plot of the latitude el the interplanetary
B field as medt.ured by Explorer 35 and the simultaneous
inlegral flux me_isured by the SIDE for three hours in a dawn
region. Thiu figure shows directly that the integral flux
4 % _!
.. teuds to iucrease as the value of the field latitude gets
closer to zero and tends to decrease as the field latitude :_
moves away from zero. In order to (urther determine the i
%1
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dependence of the observed particles on the configuration of
the field, three days of simultaneou:: magnetic field and ion
data were analyzed. Figure 5 shows the total number of
! times a particular value of the field latitude was observed
?
9 in the period versus the latitude and the average counts
seen at that latitude. It can be seen from this distribution
that the average number of particles observed is greater
when the field latitude is nearer zero. Figure 6 shows an
analagous distribution for the field longitude where it can
be seen that there are two peaks separated by approximately
180 °. One would expect this type of distribution if the
guiding center picture is correct.
SU_IARY
Definite dusk-dawn asymmetries are observed in the sup-
rathermal protons seen by the SIDE on the lunar surface.
The dawn side proton flows arc seen much deeper into lunar
night than the dusk side f]ows. The low energy cutoff in
the dusk spectra occurs at a higher energy than it does for
the dawn spectra at the same distance from the bow shock.
The appearance of these particles at the moon is dependent
on the latitude and the ]ongitude of the interplanetary
} magi_etic field. These obserw_tJons are consistent with the
i -k -_
assumption that the protons follow EXB drift traj_:ctories
_P from the bow shock to the moon.
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_ FTGURE CAPTIONS
i. Typical counting rate spectra for tl_e magnetospheric
dusk and dawn bow shock regions. Time progresses along thediagonal axis. Each trace represents a 20 minute aver0ge of
the counts in each energy channel. The small ridge of
monoenergetic low energy particles seen on the dawn side
-4 days from the bow shock is due to locally accelerated
lunar atmospheric ions.
2. Typical differential flux spectra taken from each bow
shock region at ~i day from hhe bow shock. The spectra are
generated from a 20 minute averaqe of the counts in each
_" channel. Note the harder spectrum on the dusk side and
lower total flux.
3. Ecliptic plane view of the vector diagram illustrating
the resultant guiding center trajectory of a particle
leaving the surface of the bow shock. Two special cases of
the direction of the Jnterplanelary F, field are also shown.
4. Time history of simultaneous data from Fxplorer 35 and
SIDE for a short period in a dawn region. The top trace is
tile solar equatorial latitude of the interplanetary B field
and the bottom trace is the inteqral flux observed by the
SIDE.
/:
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5. Distribution of the average number of particles observed
at a particular solar equatorial latitude vs. the latitude.
The average is computed by dividing the total number of counts
accumulated at a particular latitude over the time period by
the total number of times the field was at that latitude.
Also shown is the frequency of occurence of the latitude
over the observation period. (1972 153 d 19 h 24 m to 156 d 19 h
24m).
6. Same as for Figure 5 for the solar equatorial longitude
of the field.
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DAWN-DUSK b_GNETOSHEATII
PLASMA ASYMMETRIES AT 60 R
e
]
M. A. Fenner and J. W. Freeman, Jr.
Department of Space Physics and Astronomy
Rice University
}Iouston, Texas 77001
ABSTRACT
A study of data from the Apollo Lunar Surface Suprathermal
Ion Detector Experiment package shows that pi]sma flow and
energy parameters in the dusk magnetosheath are much better
' co_related with geomagnetic activity than those in the dawn
magnetosheath. This result is in agreement with a dawn-dusk
asymmetry in the magnetosheath magnetic field and in the bow
shock configuration. The different orientations between the
mean interplanetary magnetic field direction and the shock
normal for the magnetosheaths suggests an explanation of the
difference in the plasma parameters on the two sides.
j _. INow at Bell Laboratories, Whippany, New Jersey 07981 I_v
i
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I. Introduction
This paper presents magnetosheath positive ion data
taken at a distance of 60 Re , the lunar orbit. Veloclty
distribution functions have been determined from twenty
minute averages of the data, an equivalent resolution of
41000 km. From _hese velocity distribution functions a
study of the bulk flow parameters in the sheath was per-
formed. Ten lunations of data were employed. These data
were then compared with the geomagnetic activity index, K
P
A unique advantage of the lunar orbit for magnetosheath
. studies is the coverage of both the dawn and dusk magneto-
sheaths in the same general time frame. The moon takes
approximately eight days from the dusk to dawn bow shocks.
'_ In this paper we compare the dusk magnetosheath parameters
with those of the dawn magnetosh_ath.
t Previous workers have reported asymmetries in various
aspects of magnetospheric structure. Fairfield (1971)
observed the dawn magnetosheath field to be more disturbed
than the dusk field. Explorer 35 data (Howe, 1971) showed
twice as many bow shock crossings on the dawn side ds on the
dusk side. Greenstadt (1972) further observed an asymmetry
in the types of shock crossings observed on the two sides.
1976004892-266
t He classified shock crossinqs as oblique or perpendicular
according to the angle of the interplanetary field with
respect to the direction of the propagation of the shock
wave. Greenstadt (1973) estimated 50% more oblique shocks
to occur on the dawn side. Oblique shocks are associated
with fluctuating fields and rapidly varying proton spectra.
The evidence of asymmetries in the sides of the magneto-
sheath is important to the over-all view of energy transport
from the interplanetary medium into the magnetosphere. The
magnetohydrodynamic processes in the sheath are important in
understanding th_ mechanism of energy transport. This paper
presents evidence that the particle distribution function
behaves differe1_tly in the two different sheaths. The
explanation of this asymmetry is perhaps found in Greenstadt's
picture of the field configuration producing different types
of shock waves. It is suggested that the plasma behavior
depends on the field configuration and different processes
are present on the dawn side as opposed to tb c isk side of
the magnetosphere.
II. Experiment and Data Analysis
The Suprathermal Ion Detector Experiment (SIDE) is
designed to measure plasma near the moon. Identical SIDEs
were deployed at the Apollo 12, 14 and 15 landing sites,
Figure i. The SIDE has been described in Freeman et al.,
q
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(1972). The positive ion detector measures spectrum in
velocity space by stepping through a range of 20 voltages on
a curved plate analyzer. Velocities per unit charge,
equivalent to proton energies per unit charge, are measured
in a period of 24 seconds. The 20 steps cover a range from
10 eV/q to 3500 eV/q. The basic collector is a channel-
}
electron-multiplier used in the pulse counting mode. The
front end is biased at an accelerating voltage of -3.5 KV to
-i• collect the low energy ions.
I The orientations of the three instruments on the moon's
surface are such that the detector look axes lie approximately
in the ecliptic The look angle of each detector in the
ecliptic is shown in Figure 2. The detectors were arranged
so that the Apollo 15 instrument looks in the direction of
plasma flow in the dusk magnetosheath and the Apollo 12
instrument does so in the dawn magnetosheath. On both sides
the Apollo 14 instrument records a lower flux level of ions
away from the bulk flow direction. The field of view of each
detector is square and approximately 6° on a side
Twenty minute averages of the differentia, energy
spectra were calculated. The resulting spectra were con-
verted to distribution function spectra in velocity space.
Figure 3 shows these spectra plotted for part of a typical
1976004892-268
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crossing of the dusk magnetosheath. From these spectra, the
plasma flow p_rameters of number density, bulk velcc±ty and
temperature were calculated by the method of moments,
following Vasyliunas (1969). These parameters are plotted
in Figure 4 for the data from Figure 3.
Pressure is calculated from the number density and
temperature using the equation of state for the gas. Energy
density is g_ven by
E_
"E f(E) dE
E1
where f(E) is the distribution function in energy space and
the integral is taken from energy E1 to energy E2.
R is the ratio of the high energy density, obtained by
integrating from 1250 eV to 3500 eV, to the total energy
density, obtained by integrating from 100 eV to 3500 eV.
Notice that this ratio can remain constant although the
pressure and total energy density are increasing. This
indicates that the shape of the spectrum may remain the same
while the intensity increases. The energy density ratio, R,
is used to indicate the presence of a high energy tail. The
presence of these high energy particles is taken as an
indicatlon of a disturbance in the magnetosheath. A sharp
peak in the energy density ratio (around 20 HR UT, Figure 4)
merely indicates a boundary crossing where the di]ected
sheath flow disappears. Horizontal lines on this plot
: indicate that the parameters were not calculated because
magnetosheath spectra were not observed in the direction of
the detector.
¢
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III. Results
The plasma parameters aczoss the magnetosheath, both
dusk and dawn sides, for 10 lunations reveal the general
trends predicted by laminar flow _n the Spreiter and Alksne
(1969) theery. The effects are less pronounced at 60 Re
than closer to Earth (Wolfe, et al. 1968). This indicates
greater mixing at greater distances in the sheath.
The parameter of particular interest is the energy
density ratio. The energy density ratio is found to de-
crease from the bow shock to the magnetopause. This de-
crease of the erlergy density ratio away from the bow shock
is observed mo_-e frequently during the dusk rather than the
dawn shuath c1{)ssings. The high energy particles do not
show as consi_.t{_nt a pattern on the dawn szde as on the dusk
side of the muj}_etosheath.
In order t(. study the relationship of sheath _arameters
to Kp, Kp was averaged for an entire sheath crossi1_l. The
five calculated plasma parameters were averaged in the samu
manner. Plots L_f K and the parameters for the i0 inbound
P
and outbound sheath crossings for each instrument ale qlven
in Figure 5. For the dusk sheath the curve of the energy
densitv ratio seems to follow that of Kp quite well.
1976004892-270
6Velocity and temperature appear to be somewhat correlated
but to a lesser degree. Pressure, which is directly related
to the total energy density is not correlated with K atp
all. Number density is also apparently unrelated. The
magnitude of the values for the three instruments with
respect to each other is in agreement with their relative
angles to the flow direction.
, It is important to note that the detector farther from
the flow direction (Apollo 14) reports a greater energy
density ratio. A detailed examinatlon of the energy spectra
reveals that the intensity of the high energy particles was
the same for all three instruments regardless of the direction-
related variation in peak intensity. This is an indication
v
theft the dispersion of particles in velocity space may be
i ;otropic. Howe (1971) reported double peaked ions at the
bow shock to be in a different direction from the bulk flow.
The SIDE det, ctor also observes the sudden appearance and
disappearance of multiple peaks in individual 20 second
spectra. Thls might indicat_ a directional effect. Howevur,
the average over a longer time indicates isotropy.
A linear regression analysis was run on each of the
curves in Figure 5 with respect to Kp. The correlatlon
coefficient r for each of the variables is given in Table i.
Note the strong correlation of velocity and energy density
ratio to K on the dusk side and almost no correlation on
P
.. the dawn side.
%
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To further emphaslze this correlatlon the energy
density ratio for A_ollo 14 is plotted versus average K
P
(Figure 6). A least squares fit was attempted on both the
dusk and dawn data. The fit is plotted for the dus_ dat:J;
but is meaningless for the dawn data since the cor_clatlon
coefficient indicates random data. Thus the high energy
particle population in the dawn sheath is not at all cor-
related wlth geomagmetic activity, while the dusk sheath
particles shows a strol,g correlation.
Finally, w_ note from figure 5 that despite the asymmetry
in the correlation between R and Kp, the values for R cover
approximately the same range in both maqnetosbeaths.
It might be argued that an increase in R merely re-
presents an increase in the bulk flow velocity. That this
is not the case is demonstrated in the appendix.
IV. Discussion
To understand this result we must look at two p_oblems:
i) what correlation with K means and 2) what is indicated
P
by the asymmetry. At the same time we must bear in mind the
significance of the similar absolute values for R iIA the
dawn and dusk magnetosheath.
First we address the question of correlation Wlth
geomagnetic activity. It is well known that geomagnetic
activity is correlated with interplanetary conditions. Both
"' an increase in solar wind speed (Ballif et al. 1969) and an
i
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_ increase in the magnltu, le of the interplanetary field
(Schatten and Wilcox, 1967) are correlated with an increase
in K . An increase in the momentum flux of the solar wind
P
is known to compress the geomagnetic cavity and Freeman
(1964) has shown that magnetopause boundary locations are
related to Kp. It is obvious that solar wind energy must be
transmitted through the magnetosheath to reach the magneto-
sphere and influence Kp, however, the:e have not been any
previous co_relations of sheath variations with geom:ignetic
activity.
The high correlation between R and K shown here
P
indicates that the high energy tail of the magnetosheath
spectrum is a direct result of the transfer of energy from
the solar wlnd to the magnetosphere. It seems unlikely that
r
the high energy particles carry the transferred energy them-
selves. For example, we note that the bulk flow velocity is
also increased at times of excess high energy particles and
so in the dusk magnetosheath bulk flow velocity is also
correlated with Kp. We take the view that the high energy
tail is the result of acceleration processes that are an
intrinsic part of the energy transfer process. An alternative
view which we are not inclined to accept is that high energy
particles enter the magnetosheath from the plasma sheet at
the cusps or along the flanks of the tail. In this case
there might also be d correlation with Kp, but the high
_ energy population would not be expected to increase toward
_P
the bow shock as is observed.
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Regarding the asy_ctry, wc note that Formisano et al.
(1973) have shown the magnetosheath high energy tail to be
correlated with the absence of waves upstream of the bow
shock. This suggests that waves have a tendency to diffuse
particle concentrations in velocity space and hence reduce
high energy particle intensities. The field configuration
envisioned by Greenstadt (1972) sh(,ws that oblique shocks
occur predominantly on the dawn side of the maqnetosphere.
The _Jst-shock field is much more disturbed in the oblique
shock case and wavelike disturbances are expected. We
suggest that these disturbances influence the occurence of
particles in the high energy tail in the dawn magnetosheath.
" This masks he K correlatio_ that would otherwise be
P
p_esent. In order to more fully understand the relatiozlshi[_
between R and i( it may be necessary to know if there is aP
statistical connection between the formation of oblique
shocks and K
The intrinsic asymlL,etry between the dawn and dusk
magnetosheaths is thus not an asymmetry in the ion acceleration
processes but rather in processes which tend to disperse th_
accelerated ions, namely magnetic noise. The dawn magneto-
sheath is a more complex region and the key to understandin,;
it may lie in a better understanding of oblique shocks.
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TABLE I
LINEAR REGRESSION OF K VERSUS PARAMETERS
P
Gives values of %he correlation coefficient 0. r< l
whe2-e r = +I is a perfect correlation
r = 0 is random data
DUSK I DAWN
PARAMETERS APOLLO 14 APOLLO 15 APOLLO 14 APOLLO 12
Energy density .83 .67 .05 .30
ratio
Velocity .79 .77 .20 .13
Temperature .76 .36 .36 -. 41
Number density -.36 .20 -.27 -.32
Pressure .19 -. 17 -. 06 -. ii
t
_r
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APPENDIX
Since the energy density ratio is a new pazameter0 a
further explanation of it is given here. In vr iocity space
the expression for energy density (equat!on i) becomes
_.i 2v3 f(vi)dv Using a kappa = 2 distribution function2 m i i"
(Olbert, 1969) for f(v), the quantity v3fIv) is plotted
(Figure 7) for three differt, nt values of bulk flow velocity
vB = 300, 400 and 500 km/sec. For the two lower values, the
shaded areas illustrate the energy density in the high
energy region of the spectrum. For a change in bulk velocity
from 300 km/sec to 400 km/sec the energy uensity ratio of a
kappa = 2 distribution function changes from 1% to 10%. The
velocity corresponding to the 1250 eV energy channel w_s
arbitrarily chosen for the break point in calculatin G the
ratio. Since the velocities obscrw,d in this data were less
than 400 km/sec, the choice of a break polnt is adequate.
That is, the large energy density ratios ( '20_ are not the
result of merely a change in bulk velocity, because the
velocity is 400 km/sec or less.
i
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FIGURE CAPTIONS
Figure _ The Suprathermal Ion Detector Experiment
(SIDE) is shown as it was deployed on the
moon by Apollo 14 Astronauts. The instrument
stands 45 cm above the lunar surface.
Figure 2. The look directions of the Apollo 12, 14 and
15 detectors are shown for various positions
of the Moon in its orbit as it crosses the
tail of the earth's magnetosphere.
Figure 3. Distribution function spectra in velocity
space are plotted as a function of time. The
units are ions/m3/(m/sec) 3. The heavy
referenc_ line at the beginning of the plot
represents a constant counting rate of 1
count in each energy channel. Comparing the
spectra after 20 hr UT with this lin_ indicates
an absence of magnetosheath spectra after a
boundary crossing.
Figure 4. The plasma parameters -- pressure, energy
density ratio, temperature, bulk flow velocity,
and number density are plol _d for part of a
dusk magnetosheath crossing. A magnetopause
crossing is seen just before 20 hr UT. For a
time after this none of the parameters are
calculated except the energy density ratio.
The magnetosheath spectrum is absent at this
time.
$
I
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Figure 5. A summauy of plasma parameters is given for
4
both the dusk and dawn magnetosheath crossings
during 10 lunations. Data from the three
instruments are identified by an x (Apollo
14), solid dot (Apollo 15) and open dot
(Apollo 12). One average value of a parameter
is plotted for each sheath crossing for a
single instrument. Above the parameter plots,
a plot of average K is given. For eachP
sheath crossing, K was averaged during the
P
time the [noon was in the magnetosheath
(approximately two days).
Figure 6. The average energy density ratio for each of
_ the 10 lunations plotted versus the average
Kp over the entire magnetosheath crossing.
A linear regression gives a straight line fit
to the dusk data. The dawn data are random
as seen by a correlation (r) of .05.
3
Figure 7. The product of v and the kappa = 2 distribution
function F(v) is plotted for three values of
bulk velocity. The energy density is represented
by the area under the curve.
4
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A NEW PLASMA REGIME IN THE DISTANT GEOMAGNETIC TAIL
D. A. Hardy, H. K. Hills, and J. W. Freeman
Rice University
Houston, Texas 77001
Abstract. The three Rice Suprathermal This paper reports similar observa-
Ion Detector Experiments have detected an tions of low energy _articles (LEPs)
extensive region of low energy plasma possessing many of these same character-
flow antisunward along the ordered field istics, but also significant variations.
lines in the lobes of the geomagnetic These are seen in the geomagnetic tail
tail at lunar distances. This particl_ at distances of 60 R e using the three
regime resembles the "boundary layer" Suprathermal Ion Detector Experiments
and "plasma mantle" observed at smaller (SIDES) deployed on the lunar surface
geocentric distances and an interior during the Apollo 12, 14, and 15
flow region parallel to the magnetopause missions. The region of space in which
in the dayside magnetosphere. It poss- these LEPs are found lies adjacent to the
esses plasma characteristics uniquely magnetopause but also across the tail as
different from the plasma sheet and a border to the plasma sheet. Its extent
magnetosheath. Spatially the particle away from the plasma sheet near the
regime is fouh_ _xterior to the plasma center of the tail cannot yet be deter-
sheet across essentially the entire tail mined.
and adjacent to the magnetopause on both Each of the SIDZs consists of two
the dawn and dusk sides of the magneto- instruments; a Total Ion Detector (TID)
sphere. The integral flux varies from capable of discriminating _ositive ions
105 to 108 ions/cm 2 sec ster with the according to their energy/charge in a
differential flux peak between 50 and range from i0 _V/q to 3c00 eV/q, and a
1 250 eV/q Temperatures range from Mass Analyzer (MA) capable of discriminat-• . •
4 x 104 to 5 X 105 °K and number ing _ositive ions according to their
densities from .i to 5/cm3. mass/cnacge up to 750 amu/q and their
eneroy/charge _n a range from .2 to 48.6
Introduction eV/q. Po_t-_- lysis acceleration to
35_0 eV Insu,_ efficient detection of
Freeman et al. [1968] reported obser- the low enerqv positive ions by a
vatlons_ a reglon of plasma flow anti- funnel-channe_ electron multiplier. The
sunward just inside the dayside magneto- _IDE'_ are deployed such that each
pause during an intense magnetic storm, instrument's look direction is approx-
This plasma resembled magnetosheath imately in the ecliptic plane. The look
plasma but appeared connected with cold directions of the three SIDEs span a
plasma flow deeper within the magneto- total azimuthal fan in the ecliptic of
sphere. More recently experimental 56 degrees. (For a more detailed des-
evidence has accumulated as to the exist- cription see Hills and Freeman, 1971.)
ence of regions of similar plasma flow
in the antisunward direction along the
ordered field llnes of the high and low Observations
latitude lobes of the geomagnetic tail.
Observations have been made in the Using data principally but not exclus-
ecliptic at Ib R e with the Vela satellite ively from the Apollo 14 S_DE we have
(Hones et al., 1972, Akasofu et al. 1973) studled tweJve passes of the moon
t-_e-_d-_stant pc aI_ magnetosphere through the tail in 1972 and the first
with the HEOS satellite (Rosenbauer three tail passes of 1973. These passes
have yielded 265 separate encounters with
et al., 1975). The region of pla-_a flow
the LEPs. These data comprise approx-
observed forms a relatively thin (<4 R ) imately 200 hours of observa£ions; 16%
"plasma mantle" or "boundary layev" of the time the moon was in the tail.
between the tail and the magnetopause. The LEPs form a separete regime in
The particles in this region exhibit tD t their spectral characteristics e
fluxes and temperatures slightly less radically different from those of
_ than those observed in the magnetosnea_h magnetosheath or plasma sheet. Lypical
_ and bulk velocities in the range of ]00 encounter with the LEF regime near the
to 200 km/sec. There is also a general center of the tail is shown _n Figure la
decrease in density, temperature, and whece we have plotted 20 minute averages
_ bulk velocity as the distance of the of the counting rate of the TID for a
spacecraft from the magnetopause 24 hour period commencing on April 27
increases. 00_0 GMT, 1972, 18 hours after the moon
_' Co|)yrtght 1975 by the American GeophwLcal Union. has passed into the tail. (The moon takes |" 169
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'_PLAS MA SHEET 1
LEP
LEP n-.12_m 3
_ 0S kT:3.13eVu_. 1 V5 95Wmlsec
J
o I_LASMASH_E_
n:?.261cmS__PLASMA
10 2_ 1_80 35_8 WT 656e_' SHE[T
E.ER6V(eV) _ i 8 _ O km/,ec
Figure la. '_wenty minute averages of W _2.12_ m3
the counting rates in the 20 energy _ WT-2_G0
channels of the TID for the period April t_J _:0
27 0000 GMT to April 28 0000 GMT, 1972. u
The seven lowest energy channels are ._l'_3centered at I0, 20, 30, 50, 70, i00 and D I
250 eV/q respective!y. The remaining
channels are evenly spaced at 250 eV/q
intervals up to 3500 eV/q. The numbers
l, 2, and 3 refer to the spectra in
Figure lb. 2
18 1 2 3
about 3 to 4 days to pass through the I_ 10 I0 I0
tail.) The times for which the plasma E _E R GY [EV ]
sheet is observed are characterized
by significant counts in the energy Figure lb. Comparative differential
channels from 250 eV/q to the limit of flux spectra for the low energy part- I
the instrument at 3500 eV/q. The low icles, ,_nd plasma sheet. The dill- 2
energ) particles in contrast are seen erential flux is measured in ions/cm -
only J.n the seven lowest energy channels sec-ster-eV.
coverlng the range from I0 to 250 eV/q. Figure 2. The fzgure covers a portion
Note that the LEP and plasma sheet of the third tail pass of 1972 This
regions are not contiguous in this
pass was chosen because it provides
event. Differential flL*x spectra for the most hours of data for tie phenomenon
the two regions are shuwn in figure lb. of the fifteen tail passes studied.
The low energy Earticles (I,EPs) are much A!tog&ther 42.7 hourF of ._.zvation of
colder t_an the plasma sheet particles the low energy fluxes we._ re_'c_ded
(KT = 2-SeV versus kT >400 eV) and also during this tail pass; _ t_,nu equal to
differ significantly in bulk -elocity 60% of the total duration.
and number density, In general, the The figure shows the t,,',_,_cic fJ_:_
LEPs5seldom exhibit temperatures above and the plasma parameters _,r the :w,
5xl0 "K (kT -40 eV) or extend in energy day p. riod as the moon appro_che- "i'_.
above 500 eV. They clearly form _ magnet_sheath. Alth¢_gh the, e i_
separate plasma regime from the plasma vari_tlon in the plasma characteristics,
sheet, the LEPs, whlch cover the f.zst _ hours,
From differential flux measurements
generally display an inteoral _ux of
we calculate a distribution function between 105 and 4 x 10 _ ion_,_cm2 see star,
for the particles. The assumption is bulk velocities of from -gf to 200
made that the majority of the particle km/sec, temperatures in thl range from
energy is in the flow. This is confirmed 4 x 104 to 5 x 105"K and number
by.the lunar surface solar wind spectra- densities from 0.2 to 2/cm 3. These are
meter (B. Golditein, private communica- t/pical values for the LEP region.
tion). The bulk velocity, V B, and Cases have been observed where the
temperature, T, are then calculated integral flux was as high as 10 S ionm/&_m2
by taking the usual moments of th_ sec st_r with co_re_ponding numo_rdlmtribution function. The number densities of -5/cm .
density is calculated by multiplyinq The mass analyzer indicates that the
the integral flux u_ the so:id angle ions are mainly protons but the fluxes
(estimated to be a cone with full angle are noc sufficie_t!y intense for us to
of 50 degrees) ove_ which the flux i_ establish the pre_ence of alphas or other
considered iiotropic, a d dividing by more massive ions, We may be able to
the bulk velocity, report more on this after a more complete
These plasma par,meters and the examinatie_ of the data.
magnetic field characteristics [or part The magnetic f_elu d_t. in Figure 2,
Of one _ail pass are illustrated in obtained from the Ames magnetometer
1976004892-289
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, - , , , -- , ]_8 at the lunar distance than at the smaller
_ Xsm distances of the Vela and HEOS_ _ --_ _ 28 satellites. In g-neral we find thatthe Moon encount¢.s the particles98 ' L ' .-_.18 sporad_cally for a full day after it
.__.i_____'j' '|'_l __r_ ent,_s the tail and a full day before it
8 _ _ exits the tail. This corresponds to a
region extending a Ysm distance of at
-9e .... _ , i 90 least 12 Re into the tai from oth the
dawn and dusk sides of t_e magnetopause.
_______i 2_8 The region, however, ex¢:lu_es th plasma
sheet since the low ene.-qy particles are
18 --+ • , : 9e seldom observe--_ s-l_ut_e'Susly with
r_ _,i_. _ sheet particl., an,_'_ t-_ --/7 A - notbeconuo--
_ u 1 = _.i_e _. . . reg_o_ _PS ap_ars to extend away
_IB 6 _ _ i ._Hj pgr. _ from the plane of the plasma sheet to
the limit of observation at about 16 Re .
Figure 3 shows the portions of the
_IB_ --_ lunar orbit, for the fiftee- tall
_e8 passages studied over which the LEPI
. _ were encountered. It is apparent that
_20B . .A_I #_ the region must be significantl_ larger
m __, at 60 R than at lesser geocentr:.c
...... distances.
x 1%8 Ms _ It is impossible at present to knowD
_ Rk_ the exact extent of the region due to
le 9 __-,..,w- the spatial limits imposed by the orbit
of the Moon. This limit arises from the
" fact that diurnal excursions in the
10 5 l ,-,,_,J Z.. direction rapldly decrease for de-
L_PBHR$/DIV LIP c_aslng Yam" It iS possible that the
• - scarcity of _vents deep in the tail
F_gure 2. Magnetic field and plasma arises from the inability of the instru-
characteristics for the period March 30, merit to sample significantly the lobes
0230 GMT, to April l, 0230 _MT, in exterior to the plasma sheet in this
1972. Ths magnetosheath is labeled by rugion.
MS and the region for the low energy Determination of the spat%al extent is
particles by LEP. further complicated by the fact that the
amount of time ov_r which the particles
aboard the Explorer 35 spacecraft orbit- are observed varies between tall passaoes
ing the moon, display data gaps due to from as little as 2.1 hours to as much
spacecraft circumstances. Nonetheless, as 42.7 hours. Such a wide variation
the observatlo's which are avail_ble show could arise from several sourc:s. First,that th@ field displays lobe character-
istics during the times the Moon was in
the region of the LEPs. 'The solar _ SM
equatorial latitude of the field
_s close to zero degrees and the solar
equatorial longitude is close to 180 3e _,_,,0,_.,,_
degrees with a field magnitude of -14 r_ ,_-
gammas. Furthermore, no deviations in _ _ _ _wthe ficld are seen to correspond with _ Ee _ _ ._
variations in the intensity of the C3 _ .I_< "
magneticLEPs"SuchfieldbehaviOrcharacterreflectSdurlngthetheen- Cl |_ "1 !.!'_'_, .. _'_" '_
counters w_th the region for the five YaM - -
tall passages for which magnetic data
have been obtained. I '_,;_"'" C_¢ , ._ '
.,o , ." .
One sees that the low energy fluxes _E ._ _ _,_
shown _n Figure 2 are observed over a _ _
time span of approxii.,_tely 29 hours. CI __ .. _
.During this period the Moon traveled dis- ttJ _ _• tance_ o_ -16 Re in the s lar-magneto- _ 3U
-_-spherlc Yam coordinate direction and
-i0 Re in the Zs. direction (Y - 3Re _ ;
to Ys- -19 R. an_ Zsm --7 Re t_mZsm _ _ |e _S, -is -_i _--- i
--17 _e ) . T_iS wide extent over w_ich F E _R T H IIJ ;the ionu are observed is seen in many
o_ tl|_ L_ _a_ba_. _t indicates Pigur,, _ eer_i_n, of the lunar
that the size of the region in which the orbit_ _. SM coordinates for which
LEPu are found is considerably larger t:e low energy particles were observed.
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since the _vente are seldom seen in the direction and i0 Re in che Zsm direction.
plasma sheet an increase in the thickness The majority of the encounters, however,
of the plasma sheet would tend to decrease are observed within a rLgion extending
the amount of time the moon was in regions 12 Re into the tall from the magneto-
where these low e,mrgy particles might pause.
be seen. Alternatlvely, such a wide 3. The particles (mostly protons) dis-
variation might arise from a real change play a narrow differential flux spectrum
in the spatial extent of the region in peaked normally between 50 and 250 eV.
which these partlcles are found. A third The spectrum is usually stable over the
possibility is that the seasonal duration of the events. So,,e cases of
variaclon in the location of the moon's spectral variation in tn_ events are seen
orbi_ relative to the plane of the tc occur during transitions into or out
plasma sheet increases or decreases the of the plasma sheet or magnetosh3ath.
frequency of encount, rs with the region. Such variations appear as a broadening
Lastly, the mechanism which injects the of the spectrum and a shifting of the
particles onto these field lines may vary peak towards higher energy.
with time so that for aces tall passages 4. The plasma has been ascertained to
the conditions are not favorable for have the follow_ng par•me,:era; i_tegral
injection. Further studies are unde_y flux between I0D and I0° ions/cm _ sac
to determine which of these is domlnmnr, ster, bulk v_locitles between 90 and 250
km/sec i temperatures in the range from
Discussion and Summary 4 x i0q to 5 x 105*K, and number
densities of the order _ to _/cm 3.
The new plasma reginte reported here, 5. The region appears to be the q_alit-LEP is qualitatively similar to the
"boundary layer" reported by Hones et el. auively aimila_ to be the "boundary
and Akasofu et el. and the plasma flow layer" and "plasma mantle" obse,-ved at
_easer geocentric distances, and the
regime found inside the dayside magneto- nagnet_p_use-adjacent flow on the dayside.
pause by Freeman eta]. during an intense The reglcn is, however, sign .icantly
magnet%c storm. It is also similar to larger at _unar distances and the plasma
the "plasma mantle" at high latitudes characteristics appear to be mo_e
reported by Rosenbauer et _i. We prod•am variable.
as the simplest hypothesis that all fou_
regions are simply connected along the Acknowledgements. This research has
inner surface of the magnet•pause and been supported by NASA contract NAsg-
are in fact the same phenomenon. A 5911 and the Atmospheric Science
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The Interaction Between an Impact-Produced Neutral Gas Cloud and the
Solar Wind at the Lunar Surface
R. A. LINDEMAN,_ R. R. VONDRAK, AND J. W. FREEMAN
Space Ph; _w._and Astronomy Department. Rice Unicer._tty.ttou._ton. Texas 77(X)1
C. W. SN_DER
Jet Propuls#onLaboratory. CaliJorniaIn_tuute oj TechnoLogy.Pa._adena.Cah/orma 91103
On April 15,1970, the Apollo I 3S-IVBstage impactedthe nighttime lunar surface approximately,140
km west of the Apollo 12 Alscp site and 410 km west of the dawn terminator Beginmng20s after im-
pact the Suprathermal,on Detector Experimentand the Solar W,nd Spectrometerobserved a largeflux
of positiveions (maximumflux _ 3 x I(Pions/era' s sr) andelectrons.Two separatestream_of ions were
observed"a horizontal flux that appeared to be deflectedsolar wind ions and a smallervertical flux of
predominantlyheavy ions (:,10 ainu), which probablywerematerial vaporized fromthe S-IVBstage. An
examination of the data shows that collisions between neutralmoleculesand hot electrons(50 eV) were
probably an important ionizationmeehamsm in the impact-producedneutralgzs cloud. These electrons.
_,h,ch weredetected by the SolarWindSpectrometer,are thought to have beenenergized m a shock front
or some form ofinten_ interaction region between the cloud and the solar wind. Thus strong _omzation
and accelerationare seen under conditions approachinga collisionles_ state.
The interaction between a neutral gas and the solar wind 1971 ], but a comparison ofthe two instruments is helpful for
has been the _ubject of much investigation in recent years, an understanding of the data. This is given in Table 2.
The ionization mechanisms in type I comets [Beard. 1966; The SWS contains an array of.seven Faraday cup sensors
Biermann et al.. 1967]. the upper atmospheres of Venus and and can record charged particles arriving from all directions
Mars [CIoutier et al.. 1969; Michel. 1971], and possibly even above the lunar surface with var_ing sensitivities. The cups
- - the formation of the solar system [Alfvbn. 1954] are all depen- are arranged to look radially outward, cup 7 sampling the ver-
dent on this type of interaction. We present here data per- tical flux and the remaining cups detecting particles moving
taining to the ob_rvation of such an interaction. The neutral more nearly hon,,ontally.
gas cloud rc._ulted from the impact of the spent Apollo 13 S- The SIDE contains two separate detectors, the Total Ion
IVB stage rocket on the lunar surface. The data are from the Detector (TID) and the Mass Analya,er (MA) Each accepts
nearby particle detectors on the lunar surface at the Apollo 12 positive ions in a narrow entrance cone pointed 15* _'est of
binding site vertical in the plane of the ecliptic. Any ion f,ux observed by
At 01h 09m 40s on April 15, 1970, the upper stage (S-IVB) either the TID or the MA would enter the vertically oriented
ofthe Apollo 13Saturn launch vehicle impacted the moon in cup (cup 7) in the SWS.
the Ocean of Storms approximately 138 km due west and 9 The MA requires 12 s for a comp,q.tt ,_ass spectrum at each
km north of the Apollo 12 Lunar Surface Experiments energy. Since there are six energy steps, the MA energy-mass
Package (Alsep) site. The experiments observed clouds or cycle is 72 s.
streams of ions and electrons that we interpret as resultlag The cycle times for the TID and SWS are similar, but even
from the intcra,:tion between the impact-produced neutral these detcct_r._ are unable to provide detailed time variations
gas cloud and the solar wind. It appears that strong ioniza- of tran,,ient events shorter than about half a minute.
lion and acceleration mechanisms were operating under con- One picoampcre in a single cup ofth¢ SWS corresponds toditions that approached a collisionless state. Beginning 20 s
after impact the Suprathermal Ion Detector Experiment a normal parallel bcant flux of 2.5 × I0" ions/era s s or an _.
i (SIDE) and the Solar Wind Spectrometer (SWS) observed isotropic flux over the field of view of the cup of 4.1 × 10'ions/cm _s sr.
fluxes of suprathermal ions that reached large values several
times in the next 13 rain. The impact site was 410 km west of OIlSEItVATION$
the dawn terminator and 290 km west of an *idealized' solar
wind terminator (assuming a 50 aberrat,,.,: angle) and thus So,,_e SIDE data from this event have been reported
'downwind' of Alsep. Under normal idealized conditions the previously [Freeman and itill._. 1970a: Freeman et al.. 1971a].
solar wind would have been streaming 50 km overhead. This The SWS data have been discussed by C. Snyder, D. Clay,
geometry is shown in detail in Figure I. and M. Neugebauer (unpublished data, 1971). Th," results of
The relevant impact parameters are shown in Table I. these reports and additional analysis can be summarized as
_'j Both the SIDE and the SWS have been described follows:previously [Freeman el al., 1970b, 1971b; Snyder et ai.. 1970, I. Large fluxes of ions were seen from both the horizontal
and the vertical directions, the largest fluxes arriving from the
horizontal direction (see Figure 2).
' Now at Naval Weapons Laboratory, Dahlgren,Virginia 20240. 2. The fluxes arriving near the horizontal came initially
Copyright• 1974by the AmericanGeophysicalUnion. from theeast but moved to comefrom a more northerly direc-
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TO SUN
CROSS SECTION OF MOON
THROUGH THE EQUATORIAL PLANE
DAWN TERMINATOR
150 kra
APOLLO 12 ALSEP
,so
- APOLLO 13 S-i_B
IMPACT SITE GAS BUBBLE
Fig. I. An equatori.',lcross-sectionalviewof themoon(notto scale)showingtheS-IVB impactpointwithrespectto
theAlsepsiteandthedawnandsolarwindterminators(afterYreemonet al. [1971o]).Thesolarwindisassumedto come
from5° westof thesunandto haveaninfinitelysharpshadowedge.Webelievethatthedataindicatethatafterimpacthe
solarwindwasdeviatedfrom thisconfigurationby interactionwith theexpandinggascloud.
hon astheeventproceeded.Later in theevent theyonce again 7. lsotropicelectronswere seenthroughout theevent.The
came from the east (see Figure 3). compositeelectron spectrumpeaked in the channel that in-
3. The horizontal and vertical fluxesshowthe sameonset eluded energiesbetween 20and 50 eV (seeFigure 6). The time
time and a fair time correlation throughout the first % of the historyof the electronsgenerally followed that of the ions for
event,hut the vertical flux disappearsentirely for the final 'h. thefirst Y4of theevent.Like thevertical ionstheelectronsdis.
4. Initially, the energy of the vertically moving positive appearedbefore the horizontal ions.
ions was in the 35- to 55-eV/q energy range. Subsequently,it In the foregoingparagraphsthe conceptsof horizontal and
shifted to high energies. Energiescharacteristicof the solar verticalas they relate to thefluxesaresomewhat idealized.We
wind were observedthroughout the event in the horizontal refer to thosefltlxesas horizontal that were scanby theSWS
fluxes(see Figure 4). peripheral cups only. These particleshad a substantialcom-
5. Massive ions were seenin the vertical flux during the ponent of horizontal velocity but need not havebeen moving
: onsetof theevent. In fact, asis shown in Figure 5, thisflux is in a purely horizontal direction. Since cup 7 rarely saw any
thought to have consistedto a large extent of ions of mass flux at 400 ¢V, the flow direction of the horizontal flux must
greater than 10ainu/q. Owing to the upward shift in particle have been within 450 of the surface.
energy the mass of the vertical ions cannot be determined
later in the event. Owin F to the absenceof a horizontally DIscussIoN
viewing mass analyzer, no mass data are available on the The differencesin characterbetween thehorizontal and the
horizontally moving ions. vertical fluxes appear to us to be an important feature of the
0. The maximum vertical positive ion flux as measured data.
by the SIDE was about 10' ions/cm = s st. The maximum The horizontal fluxes observed by the peripheral cups of the
horizontal flux was a factor of 2 higher. SWS had a peak energy similar to the solar wind energy dur-
ing this event. Moreover the first direction of approach and
the last direction of approach are both from the solar windTABLE I A¢._lio 13S.IVB Impact Parameters
direction, 180° from the direction or impact, Even the peak
Mass* 1,34X I0' kl flUXin the horizontal direction(at least 1,3 X 10' ions/era ss)
Impactvelocity 2,58km/s is comparable to the solar wind flux (10=ions/cm s s) at that
Kineticenergy 4.46x 10"ergs time (Solar Geophysical Data, 1970). From this evidencewe
Angleof impactfromvertical I3.2=
Headin|anlilenorthtow_'st 100.6* conclude that 'the horizontal fluxes were solar wind ions )
S-IVBimpactlocation 2.75"S,2"/,86'W deflectedby the expandinggascloud resulting from the S.IVB ._..
Apollo12Alseplocation 3.04"S,23,42"W impact.
The vertical fluxesobservedby the TID and cup 7 of the
• Data fromGeorgeC. MarshallFlillhtCenter(unpublishedreport, SWS had a low initial energyand a heavy masscomponent.1970).
* Staile dry w¢ilht: all residual propellants assumeddiuipated, For this reason we identify at least the early vertical fluxes as
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_. TABLE 2. Comparison of SWS and SIDE
SWS SIDE
+t+
_: SevenFaradayCups TID MA
;" Field of view, sr 2f 0.011 0.005
[ Sensitivity,particles/croSssr 4.1 x l0° 1.2x 104 7 x 10'
Detects Positiveions Positiveions Positiveions
_- andelectrons
Energyrange,eV
Positive ions 5700-15 3500-10 48.6-0.2
Electrons 1376-7
Mass range, amu No mass analysis No mass analysis 130-10
Cycle time, s 28 24 12/Energystep
72/Cycle
ionscreated in the neutral gascloudresulting from theS-IVB There are two possiblesourcesfor the massiveions. They
impact. Whether ornotall the laterverticaifluxesthatappcar are either ions formed at impact or ions formed by
• with higher energiesare ionized, impact gas cannot bedeter- photoionization, etc., in a neutral gas cloud releasedby the
mined, impact.
We now have two separatestreams of ions, a horizontal Jeans and Rollins [1970] in laboratory experimentshave
flux that appearsto be deflectedsolarwind ionsand a vertical shown that ions can be produced in a hypervelocity impact.
flux that is composed of massive ions (>10 ainu). The Although no quantitative data on the number of ions pro-
horizontal flux is larger than the vertical, duced in suchan impact arc available, it seems unlikely that
9
I0 _ l , _ I T , '
5
{-,_ I0 - '
1,,J o too zoo 300 4oo soo 6oo 7oo coo
TIME AFTER IMPACT (sec.)
Fill. 2. Integralpositiveionfluxesuen duringtheS-IVBimpactevent.TheTID andcup"/of theSWSareNmitiveto
ionscomingfromtheverticaldirection,whereasthesumofall cupsoftheSWSindicata predominantlyhorizontalflux..
Forpurposssofcomparbon,thecurrentsumof allcupshssbeentreatedasif itwascomingfrommsinglecupandduetoa
flus i0otropicoverthecup.The labelingof thepeaksA, B, etc., is for illustrationin Figure3.
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Fig 3. TopviewoftheSWSshowingtheorientationofthcFara- "_
daycul*::andtheazimuthaldirccti°n °f arrival°f theh°riz°ntal flux _1o 6 J!l _/_Vi
dur,ngvariousstagesof the impactevent(afterC. Snyder,D. Clay, "
and M Neugehauer,unpublishedata,1971) Eachcirclerepresents u.
one=onmeasurementsequence(onepointin Figure2) Thesizeand
I_c;itionofeachcirclesuggesttheamountof currentobservedandthe
directionfrom whichthefluxarrived 1°5 I '_ t ! • L"_. _ __LJlv.J_ou.o4h,v .A i
enough could _ formed to account for the observedfluxes. ,, , , , ,;
i i¢ ,J i t i i jl_
Moreover any ion formed at the impact would have to ; _: ,,: , ',
• f ,= p m if i
travel l40kmupstreaminthesolarwind, lonsof7OeVar¢ | _ V: '_f _, _' 'L|.CKQ.Ou.OT,O
not energeticenoughto accomplishth=s.Finally, the fact that IC_o =0o 2oo 3oo 4o0 soo 6oo 7oo aoo
the first peak occurs"/5 salter impact rulesout the impact as TIME AFTER IMPACT (see)
the direct sourceof the ions. A ?0-amu ion with an energy of
70 eV has a velocity of about 14km/s. Thus in 75 s the ion Fig. 5. Positiveionfluxesobservedby theSIDE during the im-
should have travclcd over 1000 km. pactevent.The solidline is the integralfluxobservedbytheTID for
energieshetwccn10and3500eV. The dashedline indicatestheflux
We concludcthat an expanding neutral gascloud was par- seenby theTID at50eV,andthesolidbarsshowthefluxseenbythe
tially ionized and the individual ions subsequently ac- MAat48.6eV. ThcTID hasno massdiscrimination,whilethe MA is
c¢lerated. ,_¢ns_tiveonlyto runswith massheavierthan 10amu.
The maximum expansionvelocity of this gas cloud can be
estimated from the transittimes requiredto transversethe 140
km to the Alscp site. Sincethe initial TID peak reached 10% that the SWS was measuringthe maximum flux in peak A the
of n=aximum45s after impact, the transitvelocity was ashigh cloud front had a radius of 420 km.
as ._kml._. Thus at the time that the TID was measuring the The cloud will not expandsphericallyowing to the flatten-
peak flux the cloud front had a radiusof 22Skm. At the time ing eft'octof lunar gravity. The exact shape of the pressure
pul_ resultingfrom an impulsivereleaseof gasfrom the lunar
surfacecan be calculated from kinetic theory (Appendix I).
t04i • , --_--.---_- , _ , Thesecalculations show that the pulse duration and arrival
time at any point on the surface depend upon the ratio I_/T,
>_ where # is the gas molecular weight and T is the initial
temp¢taturc.As is seen in Figure 7, the arrival time oftbe gas
x over the Alsep site, "/5 s after impact, correspondsto a gas
._ 03|__ s_s .=,,_.z._ cu_s cloudwith_/Tof"/x 10-#amu/=K (10'_K for T0-amu par.u. i ticles). This figureplots the column density abovea point 140
==o't ..
ENERGY,llKlr_
S to _0 SO too _oo.. . . . . . .
• _I00 _
100
TOTAL
,,z _ cu_,o_p,o
tO!
,o ; i
O IO0 2OO 300 400 500 600 700 Boo _. t
TIME AFTER IMPACT (SEC) !
Fig 4 Energyat whichmaximumionfluxwasoh_rvedduring i , }] _ 3 s S ithe.npactevent,golidbarsindicatetheenerg_sof themaximumfluxa,_¢_bservedby thehorizontallyviewingcup_of the$WS.The TID $w$ELECTI_0_NlaYandcup 7 of theSWSbothdetectionsmovinllin a nearlyvertical Fil, 6. Energydistributionof ll! electroncurr_nuin Ill =.,In
diro:tion.Thesolarwind enerlyat thetimeof theeventwas500eV cupsof the SWS summedover the entireevent(a_r C, Snyder, !
(SolarGeophysicalData, 19"/0)andis liven by the dottedline D Clay. andM Neulebauer.unpublishedatl, 19"/I). 1
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Fig 7 Neutral gas column dcJ,_ty at the Apollo 12 site re;ulting from a _as rclca..c of N,, molecule., at the location and
rune ol the S.IVB impact The TID integral flux is also shown. The arrival time el the peak TI D flux _,,I')¢_tfit by a rat=o of
gas ma_. to gas temperature T uf 70 × I0-* amu/*K. For comparison, the column den,;ity re,,ullmg frc)m a Sos cloud
with . I of 70 ," I0 -j is also _howr.. !
I
km from the source To show the varmt,m of columndensity parameters u_d in this calculation were: the proton number
with theparameter,IT. thecurvefor a_/T ratioof 7 x 10'= densityequals3/cms.andthe protonbulkvelocityequals330
amu/*K is also plotted, km/s (Solar Geophysical Data, 1970). _
If a steadystatecondition(thenumberof ionscreatedina A thirdsourceofmnizationis the hotelectronsobservedby
givenregionper_cond equalsthe fluxout of the region)is theSWS.With an assumedaveragethermalenergyof 50eV
assumed,thentheobservedfluxisproportionalto thecolumn (T ~ 5 x 10' *K) this electronflux will alsoionizeneutrals.
densityabovethe observingsite:F = P • p. whereP is the The peakelectroncurrentwas6 pA in eachcup. This cor-
total ion production rate. p is the column density above the respond,_to an isotropic fluxof 2.5 x I0' el,/cm*s sr or 1.6 X 1
ob_rvation point, and F is the observed flux. I0=el/era =s for a 21' distribution. Several electrongyroradii
With regardto thetotalverticalflux.cup7 measured8 pA (<1 km) abovethe surfacethe minimumflux is 3.2 × 10=
inthe35- to 52-¢VenergychannelduringpeakA. Fora nor- el/era= s. Sinceneither400-¢V ionsnor 50-¢Velectronsare
molly incidentparallelbeamthiscorrespondsto a fluxof 2 x veryefficientin producingsecondaryelectronsfrom thelunar
10'ions/era=s.Justpriorto thismeasurementtheSIDE look- materialandtheelectronsinthe cloudaremoremobilethan
ing 15*off'theverticalmeasureda unidirectionalf uxofabout the ions.it _¢ms likelythat the lunarsurfacewill assumea
I 10sions/cm=ssr.Assumingthisfluxtobeuniformover0.2sr. negativepotentialrelativeto theplasma.Recentresultsfromincluding the vertical, givesa vertical flux of 2 × 10_ theSIDE indicatesurfacepotential ashigh•s -100 V exist
ions/elm=s. This isprobablya lowerlimit sincethe 'vertical' nearthe terminators[Lindemanetal.. 1973].The fact thatthe
flux is probablyspreadovera wider solidangle. Lacking timehi._toryof theelectronsfollowedtheion timehistoryso
furtherknowledgeof theangulardistribution,we will use• closelylendssupportt'_anegativesurfacepotential.Thusthe
valueof2 X 10' ions/era=s for the verticalflux. ¢_ectronflux ob_rved at the lunar surfacemay.havebeen '-FromFigur_7the peakcolumnd nsity_ was6 X 10-" N,, significantlylessthan the actualelectronflux in t e cloud.
whereN, is the total numberof moleculesemittedfromthe With 3.2 x l0_el/cm=sasa lowerlimit to theelectronflux
impact, and2 X 10-_*cm=asan averagecrosssectionfor ionization
The ionizationrates(calculatedinAppendix2)dueto solar by 50-eVelectronstheproductionrate is6 x 10-*ion/s atom.
UV andchargeexchangein this cloudare10-* ion/s atom Sincetheratio Ixtwccn the.,ctualandthe observedfluxmay
and 5 x 10"* ion/s atom, respectively.The solar wind be as high as a factorof 10.it is possiblethat the electron
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ionization rate may hecomparable to or evengreaterthan the massesarc observedsimultaneously.The geometricfactor at
photoionization rate. 48.6 eV for an element that peaks in a given mass channel
We will now obtain a working lower limit for No. We varies from 2 × l0 -+ to 8 × 10-' cmz sr, depending on
assume first that the total production rate was dominated by whether that mass is centered on the channel or near the edge
photoionization. However, only part of the cloud was ex- of its mass window.
posed to solar UV. The fraction of the column density over Only four mass spectra were obtaired during this event,
the Alsep site exposed to solar UV varies in time (Appendix two at 48.6 eV/q and two at 16.2 eV/q. Owing to the rapid
I). At the time the peak flux was observed, approximately temporal variations as seen by the T!D it is very doubtful that
80% of the molecules were exposed to solar UV. Since the a constant incoming flux was maintained over 12 s, the time
solar wind was presumably deviated by the interaction, the required for a spectrum. Recall also that the MA was not
whole cloud was exposed to solar wind protons and fast elec- necessarily measuring the peak energy of the flux distribution.
treas. Under the assumption that photoionization was active With these limitations in mind, Table 3 gives the raw data
over the total volume over the AIsep site the total number of from all four mass spectra along with masses that peak in
molecules released at impact can b¢ estimated from the rela- each channel.
tion Figure 5 shows that most of the flux at 50 eV is due to heavy
No = 1.6 X IO_SF/P masses. Table 3 shows that in the initial peak these heavy
No = (1.6 X 101s)(2 X 107)/i0 -* masses were predominantly between 73 and 96 amu.
Tbe S-IVB is constructed basically of aluminum alloys
No = ._.2 X 10 s_ molecules (63% AI, 17% Cu, 5% Ag, 5% F¢, and 10% other). If an
If solar wind charge-exchange and electron ionization are ac- average molecular mass of 27 is assumed, there are 3 x l0 _
atoms in this stage. Thus the S-IVB contains enough atoms totire, then at least an additional I i x l0 -s ions/s atom are
created, resulting in a 10%decrease in the required number of explain this event, but then the predominant mass peak
molecules emitted. Thus we conclude that if the above ioniza- should have been 27. The heat of vaporization for aluminum
tion mechanisms produced the observed ions, approximately is 67.9 kcal/q atom. To vaporize the total mass of the S-IVB
) x l0 u molecules of neutral gas must have been released in requires approximately 4 x l0 s°ergs or 2 orders of magnitude
the impact, more energy 'han that released by the impact. As a result, the
metal phase of the S-IVB could only have been partially
GAS CLOUDCOMPOSITION vaporized and probably contributed little to the composition
Mirror [1969] and Johnson [1971] have proposed that of the gas cloud. This conclusion is in agreement with the
meteoritic impacts may provide a significant contribution to work of kehJuss [1972]. His calculations for spherical
the lunar atmosphere. McKay et ai. [1970] have proposed a meteorites on a basalt target show that little vaporization of
base surge origin of lunar breccias in which a hot expanding either the projectile or the target occurs for impact speeds of
gas cloud produced by a large meteoritic impact plays an ira- less than 12 km/s. The S-IVB impact speed was 2.58 km/s.
port_,nt role. Heymann and Yaniv [1971] have also proposed a In addition to the metals composing the S-IVB, there were
similar model fm one possible origin of the lunar br_cias, approximately 1100 kg of plastics in the form of plastic liners,
The S.IVB impact was not large enough to produce bre¢- tubing, etc. (T. Page, private communication, 1972). in the
cars: however, it did produce a large neutral gas cloud. Since heat of imrmct these may have been vaporized. If an average
this was an in situ measurement on the lunar surface, the mass mass of 80 amu is assumed for the vaporization products, it
components of the cloud are of great interest, will provide 8 x 10_' molecules.
The MA in the operating mode then being used measured The remaining fuel on the S-IVB was vented before impact,
the mass per unit charge in l0 mass channels, which covered so that little or no fuel remained in either the primary or the
the range 10-133 amu/q. Each mass spectrum requires 12 s auxiliary systems.
for completion. This spectrum is taken sequentially at six From llehf_.t's [1972] calculations, it is not expected tha;
energy steps, 48.6, 16.2, 3,4, 1.8, 0.6, and 0.2 eV/q, having a the lunar regolith was vaporized. However, the regolitt_
narrow ener$y passband(AE - 4 eV for 48.6 eV/q step), material contains a large quantity of trapped gaseous
A large stable flux of one masswill give significant counts molecules.These moleculesareeither trapped in inclusionsor
in two or three adjoining muss channels. By comparing the dissolved in the solid phase within a few angstroms el'the sur.
distribution data the dominant mass can be determined. This face of the fines. The crushing and heating of the regolith
method is rather inqensitive It low fluxes (< 10_ ions/era s s sr) material by the impact could release a large number of these
and can prove erroneous when fluxes of two comparable molecules.
TABLE 3, MassAnalyzerData (Countsper SIDE Frame of 1.2s)
MassChannel*
O, l, 2, :3, 4, ._, 6_ .1, 8. q,
TimeA_r Enerly. 10-14 13-1T 1S-22 23-26 2%31 32-40 41-35 36-?2 ?3-96 9"1-133
Impact,s eV/q amu lmu amu imu amu amu amu amu lmu Imu
$ I 48.6 4 0 11 I .? It 0 30 111 26 "_
183 16.2 3 3 $ 0 0 8 0 0 0 0 _ :
233 16.2 0 0 0 I 3 0 0 0 0 0 _ I
26"/ 48,6 0 0 0 6 3 9 I 0 0 0 l
+
MA bucklroundequals0.1 ¢/S. + :
* Rantmof numbersdenotemimesI_akinl in eachcl_nrml, !
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: TABLE 4 Conceatrauons of Gases in Crater Ejecta
Iorl=zatlon
_' " = Total S/umberof Cross Sections
',__, Atomic Mass, Concentration, Molecules in by ¢,O..eV
" Molecule ainu cm) STP/g Crater Electrons,cm=
H I 72× 10 _ 8× 10_= 8X I0 _'
He 4 9.0x 10 = I x I0= 2,5× 10 _'
CH( 16 10× 10 = I × 10s7 35 Y 10 =*
Ne 20 15× I0 = I X 10N 35x IO ''
Ne 22 1.2x 10 ' I / IO= 3.5 ::',10 j'
N= 28 1.0× 10-= I × 10_ 2 0 × 10 "
Ar 36 2.7 × 10-* 3 × 10= 3 0 × I0 _`
Ar 40 I 6)< I0-* 2× I0= 3.0× ILl i,
Kr 84 1.7× 10 -_ 2 x l0a 4.5 × 10 "
Xe 132 2.2× I0-' 2X I0i' &O× I0 _'
Table 4 shows the gases and their concentrations as given proximately 80 amu. Some of these molecules will im-
by experimenters on Apollo 12 fines and breccias. The noble mediately escape from the moon, since the maximum
gas data are the averages for bulk samples as given by horizontal expansion velocity of the cloud (3 kin/s)exceeds
Hintenberger et al. [1971]. The H value is based on a H/He the escape velocity (2.4 kin/s). Those that do hit the lunar sur-
ratio of 8 [Hintenbergeretal., 1970, 1971; O_bet al.. 1971]. face will probably be re-emitted at the local surface
The values for N= and CH, are taken from Funkhouser [1971 ]. temperature. Since the dissociation time is about 108 s, the
Whita£er [1972] has recently identified a shallow crater 40 ionization time about 10' s, and the thermal escape time
m in diameter and approximately 5 m in depth as the Apollo about l0 ') s, these molecules will break down into their
13S-IVB impact crater, lfa regohth bulk density of 2 g/cm j is elemental components over a period of several days. If the
assumed, approximately 4 × 10' g of regohth material was resultant atoms are not chemisorbcd b'/ the lunar surface
ejected from the crater. With this value the concentrations of within a few weeks, they will be ionized and either driven into
gaseous molecules have been converted to the total number of the hmar surface or lost from the lunar environment The
molecules in the materim ejected from the crater (see Table 4). reaction rates for chem)sorption of these elements by the
It is not expected that all of these trap r_.d ga_es will be lunar surface are not known, but it seems likely that at least
released. The energy of impact was not sufficient to cause the very reactive elemenls, F and CI, will be chemisorbed
' significant melting; thus the molecules dissolved in the solid As a result, the contaminants released in the lunar at-
phase will probably not be liberated. With the assumption of mo._phere should have no long term effects on the lunar en-
an average heat capacity of 0.1 J/g °K for the lunar material vlronmenl in general. However, in the immediate vicinity of
and the conversion of all of the impact energy into thermal impact the _urface chemistry may have been drastically
energy of the crater regolith material, then the temperature of changed by the addition of th¢,,c reactive chemicals This
this material will be raised by 100°K to a final temperature of change is evident from the blackened lunar surface surround-
200°K. The gas release efficiency for an impulsive heating by ing all the impact craters formed by man-made objects on
100°K is not accurately known, but it should not bc very the lunar surface [Whitaker, 1972; T. Page, private corn-
large. Heymann et al. [1971] estimate the percentage of gas munication, 1972].
molecules trapped in inclusions as being 12-60% for noble Since the presence of hydrocarbons and other organic
gases. If it is assumed that all of the trapped gases except H molecules makes an exact mass identification impossible, the
are released, then a cloud of ; 2 x 102=molecules was emitted. MA data were evaluated by assuming that each peak was
]here is evidence that H m,;y be chemically bound produced by only one mass component. In this manner the
[Funl_hou._,'r, 1971] and thus _otld be much harder to two 48.6-eV spcctra were analyzed hy using the most probable
liberate. If the cloud were pre(lom_rrantly 1t, then a resonant mass for each peak as is showr, in Table 5.
charge exchange with 400-eV protons (or _ 2 × l0 " cm_)
would dominate and the bulk of the flux observed by the TIP NEUTRALGAS-SOLAR WIND INTERACTION
should have been H* and not heavy ions. The results in A model based on kinetic theory has been used to calculate
Figure 5 show that the bulk of il,e ions in the vertical flux are )he expansion of the neutral gas cloud released by the S-IVB
in fact heavy ions with masses above 10 amu. impact. The parameters of this model have been comput_:d so
The only other possibility is for the lighter ions to be that the maximum amount of gas arrives over the Alscp site
accelerated to the peak energy as is observed by the TID (70 during the observation of the peak vertical flux, 75 s after im.
eV) and the heavier ions to be celltered at a lower energy (50
eV). For an acceleration mechanism involving either the in. 1ABI.I" 5 Idenltfical=onof Ions Observed by MA
terplanetary electric field (-V x B) or a surface electric field,
this possibility is very unlikely. Thus H does not seem to be a Flux,
malor component of the vertical flux from the cloud. Spectra Mass tons/cmSsr
}' - If the plastics :ire included one wo =ld¢Y.pec! ._g.a,_cloud
i, C containing approximately 2 X 10" moleculesto be emitted. I (57s) 12 I 8 x It)' 1• 20 4,9 0 -
i The principalelementsadded to the atmospherewereC, H, 32 6 1x I0' tCI, F, O, and N from the plasticsand He, CHº, and N= from 84 4 9 x tO*
the fines. Based on the observed masses, the majority of the 2 (267 s) 25 3 × I0'
plastics appear to have broken down into molecules of ap- 35 4 x I0' 'l
il
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pact. The um=zation rates in this expandingcloud have been was 1(7'moleculcs/cm=,and the elastic mean free path and
calculated by using crosssectionsin the upper range of the _oldr wind charge exchangemean free path were nf the order
measuredvalues. Using a minimum value for the observed of severalthousand kilometers.The ion production rate was I
vertical flux and a maximum ionization rate (the photoioniza- ion/era = s owing to solar UV and 0,05 ion/cm _ s owing to t
tio,) rate) over the total volume of the cloud yields a value for charge exchange. The streaming pressure of the cloud at this
thc total n,,nber of molecules released at impact of 3 × 10=' point (see Appendix 3) was I x 10-' dyn/cm _ as compared
molec,les. This value represents a lower limit, with the pressure of the solar wind, 5 × IO' dyn/cm s.
This value has been compared to the total number of gas The key to the explanation of this event is probably the hot
molecules that were available either as plastics o; "4 trapped electrons. By assuming that only solar wind electrons with a
ga,_e.,,;,t the impact site. An upper limit of 2 × 10_=molecules number density of 3 el/era =are being energized and by giving
could be vapori/ed by the impact. Since 10" of these these electrons a thermal energy of 50 eV the flux of hot elec-
moles:ules are He and the comparison of the MA and TID irons would he 10_°el/era =s or a produ_.'ion rate of 2 × 10-'
data showed that the hulk of these molecules had masses ion/s atom. This is slightly larger than the photoionization
greater than 10 ainu. it is likely that an upper limit of 10= rate, and since the solar wind seems to have been deviated
molecules can bc placed on the gas cloud. Moreover the through the cloud, these electrons will be ionizing over a
ioni/ation rates for He ;Ire a factor of 10 larger than the rates much larger volume than the solar UV. With the use of this
u._edin this calculation. Thus the calculated lower limit production rate thecalculated number of moleculesemitted is
_hould be r;iised by an order of magnitude if He is the major only 1.6 x 10=smolecules.The addition of photoionization
specle_ in the cloud, will make this evenlower. Thus thecnergization of solar wind
Thus the calculated lower limit for the total number of electrons may explain the observationsby reducing the mass
molecules releasedby the impact is at least 1.5 times and of the neutral gas cloud to a more reasonable value.
probably 3 times larger than the upper limit of the gas Moreover if the observedhot electrons arebeing energized
molecules that are availahle for vaporization by the impact, over a thicker region than the shock layer itself, then some
Th)s discrepancy is within the possible errors of the ex- thermalelectrons resulting from the ionization ofneutrals will
perimental observationsand thoseof the computedvaluesof also be energized. In this case,an avalancheeffect will occur,
the ionization rates and gas-cloud spreading parameters, wh,ch islimited only by theenergy flux of thesolar wind. The
However, therewould bea morecomfortable agreementifthe energy lostbyeach solar wind proton can go into proton ther-
ion,zation rate was larger. Both an increasedionization rate mal energy, electron thermal energy, and wave energy. Thus
,rod thedetection of the hot (50 eV) electronsby the$WS can each proton can energizeat leastthree or four electrons.This
b_ consistentlyexplained by the existenceof a rapid interne- ability would raise the ion production rate to 8 × 10 = ion/s
lion betweenthe solar wind and the neutral gas cloud. Some atom, the number of molecules in the cloud thus being
insight into this processcan be ca!ned by considering the reducedto 4 × 10_,
various stages of expansion of the neutral cloud. Note that this may not be inconsistent with the observed
fhecloudcxpanded in a vacuum for thefirst 50km. Atthis electron fluxes. As we have already noted, Lindeman _tal.
point the _loud ha_a volume of 2.5 × 10=°cm=and an average [1973] have ._hownthe lunar surface potential to be negative
number dcnslt_ of 8 × 10_ molecules/cm= (No = :2 × I0 = as much as 100 V on the night side of the dawn terminator.
molecule,,). The mean free path for elastic collisions be.ween This potential will repel as man), electrons as necessaryto
neutrals in the cloud (or _ 3 x 10 ==cm=)was 35 kin, and the halancethe sumof all the currents to the surface As a result,
mean frec path for charge exchangewith solar wind protons the ob_rved electron flux will be lessthan the actual flux in
(n - 5 × 10 "cm _)was 250 kin. The production rate of ions the cloud.
_,ls 4 ion,, "cm= s. The avalanche effect di_usscd above is very similar to the
I heclo,d continued to expand into thesolarwind until the critical velocity hypothesis proposed by al.(v#n [1954Jm his
ion production rate in a column (in unitsof grams per square theoryon theorigin of the solar system.Alfv_n proposed that
ct,nlimeter _cond) along a solar wind stream line became when the retative vehx:lty betweena plasma and a neutral gas
comparable to the massflux of the solar wind. At this point in a magnetic field reachesor exceedsa certain critical value,
the solar wind could no longer accommodate the additional the gas is et_ciently ionized. This critical velocity F, can b¢
m,l_._,and a shock wave was setup at the front of the cloud, obtained by equating the kineticenergy of neutrals relative to
_hlch slowed and thermalized the solar wind. This shock the plasma with the ionization energy of the neutrals (¢#,,
_avc formed when the cloud had a radius of about 70 kin. where _, is the neutral ionizat=onpotential)
(.%e ('lousier et al. [19691 for a one-dimensionalanalysis of !,:M, V:' = e_,
thl_ situation.) The solar wind was deflected by the shock
w;ive and detectedby the peripheral cups of the SWS. The exact ionization mechanism seems to vary with the
.At 90 km the cloud first emerged into the solar UV. The prevailing conditions [Sherman. 1970; Daniehson, 1970b].
averagenumber densitywas now 2 x 10' molecules/era=.and Daniel=son [1970a] has found in laboratory experiments that
the meanfree path for elasticcollisions in thecloud hadrisen electrons are energized and causeet_cient ionization under
to 200 kin. The ion production rate due to solar UV was 14 conditions that should have been collisionless.
ions/cm a s. but thi_ was over a very small volume of the Reasoner and O'Brlen [19"/2] report the observation of a
cloud. The ion production rate due to charge exchangewas large flux of electrons in the energy range 40-95 eV, which
0.7 ion/cm = s. The increased ionization rate in the upper resultedfrom the impact of the Apollo 14 lunar module on
regionsof the cloud may have alteredthe jump condition=of the lunar surface 66 km away. The authors argue by the
Nteshock and the postshock streamline=,but basically the proccu of elimination that theseenergetic electrons are the
._ituation remained unchan@d, result of a neutral ga_-solar wind interaction and are not
At the time that theTID was measuringthe initial ion peak produced at impact.
thecloud hada radius of 22_kin. The avera@numberdensity If energetic electrons are a common feature of the interne-
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lion of a tenuous plasma and a collis,onlcss gas, then several APPENDIXI
: applications become apparent. A few that have already been The distribution of gases resulting from ga=. ';ources on the
" " ment,oned arc the ionosl:aeric models for Mars and Venus, lunar surface has been calculated previously by Yeh und
_P th¢ ionization mechanism in type I comet tails, and possibly Chang [1971, 1972] Hodges el al. [1972], and Hall [1973].
: even the existence of our solar system. If No particles are relca_d isotropically with a Maxwellian
It is unfortunate that the uncertainty in the data does not distribution from a point on the lunar surface (Xo, Yo. Z0) at a
clearly indicatc whether the electrons arc energized only at the lin,e t : O.then the p,-.rticle distribution at the source is given
shock front or over a much wider region. In either case it is by
probable that energetic elcctrons play an important role in
thisevent. (m '_'/' ( mv,/_Thus the neutral gas cloud seems to have been efficiently 1o = No 5(X,) _(Y,,) _(Z,,) \27rkT/ exp -- _,_-_.-/
ionized by the solar wind in this interaction. Moreover the where m is the molecular mass of the emitted gas, T is the
solar wind underwent large deflections in the interaction. The temperature at which the gas is released, k is the Boltzmann
exact deflection mechanism has not been specified in this constant, and Vois the molecular velocity.
model, although it was probably accomplished by the shock With the assumption of no collisions the distribution func-front rather than the local lunar magnetic fields.
By means of an expansion velocity of 3 km/s the cloud had tion will be constant along a particle trajectory in phase space.The density of a particle at a particular location at time t is
expanded over 380 km beyond the Alsep site during the obser- obtained by integration of the dist[ibution function with
ration of the maximum horizontal fluxes by the SWS. At this respect to thc velocities. By assuming a flat lunar surface this
time the flow was from the north, it requires an 8-3, magnetic integral is given by
field directed into the lunar surface to deflect a 400.¢V proton
b) 90 ° in 380 kin. The average local surface field at the AIsep ( 1 _*/=
12 site is 36 7 and directed into the lunar surface with a dip of n(R, Z, t) = \27r-g[t] -t_'-
32°' The magneticpressureexertcd by a 36"y field is 5 X '0-' ,:1 [ :dyn/cm" (Appendix 3). The pressure exerted by the solar wind • exp - -after being dcflccted by 90° (K = I inAppendix 3)is5 x I ' L-_n? 8HJ .exp 2gH_i -- _
dyn/cm _. When the local field attempts to deflect the solar
wind by more than 90°, the solar wind pressureexceedsthe whereg is lhc acceleration due lo lunar gravity, H = k T/m&.
field pressureand the local fields are then deformed by the and R_ = X2 + )'= This resulthasbeenobta;ned previously by
solar wind. This qualitative discussionshows that the assump- ll,dg,,s ,,t al Jig?2)
tion that the horizontal fluxes are deflected solar wind ions is The total column dcnssty p at _ d=stance R is obtained by In-
perhaps consistent with the available data. However, the solar tcgrating over Z from 0 to infinity, the following result being
wind is not deviated in this manner on otl',cr lunar mornings, given:
so the complex time hi_tory of the horizontal fluxes may be #(R, t) = N,,
due to the deformation of the local fields, as well as deviation 27rg-ltt" exp (- R'_/2g its '_)
of the solar wind flow by the shock front.
•gI - erf[t(r/Bll)'"Jll
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS '_,hcrc
The impact of the S-IVB on the lunar surface vaporized the f, .,,I I00 kg of plastics on the rocket and released some of the err (.r) = [2./0r) ''_] e dyJ,,
trapped gases in the lunar soil. A maximum of 2 × 10"
molecules were released in the resultant ga_ cloud, the plastics The column den_ily above an all,rude y is given by
hav,n$ been apparently broken down into 80-amu molecules. N. 1- R' \
This cloud expanded at a mean horizontal velecity of 2 km/s o,(R, t) = ---- exp
over the 140 km to the Alsep site• As the cloucl ,.:,panded, it 2_rgHr" 2/_/-/t'
came into contact with the solar wind and ionizat,on started. ' 1t - erf [tOt/'8H)'" -t- Z(2/KHt')' :ll
When the col,.'m,, ica production rate exceededthe solar wind
mass flu, a "_hockwave wasset up at the front of the cloud. APPENDIX2
As a result of either this shock wave or an anomalous neutral The producl,on ='ate is g=venby
gas=solar wind interact/on, electrons were energized to 50 eV.
Them=hot electronsthendominated the ionization ratesof the P = eFA
neutral cloud, where o is the ionization crosssection,F isthe ionization flux
Th_ thicknessof theshock waveor interaction layer can be (particles or radiation), and N is the neutral number density.
estimated by assuming that it coincides with the initial peak as A normalized production rate is given by
observed by the TID. From the average transit velocity and
the temporal duration of the peak (full width at 10_ mix- P/N = el"
i imum) this layer is 17 km thick• If the shock wave is at an and is given in units of ions/s atom.
angle with respect to the lunar surface, this value would be an Solar US/. Assume an average ionization potential of I IC upper limit.The collisionlessinteraction suggestedby these resultshas eV and a photoionization crosssectionof I0-" cm' for heavy
atoms and simple molecules lHudsan, 1971]. The flux of
applica ion to a w de variety ofproblems in spaceresearch. If photons with energy greater than I I eV is about 10"
the existenceof energeticelectrons proves to be a common
feature in neutral gas-plasma interactions, the implications photons/era = s [Hmten'uer. 1965]
may be far.reaching. P/N _ I0 • ion/s atom
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-- Suprathe_mal Ions Near the Moon l
_ J W. FRI_:E._IAN,JR.," M. A. FENNER, H. K. HILL,%
i R.A. I,INI)F+MAN,R. MEi)RANO, ._XDJ. MEISTER
_ l)epttrtment t_,_'l_tCeNcie.ce, l¢iee I "niversity. tl..xt+,n, Tea'as
]{ectuved N<)vember29, 1971
Thus pal_.r reports son.. pr.hminar) i't,StlltSlfrom tit,. Suprat|.,r.ufl I.n De.
t+.ctors (h.ph_yt_l on the lunar +;urfit('(,by the Apollo 12 and 14 ikstrolnttlts. StthPl+t
ft,attl;-t,._ of tht,se rt,stl|t_ Ill('lll(|t': th(' possd)h, ,)b+m.rv;tt,on .f ._l)ormiic vt.ntmg of
ga_ from tit,, itl,mr stirf;u.{.: ,,x ;dr,r;(',. fi,r =t prompt i()ttlzittl,)ll #tfil| ii_(.Ph.r;ttl()tl
m,_'han,+_m operp.thig Ill thl' lu,mr ,,VO_l)l..re; a,.l ++pri.hmlml, ry lnPll+'llll'l'In('lll
yn'hh;,_ appr,,xunat,,l._ I rn,,nth for lh, +'-l;,hh,lg lh'elkv ti,,., fi)r tin" h,.p.vier
t'.()IIIp(HII'IIL_4of lilt' t'xhllt|-;t _{IIL._4','4fr4;ll} till Ap+)lh, lilnltr lltl;{Jllig dyrltPIIl_. |)l'l)l|l|-
IIPII_pJ. llOltlt'llll,frl)lll x+}ill.h t|Icm' rt.stilt._ hay,. |s't.n ,i_'rlx't.(ls+r,.: (I) i+.l bursts
of haw t;) lli()ll+,rlxtl, t,lt_,l'g)" r_;._.lt ill Colijtili(.tl+)li With hllill, r Sililrlsl, {tt.l Stllim.t + (_)
m)lar ++,.d ,..,.rgy ions d,'t*.,'ted <mthe n*ght s.h, of the M,,,)n : (3} *o.s ,,f st.x,l,ral
kliV i'lllIrl_) ' N4+I'I| (lllrlll_ th{' It|liltl' Stlllm+t tt) llll(Inlg|lt <|lllldrll, llt l;f tht' MI;<)II'S
orbit; (4) Ilmgll,'t,)sh*'l_.li; ;+,;t flux I'lltlltll('l'll+t'lit_;" (;')) liil} hur,*ls gt.lit.rat,.d |)x th,.
hlllll, r illl|)ll('L i)f l|ll ,-_p,,lh, 13 _ittllrlt 111)I)4.1" .-{t;&_{t. ltllll t){ll|,r lllltll-llll_(l¢' {)|)+,'('t-l;
al_(I (l|) gi'i)lllltgt+plt(' slt,run| +l.+S,;<'l+ttl'<l i,m flux x a,'i.h,m_ mtl.' l_'.arth's llUlgil,,ti).
tad.
1. lsritODt'('rZOS A|)_ 1'2 Sll)I +"has be(,n in ,q_ration the
longest res.lts tel. rt(...l hervin are bast_l
The objectiw's of thc Al..lh) lama:" p_ in(.ilmlly ,m d:tta from that instrument.
,";urfaee Fxlx.rimeut l'arka_e (AI.SEP) The purl.)m, of this rel.)rt is to provide
• / Suprathermai Ion I)etert,)r I.:xl..riment (rely a brief summary <)t'a fi.w uf the prin-
• ) • +(Sll F) are to provide an .xph)ratorv (.ipal iindimzs. M,m. dvtaih.d imper_ a_l-
search for l_,mil)le lunar exo.,;phe,'ie pheno- (Iressin# tl.,mselvvs to indivi.hml fi,ature.
melm alld to study the interm.tion between of the data are in prepar,ztion ,)r have been
them, i_henomena and the ,%)lar Wind. To i)rem,ntt,d b._ I.'r.eman _t al. (19711). Fl'ee-
tl+is end the instrument (shown iu l"i_, I) ms. and tliils (l:r;.), I"e.mer ,t,d. (1071).
isequipp_l withat'rude ptmitive imz mass/ Freeman (I;)72), Frve.m._ ,t al. (1971),
unitchargesl_'etrmneteran'lal ")sitiveitm (;arrctt _1 ai. (1!171), tlills a,.I Fr,_nmn
energy/unit ('l, arge Sl_.t,lror.wter. The first ( 1+.17I), and l.in,h..mn, t ttl. _197 ! ).
SIDE was del)loyed I)y tilt, Al_JIo 12
utrtmauts in the ()(_,an of'Storms {2:1.4'W,
3.04'_S) and the m.eond in the Fra Mmiro II. TIlE SIi)I,: F+'XI'ERIMENT
Highlands (17.4s W, 3._;_'S). A third such Figure "2shows tl,+- Ol_.rating prim.iple.
instrument waadeph)ycd on .luly 31. 1971, of the i.strum,,nt. The i,)n m;t,_/q speetro-
by the Apollo 15astrollauts ill the lla(ih,y- mcter t't)llSists t)f a ,'rosm'd clertrie and
Al_.nnine area. All these instruments are Inagltetie field {'Wit,n) veh.'ity filter lol-
Fresently funetioning However. shwe tile iowt_l by an e_ ,tr(mtatic (,urv(_l-plate
l P_+ntt_l at lh,, Y,Vth I;.neral A+m,mbly of cnergy/q tilter. The m,nsor is m channel-
tl_' lnterimtional t',l.m *,1" (h_,phy.ie. Itnd clectr-n-multil,lier with its inl)ut biased at
('JtNMe.y,M ,,_'o+',AIII/USt,11)71. --3.5kV m) that oltly Ix,satire ions falll)P
IPm_nl mldr_m+:l)elmmrtn.,ntof l'l+nm deter'ted.The deviceism-luent_l through
Phyla. Jl{oy_lll,u+tllute++I"Tedu.,h)gy,_.I00 the mixener_ie.,I).2,0.I+,I+I,I,5,4,III.2,ind
44 8toekhohn 70, 8w,.don. 4S.6eV. While at each e,.,rgy, twenty
tD11)12I_A,csdemicI_mm.I,_. 2128
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vel_.ity _I*'I_( .m._l.mdi.A_t- _,) .i..,_'q 4_t.lh.V. 'l'hi_ d,.ll.,.I.r i_ ,..ll,.d th,. .%lug,.
; rltlltllill)llrl'.l_tln|l p '11hy ,tt'l)l)ilt_l Ih,. vi)ltit_l. Alllllyzt.r .it MA. A i't,lltd*'tl' I'lll'l_V-IIIil_ld_l
ml thi_ I.Ii.t'Irit. t_.hi lllltlt • ill tile _i%'i(.ll tilh.r. _..,u i, ll(,'_lllll)li,lll'tl ill :_..%_mill
'rhllll lhl. nlli_i/_/i'i111_t, frOlll lll)l_ruxillltltely TI.' _'t'tlllll iI,'l('t'lllr ,'.dli'd lhl, TIIi.I loll
; Ill to I._OlltllllU/t/ (t'i)r lht. AI.,II,, 12SI I)1':) lk'ti.rtor orTI I) i_ idt.ll*it*_,lIt, the 31Abill
i ill_impll_lill;.tO_teI-,itsix l'llt'l'}Zit_ll lth) I..,,_'._. ,_vi'hwity tiller|l i__tl.)tll,.-I
]976004892-:304
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Fio. 2. 8IDI_: principal clcum,.ts. The h,n&r .urf,:oe grom.I plane a.d its stepping s.pply
periodio_lly_lCcrUw eleet.rieFd4,.tial bctw(_,,tilt, ilmtrllli_llt gnmml (al_Ja wire nR_d_Rree.
on tho top mtffaee) altd the lu.,_r sqwfaee.The F)te.tial rmtgl, is rrm. 4-27.6to - 27.1iV i. 23st_ps
inehtding0. 8t_ the toxt for &dt_riptio, of the other ek,me.ts of th. cxperilm,.t.
to |.elude highe,, nergim. It (_avers the Fig.re 3 shows the hmar orbit Iocatio.
energy range fro,. i0eV to 35tX)eV in 21) of vaHo.s diuma, i)henomen& that h&ve
differentitd stets. Results of the Till ('_q been observed with the Almllo 12 instru-
be comlmred with those of the MA to sent. Also shown arc the ks_k directio.s * )
: determine the flux of lx_itive ions in the, for the field of view of the two detectors. -
mass/q range not covered by the MA. : The look-_xc, lie approximately in the
The geometric factors for the Apollo 12 _cliptic phme.
detectors are 10.4 em_--sr m_d ¢).5 × 10 -_ Note first the i.(lieat_l press,tee of
em=-sr for the TIll m;d MA rt_pectively, intcrmt_liatc a.d low energy ion bursts
Both fields of view _rc approx,mately (IB.) us.ally st.t,n within a few days either
square .nd 6° on a side a,.I the Iook-,_xe_ side of tit(, A I._;EP imssage by the _:unrise
gre 15° west and east of local vertical fi)r tt.d su.sH termi.ato_ (Li.deman _t al..
Apollo 12 &nd 14 respectively. They lie 1971). Here, i.term(_liate aml low energy
spproxinmtely i. the ecliptic l)hme, Addi- refers to ions i. the Iq_t_) al)proximately
tiered details of the exlx,rim_..t t,_n I_ 1251)eV/q ra.ge. The I)rief a.d .poradi(.
fe..d in Prcema,t el el. (1+170)a.d Hills alq_.arsm.e of Ill_ (_mtmsts to the more
_t.d Freemtm (197! }. st_a(i.x' a,ld s.staill(_l (_)lint-rate ellh&n_'-
me.t i.r_xi.(_l, f.r examlde, by the
m_tgitet,mheathor solar wiild plasma flow.Ill. St,M_n,t_vov TXK i)AT^ q
!t Note aim the alq..aram_, of higher
l)henomen& rclx)rted by the Sil)F can t energy (.p to 351X)eV/q) iOll. ill the prc-
be broadly div,ded into'two categories: m;(hdght (luadrsnt. The.e .re thought to
• • . • .
dlllrnal, thee is, reeurrl.g o11 Slle_lve I be high e11ergy i)rotons that h&ve es_ped
lunar orbits: a.d sporadic or singular, upst_am from the b:_rth's bow shock to
eveltta wh(_e occurrencemay be impinge o. the night s;,|e of the Moon.
i"depen" t Su_,h protons have been reported pre-de.t of h.,ar phase.
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/ _ _ HIGH _ ,NT|rCME_ATE FNERG'( ,ON FLUXES
_(T FXCt.T DU_Nr,
• FI_. 3. Ciq_uh...o.nmry ofthe hwnti,mof di.romlph,.,..lw.a ahmgth,.hma¢,)rl)it.
viousl.'¢ (Asbridl_ e,t,,1., 1968) but were not The top SlX,ctrum ill I_ig. 4 (tyl)e 1) with
known to extend as far as the Moon. its lunar orbit distrihutio, weighted to the
Extensive data an • also available from post-sunset region, is probably the bow-
both the Apollo 12 and 14 instrument on shock protons already mentioned.
the characteristics of the magnetosheath' The type ! II spe(.trum, with its distribu-
ion flow since duri.g passage tLrough the tio,m weighted ,lightly toward the pre-
unagnetosheath t,ht_c tlet_tors look direct- sunri_ regiott, appears to rewmble sa)lar
ly upstream (Fenncr el a/., 197!). These wind that has been (lefle,.ted onto the night
-" (laht deal less directly with the Moon and side of the Moon. Oue dramati(, example
(.J hence will not be the main subject of this that al)peared 4.7 (lays I_.fom the sunrise
imper, terminator him bt_,. rel_)rt(_l I)y Freeman
(|arrett el _. (1971) have rel.)rt_t (1972).
cuhanccment.; of i)lasnna-sheet ions _s:n A feature of lmllicular inten.st is the
_ith the SIDE i. the magnetohdl during occasionalapl_eara._.ofalowe.crgyp_,ak,
a geomagnetic storm. At times other than often around 5OeV, that may be found
thistheplasmafluxi,tthetailhasremaincd superimposed on any of the.,, spectral
at or below the TI 1) high lunar day back- types or stauding alone. This i. illustrated
grm,nd level, by the dotted peak i. type Ill. It, is in this
tylm of spectrum that higher mass/q ions
IV. los Bulurrs are sometimes G)und, When the MA
indicates the presence of higher masa/q ions
We ret.a_ otow to the subject of the lBs the event is referred Is) as a HIB for heavy
m,en near sunrise a.d sunset. Usi.g dat_ ion burst.
from the Apollo 12 TIlL l.indema, el al. One of the most interesting examples of
(1971) have performed a preliminary a HIB event GeL.fred on March 7 and
statistical study of the spectral types and was observed by the Apollo 14 SIDE. The
their location in hmar orbit. The results of mass/q speet..n typical of this event is
this study are shown in Fig. 4. Here it is shown in Fig. 5. Here we see the raw dat_
seen that at least five _peetral types have _, ,m a single spectrum taken at 48.6eV/q.
been tent.t.ively identifled. Whether or not The mam/q of the ions produeing the stron_
these are all independent phenomena still peak in mass ehan.wl _ was between 18 and
remains to be _en. 23 amu/q. This speetr.m is one of 5 _imllar
0
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FI.. _. _llx_tml tYl_., m.I h,mtr orhit rM._lllell(. ). di.trih.li...fTIi) iml hltr_l_.._o'.'l,llllN'r lU. -)11)fl9 MS.V IlL 11/70. 'rl_,.lx_,t ml tyl._, .r_,i_l.,h_l I thr,.i_h Y. l'h_. I.w,.r m..rlO' d,,tt,_l p_sk .how.
_.l),.rimpom.d on tl., t.vlx. Ill _lx,[.t,mlti| i. ,.mt _llwlty. phi,ill .lid re.q)" I.. i',.a,.l ,._a_i,.mlly i.
,d|i_.r _p/_,r_l t v|)(_ it_ well.
.l_,etra that c._.rred withi, a 50 rain 70eV/(I ..Ix_rimlxi._i (.i a h,_uler .I _.-
lx'ri_l late i_ the event,.The e.tire event tr.m Ix..ki._ st around_rd)eY/q.A #imilar
(_m_i.todof intermitte.t b.rat_of heavier p_tten_.f a Ix_.k st or below l*XleY/q ;.
io.s IMting nearly 14I_r.D.ri.g thCt time eommo, whel.:ver m._ al.._.tr_are di.-
tl_ehighestflux r_ord(_l b.vthe MA wu eernible with the MA. For the event
IO;ions/em_'-eee-srandwm_inmmmchannel illustr_tml here the low enerlzy peak wa_
_. At the s_me time the u4ja_ent ma_ exeel)tiomdly intemme,monm.hromatie,sml
eh.n.el, elmn.el 4, indie_t_l st_timtic_ll.v highly variahle i. amldit.de: vaxyinK
.ig.ifleant eo..t_. This ..ggeats that the m.eh a_ two orders of magnit.de withi.
io.. producing the h_m were toward the "25_e_..
lower end of the ehannel 5 l_U_Imn(l. The fi)reg.ing HIB nee.fred _. d,_.%_
prolmbly water valmr, l).ri.g lalx_r_tory after the Al_)llo 14 Iandi.g. lt_ peak
ealihrations w,tter Val_r showed up pre- intensity exeeed_l any other IIIB ol_mrv_l
domi.antly in ehan.el _i. to (late b.v over one order of malpfitude.
At, the time of the maM/q .l_rtn, m and all other m,ehevents have been elem4.v
ilhmtr_ted in rig. _ the TII) imlie_ted an idm_t,iflable by their el(me time proximity
energy speetr, m as show, in Fig. (t, an to lu.ar murfa(_ operations or man-made
intense monochromatic peak qear 50 or eve.ta.K.rther.thiseventappesmdifferent
1976004892-307
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IN)i [ MASS ANALYZEROATA
• / /,86 IEV ENFRGYStEP
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MASSCHANNEL
FI(;. 7. _lle _ ]"ig. 5 for February 6, 197J.
months after the Apollo 12 landing. The over a hemisphert, about 20 hr after land-
broad ma,e_/q spectrum seen here is very ing. If we a_ume mttigfaetorv uniformity
similar to that shown in Fig. 9 taken 14 hr by the time of the .lwetrum shown in Fig.
after the Apollo 12 lunar landiqg. By 9 (i.e. local gas inhomogeneiti(m have died
comparison with predicted spectra away), similar ion ae(_derating conditions
(Simoneit el el., 1969) we believe these for the _._,a_io,m of the two spectra, and an
' spectra to result from residual or exhaust exponential decay ('urve. we can calculate
g_ from the LM emcent and descent the e-folding time fi)r dissipation of the
engines, exhaust ga_,s from the lunar surface. The
According to diffpsion calct,lation, by rt,m,lt isapproximately 3o days. In obtain-
Chang (1969) the des_ut stage exhati.t ing rids ,_umh(.r w(. have (..rreeted for the
g_es should rt,_tc,h a uniform distributio,_ ..l,._.qnt.nl additioiml inln,t of ga_ from | )
] ' v APOLLO 12 _;f)._
CI/** _ MASS ANALY_FI_ DA_A
, I _ 1_I 10 2243 ,,I
"I
,o,- a "Ii
_o,N- I:,,._ m ,._
MA_S CHANNEL NLIMHER
I*'m. 8. (.'olnposit{_ tnit.s/q N|N,t, trmn fi,r the .lM_'iflt_l i.lt(,rvid -tl .htnuttry IlL 19"/0. The .aux.
eotnme.t. _.ga,_ii.g m,tss/q ranges .pply us .tat,_l for Fig. ,%
I
I
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I"I.. 9. Composite ma_/q .p_'tn,m f-r the speeil_,d interval on .'_o,.'elnlwr 19, 1969. The _In,.
co,nmt,nt_rogm'dingm_lq mnge_spplya__tst_dforFig. 5.
the LM ascent stage by assuming these following the impact an intense flux of ions
gases to be captured by the Moon in an was detected at the AI.SEP site. Figure 10
identical proportion as th(me for the illustrates the mass/q slm_rum obtained
descent sta_e, by the MA at 4S.6eV/q daring the earl)"
This preliminary figure of ! month for part of this bur_t of ions. The .tmn 8 peak
the mean lifetime of rocket exhaust gases near heavy masses is thought to represent
C) is somewhat 8hotter than the approxi- vaporized and ionized hmar .t, ffae(,mately 100 (lay lifetime that might be. material. This was the tir.t (x.(.urren(_ of a
expected from pure ionization eseal_ of mass spectrum showing such heavy ions
these heavier gases (Johnson et al., 1971): thus verifylqg that the ions were from the
o,_ the other hand it is longer than the i,npaet.
several days pn_liet(_l by Chang (1969). A The kinetic em,rgy of the imlmct was
mort. t_)mplete examination of the SIDE approximately 5 . I0:" ,I. Figure I I illus-
data and the AI_FP (_)ld-eathode.gage t_te. the time history of the ion flux aml
exlx.riment data is I)oand to yield a more energy for the event its relmrtt_i I)y the
refined figure. Tll). Note that an initiM burst of ions was
seen 21 me(,Iblh)wing the iml)aet. At this
V. S-IV B IMt'A(_ time tile ion energh, were I)etwt_,n 5o and
ilH)eV/q. After this the energit, fell to low
The foregoing discussion is t,,ken as values and then rtme again to its high as
evidem_, for the pet)rapt ionization and _s)eV/q as the ltux inerease<l re)me 4 sin
acceleration of gas from local natural or later, lens of sinlilar energit_ bnt with
man-made sources. Farther support for lower intensities weft, also olmerved im-
mll.h an ionization and acceleration mech- mediately following the Apollo 12 LM
anisnl (or nlei.hmnisms) is provided by data aa_+nt stage impact and the AI,)llo 14 and
from tile hlnar inllslets of portions of the 15 S-IV B impswts (Hills and Frt_lnan,
Almih) system (Fray,ms. el al., 1971 ; 1971 ; O'Brien and Reasoner, 1971 : Free-
Vreenlan and Hills, 1970). The Apollo 13 man el al., 1971),
S.IV B iml_wt was some 140kin west of For the Apollo 13 S-IV B impaet the
the Apollo 12 AI._EI'. Almut 20 see maximum integrated flux seen from the
O
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Yls;. lO. (.'_ml|._it4. lilli_4/./.l_._.t.nlm hlr tl_. &pdlo 13 tl.IVll il,p_.t eve,&. TI,. _,w ..,,,,.,t.
ri,gltr(lillg i1_/, I rlIIII_,N olppI)" ,l_ Xtltl4qt ft)r _'i_. _. ,AT,t|14, t.illl4, tl._. diltA wen, Iltk(.li ||ll ° 8II)K "_
h_l I_q_ll (_)ll)ll.lllllm| ilitl) lift lllX.nttill/{ Iniih. wi_Prt, tlw mllllplill/_ ill rlmlilll,bi II) thmt_h II w¢_
i,lilnlllll4_|o
ill,lit vertical (lin._,tioll by tiN, Rll)I_'_ wla m._ of the" :'llmll. 13 H-I%" I} Ms_,,
3 . ill T io.s/(,m:-_¢-sr. The _)l_r Wind I.:14 x ll*_kl_(._l.rsl.dl,_pl,1 , Fli_htL'enter
Rlleetrometer (,mother AI_E! ) experi- Itelmrt, 1911)). to tel)feint tiN. m_u_ ofthe
m,:.t) saw mm'h hil{llor Ihix_ amvinK v-poriy_l matori&l a ,_._,rvativo upper
sim.itim, misl_- from mort..esrlv hori- limit e_timah, ('an I.. ohhdned for tiN.
=-.tal dire.tiDal, (C. 8.yder, privide com. exlmct_l ion fl.x dile t. ,'l.,_i,_l ph.t,)- ._ )
IIIIIIlic_tio11). If one _UmlllllB the e.ti_ iolli_tion all(I (,h_r_e-l.xell.._. rr_ietk)liH.
t --"" ," r t "1 " I_ , I * ! t I I ! _11000
A • &R,x e_enOV
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OBSERVATIONS OF
l WATER VAPOR IONS AT THE LUNAR SURFACE*
J.W.FREEMAN, JR., H. K.HILLS, R. A. LINDEMAN, and
R. R. VONDRAK
Dept. of Spm'e Sc'ience, Rice UnivcrJity, Ho_.vlon. Te.v,. U,S.A.
(Received 7 December, 1972)
Almn_. TI_ Apollo 14 Supralhernml Ion Detector Experiment observed a r_ri_.s of bur_ts of
48.6eVwatervaporionsat II_ lunarsurfacedurinlla 14-hperiodonMarch7, 1971.Themaximum
fluxobsm'vcdwas I0" ionscm -_s"1sr-!. Theseionswerealsool_rved at Apollo 12, 183km to
the west. Evaluationof specificartificialsourcesincludinlltheApollo miuionsandthe Russian
Lunokhodleadsto Ih¢conclusionthai Ihe watervapordidnot comefrom• man-madesource.
Nalunll sourcesexosenous Io the Moon such as comets and the solar wind arc aJ_ foundto be
inadequateIo explainthe ob_,rv_ flu_,s. Con.c,quemiy,then=watervaporionsappearto be of
lunaroriBin.
I. lutredzm iu
The existence of water at or I_neath the lunar surface is a question of great importance
in theories of formation of lunar surface features and of the Moon itself (cf. Urey,
1969 for a review). If"the Moon were devoid of walcr now or in the past it would be
unique among the terrestrial (i.e. high density) planets about which detailed informa-
tion is now available. At the Third LunarScicm:e Conferenc© we presentcd preliminary
observazionul evidenL'e for the occurrence of endoBenous water vapor at the lunar
surface (Frc¢man el al., 1972h). In this paper we review this evidence, present a more
O detailedde_ription of"the event,and discussmorecompletelyurl_umenlspertaininl_Io the identificationof the sourc¢.
The Apollo i4 Supratherm_l Ion [:)et_'torExperiment (SIDE), part of the Apollo
Lunar Surf'uc¢ ExperimentsPackase (ALSEP), ol_crved ions ot"mass 18 amu/q
durin8 an e_ent of approximately14 hoursduration un March 7, IqTI. Becauseof
their ma._ Per unit charge. Ihcscions are belie_ to be constituentsof the water
vapor Broup.Several _s _urccs associatedwith the Al_)llo 14 mi_ion one month
earlier have beensugl_lcd as po_ible _L)urc_of this water vapor. Ilowevcr, all of
theseappear Io us h) bc inadequateto explain the observedphen_'.cna.
The SIDE consist_ of two positive.ion deteclors: the mass analyzer IMA)and the
total ion detector (TID). The location of the Apollo 12 and 14 SIDEs and the concept
of acceleratmn of ions into Ihc instruments arc illustrated in Fisurc I, "lhe MA con-
sisls of a velocity filtel and an enersy per unit charl_ (cncrl_y/q) filter followed by an
iun d¢tcclion _tenl. TIw vdocity filler and e_rsy/q lil|_:rarc _'quenccdthroughn
_r&'_ ,,l" ._tc_ 1opro_id_ covcra_ of twenty n)a_/q rangesat eachof _ix encr_y/q
steps:0.2, 0.6, 1.8,5.4, lb.2 al_.l48,6 eV/q. The TID i_ at, lop eneriLY/qspectron_ter
thai rex_rd,,i_mswothoul nzas,_discriminationin 20dili'_:rvP,tial enerlw channelsfrom
e Paler d_dleah.'dh. Ps.I. Ii.tr_.Id ( tl_ _m the ¢_._:_i_m04"hk 80lh birlhday on 29 April 1973.
/_ M,m_ 1t(t9"/1) I I_ 1214.Jtl k'_.kt_ &._'rwd
Cop_r/xkw_ Je7.tI_yI) R,'_drlt',/,I,_hi_ C,mV_u_l'.L_drerkl.ll, ll_d
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Fill. I. Conccplmll opt'ralion of IN SIDF as a mass spl:ctronleler, showinll Icom6.lry or th_ March 7
ewnl. Pholo-;onizalion by solar UV and clmql= exchanp pro*.-csscs wilh lhc solar wind ionize
Ihelunarext_pllere.The_ ionsareIbenKcei_llnd by IheinterplanetaryeleclricIk4dissochlled
wilhIben_lionOflh¢solarwind(ManiaandMichel.1970;Mania.1972).asilluslmled,or
otherj_.-elcration'm:hanismopcrltinllin il_ lunarenvironment.Fulldetailsor theolpemliemof'
IbeSIDE,.-anbet'ounJinFreemanel a/. II970).and HillsandFreemanll971).
3500eV/q downto I0 eV/q.The lowestenerllychannelscan be usedasz:check on the
MA data. EachSIDE hasa 6old of"view60 squarecenteredon a direction I$° from
the local vertical. The Apollo 12 SIDE look direction is toward the westlind the
Apollo 14SIDE viewstoward the cast.
The efficacyof' the SIDE syslemhasbeendemonstratedby numerousobservations
of' massspecpraassociatedwith the LM rocketexhausteases(freeman el al., 1972a),
LM cabin venlinB(Hills and Freeman, 1971),and ps emissionfrom theS-IVB and
LM lunar impa_'tevents(Freemanel u/., 1971). The c_haustps spectrumobtzined _-|
14hoursafter the Apollo 12LM landinBexhibited a broadranBeo1"masses(Freeman -_._j
el M., 1972b),in_ aBreemenlwiththelaboratoryof"measurementsof"Simoneitet al.
(1969). As shownin Fisure 2, two monthslater the exhaustlpiSion intensitieshm:lde-
creasedpnerally by an orderof"malnitude, but the spectrumwasstill very broadand
rosdily identifiableas due to exhaustpses. There were_veral chani_s in the sp_-
trum due to the operation of' ionization, loss, dis_cialion, and recombination
pr_ over Ihe two months.Most strikin8 wasthe di_ppearance of' mass18ions
and the appearanceof' a sillnificantqullntity ot"m.',._._16 ions. These mass 16 ions
presumablycame from the dissociationof'the more massivemoleculesin the orisinal
speclrum; principallywater vapor. For comparison, Ihe maximum water vapor ion
intensityob_rved by the Apollo 14SIDE durinl_the March 7 event is indicated in
Fi|ure 2 (lee next pale). It is more than lkree order_ u/_;_i,,.._Je xre_h'r than the
inzensityobservedby the Apollo 12SIDE 14h after lunar landing.
2. W,qw V_qperOlmmmlloL Mlm_k"/. 19"/I
The Apollo 14 MA data from the March 7 event are shownin Fisure 3. The time
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Fil. 3. Time hklory of Ih¢ AF_dlo14 Mass Analyzerclala for the March ? _'al,_rvapor event. 1
IJlx)rulory t.'alibrulionsindica|eII_iI watervapor _ all: r_ordcd primarily in channel_ or lhis
instrumcnlwith channel4 r¢¢ordinl upproximmelyI,,. as manycounls.Comequemly.Io show
the priw,:ipalfnlurcs of theMarch 7 ¢_'nt. lh4_to_al_,'ounl_m ud_cril channels4 and $ |I 41.6eV |
ire dispbycdin the h_werl_rlion of"lh¢ hlr.ure.Ions were,_¢rvcd durinl the Mar_h 7 cvenlonly
It the hillh_l ¢nerl_ k_v¢l.4H.6eV. and not it Ihe next luwcrlevel, 16.2eV. Tm<nly-channelmasq t
#llX_lra|1 48.6¢V wereoblained in ._-Is ever_2._11rain. In,Is di_q_'_yII1¢ohqcrvedma_ N_ectrl
lumnled ov_ ,.-,a_hparl _f Ih_:_enl as well a_ a fit to the"_)lw_rvalitms.OI1¢count in channel$
¢orrespondqIo a Ilu_ or H:O' of 1.2 • 10' k)nsera : s _sr '.
eV/q), The two dlustrated SlX'ctru indicate the sporadic nature of this flux.
The SIOE MA •t the Apollo 12 site 183 km to the west (se¢ F'i_ur= I ) was quite !
noisy at the time, so no usable ross SlX'clr• were obtained. There was, however, l_x_l !
correlation between the TID responses of the two inulinuments durinB the event. Both _
imlrumenls detected signilicant fluxes starting at 0300 0400 UT on March 7. The
Apollo 14 SIDE was turned off at 2100 UT on March 7, according Io its _heduled I
cycle for thermal control. The Apollo 12 SIDE continued to dclCCl ions until the end
of the _ent at ,,,0400 UT on March 8. The time history oi"the TII) data is indicated I
in Filure $. The ion energies observed at the Apollo 12site durin_ Pan I of the event
were hilher than those ul Apollo I4, heinll Fneruily in the 100 _V/q and 2_d)eV/q
cl_nnels, whereas the =nerlies st Apollo 14 were in the ranF SOeV/q to 100 eV/q.
During Palt II of the event tl_ enerjies observed by the Apollo 12TI I) decreused to u
level matchin| those observed at the Apollo 14 site. Alr,ain wc _ the:sulul_tion _I"•
dynamk: ruther than a stutic event. Fluxes observed hy the Almlh_ 12 TID were
typicully I-$xlO s ions em -a s -_ tl.-_. while the Apollo 14 TID _ typicll ,._
fluxes of 4-10 x tOs ions cm" _ s- _st" _. l_ik fluxes for _¢h in_Irurnt:nt were fence-
ally about $ times 8realer then these typk'_alfluxes,
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SimultaneouswithIhi SIDE ollrvilions, iotae_t alsod_ic_-icdby lheCharled
PanicleLuwarEnvironmentElllierimeni(CPLEE).The CPLi:,F.his Iwo t:harli'd
liriic:le analyzers,oneof wh_h looksin iI verticll dir_lion and Ih¢t,lher60'wusl
or vertical.ThelowinirllY (GG-_100iV/q) deliclon or ilolh analyicri r._ordedin
aplxu_ily isoUopicflux or ionsbetween.-0400 UT. Mar_'h? and -.OW)0UT.
MarchII withmaximumfluxesbetwee_120(;UT ond1600LIT onMarch?(F. Rich
andD. Reasoner.privatecommunication).Fluxesor suchtowcnerlwionsare not
normallydeu&-tedbyCPLEE in thisportionor _nelue.:, orbit due to the hil;h
lhrlsholdor thelowq ioncllannltsandirlt Inll,'i _t,v_.n Ik mqplelollmlll
flowIn_km Hd iMtmil lookdirection,A compi_ analysisof lilt CPLEEdal
s.d lik_alim of I_ Io/I flu: _ve nm_ beeni.
O
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3. Comlmdson with Electric Fiekl Data
in an attempt to determine whether the sporadic nature of the March 7 event was due _.)
to either an intermittent source or simply a variability in observing conditions, the ion
data have been compared with simultaneous data concerning the interplanetary
electric field.The interplanetary electric field E is related to the solar wind velocity V and
magnetic field B by the expression E= -V xB. it has been shown (Manka et aL,
1972, Manka, 1972) that this clectric field can be an important acceleration mecha-
nism for ions produced in the lunar exosphere.'Fbe interplanetary electric field under-
goes rapid temporal fluctuations in both magnitude and direction. Consequently,
temporal variations in the ion observations could be a result of changes in the solar
wind parameters rather than changes in the source of the ions.
The solar wind data, the MA data, and the TID data are shown in Figure 5. The
solar wind magnetic field data was measured by Explorer 35 in lunar orbit and was
generously supplied by Dr David Colburn. The solar wind velocity as recorded by
the Apollo 14 Solar Wind Spectrometer varied between 275 and 340 km s-t during
the March 7 event (Conway Snyder, private communication). Since only the magni-
"F E_,,
* "_ _.04
Jl,di, t,I I ,!lJ., ........ t .......... i__J_
APOLLO i2 TID
APOLLO 14 TID
00l' I----, -- _'-'r--'--_"-T =r 0400.... Oe ' _ IZ'O0' =600 z_:)O
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Fill.$. Comparisonof SIDE dataandtheinterplanetary,:l_tri_:fieldon March7, 1971.The
electricfield is derivedfromI man22s averalR=of the magneticlicid ,,w.asuredby Explorer35
in lunarorbit.The timedelay betweenfieldfluctuationsmeasuredin lunarorbitand at the lunar
surfaceisestimatedto be It,.,thanone minute.Gaps in theelc_trk:fielddataresultfromunavail-
abilityof mqnetometerdatadurin8 thesetimes.Thethreecompommtsof theck_.'tricfieldare liven
in the localt,oordinatesystemat the Apollo14site. t. nellativ_verticalelectriclicldwouldat.'cckral¢
positiveionstowardsthe lunarsurfat,'e.T_ MAdatai_ thesameasthatshownin Figure3. Periods
wizensillnifl_nt low-energyionfluxeawereobservedin theApollo 12and 14SIDEsare indicated.
©
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rude of the electric fie,d and not its direction is related to the solar wind speed, a
uniform speedof 300 km s- i hasbeenassumedin computingtheelectricfield tempo.
nents.
in the simplest model of ion a,,¢eleration by the interplanetary electric lield, the
field orientation most favorable for ion detection would be one in which the field is
pointed directly into the instrument look angle. This requires a negative vertical
component and a zero (or small) northwardcomponent. ,
From the data comparisonweseethat thereis som': positivecorrelation between
the ion dataand the interplanetaryelectricfield vector.In particular,the largevertical
field near 1200UT correspondsverywell with the largeion flux(Part II ) observedat _
that time. Also, someof the sporadicion activityin Part I correlateswith times of
favorableelectricfieldorientation.However, thereare periodsfrom 1200to 1600UT
whenthe field wasfavorable for accelerationof ionsinto the detectors,but no ions
weredetected.Also, ionswereobservedinthe Apollo 12instrumentsduringthe period
following 1700UT whenthe electric6eld wasorientedso as to accelerateionsaway
from the lunar surface. This is true for all of Part III of the event for which data is °
available. A lack of simple correlation with the interplanctJry eh,'ctricfield is further
indicated by the fact that the observedionswerenearlymonoenergetic,while accelera-
tion of ionsin an exponentialatmosphereby a uniformelectricfieldwouldresultin a
broaderenergydistribution(Manka, 1972).Thus, the featuresof the ion observations
for this event are not completely determined by the interplanetary electric field vector. 1
Numerousother examplesexist in the SIDE data where the surfacegas pressureis
enhanced and massive ions are seen regardless of a favorable or unfavorable inter-
phmetary electricfield (Freeman et al., 1972a). Until the accelerationmechanism i
operatingin the lunar environmentat that time is well understood,wewill be unable( ) to determine whetherthe sporadicnatureof the March 7event isdue to the sourceor
the accelerationmechanism.
Mass_paration of ionsmay occur in the localsurfacemagneticfield._,resultingm
the apparentma_spurity of an event,while in fact a mixture of ionsi_present.How-
ever,a preliminaryestimateof sucheffectsindicatesthat it would be difficult to pro-
ducea signiticantmasssel_lration. Moreover, in lightof the largefluctuationsin the
interplanetaryelectric field, it would be extremelydifficult to maintain any mass
separationfor the duration of the March 7 event.
4. Quutity of Water
' It is ofcoursedesirableto havesomeestimateof the totalquantityof waterrepresented
in thi._event. The SIDE is an in, detector and determination of the quantity of neutral
gas plescnl requires certain assumptions. A lack of knowledge of the location and
extent ,ff the ,_ottrccand the details of the ionization and acceleration mechanisms
precludesa precisequantitative determination. Howc_cr, wc have looked for a
similare_ent where the quanlity or gas releasedis known in order to 'calibrate' the
water vapor event. In gc_zcral,Apollo missionactivitic_ha_c re._ult_din c_unting
O
I
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rates far lower than those seen on March 7. For example, the Apollo 12 LM exhaust
introduced approximately 2000 kg of water into the lunar environment, yet when
observed 14h after landing resulted in an ion flux that was less than one thousandth (
the peak flux seen on March 7.
The only event that yielded MA counting rates as high as those during the March 7
event was the detection of the Apollo 14 LM ascent engine exhaust gases by the
Apollo 12 SIDE (Hills and Freeman. 1971). The Apollo 14 SIDE was not operating
at that time. The maximum counting rates for this event in both the TID and MA
were within a factor of 2 of those for the March 7 event and the ion energies were
comparable. However, the ion flux duration was only 2 rain compared to some 14 h
(intermittent) for the March 7 event. Ions were recorded _tarting I minute after the
LM had passed by the minimum slant range of 27 km at an altitude of approximately
15 kin. The total gas released by the LM was approximately 2200 kg (of which
~.500 kg was water) at a constant emission rate of 5.2 kg s -t (i.I kg s -t of HzO).
Therefore, if we assume equivalent ion accelerating conditions for the two events and
if the water vapor source was no closer than 27 km we conclude that at least 500 kg
ofwater was involved in the March 7 event. Alternatively, ,f an emission rate of Ikg s-
of HzO was maintained on March 7 for a period of 14 h, a total water emission of the
order of 10"kg is implied.Thc sourcecharacteristic_ and accelerating conditions (in-
cluding ion trajectories)may begreatlydifferentin the two events.Consequently.this
estimateof the sourcestrengthmaybe in error. However. givena non-localsource,as
discussedbelow, thesequantitiesserveas reasonablepreliminaryestimates.
$. The Apollo Lear Module as a PossiMe Nource
The massspectraof LM exhaustshownin Figure2 indi,.':,lcthai thec_haust5t",CCll+Um o_.-_
isreadilyidentiliableby its broadmassrange,anddoc, J)o!resemblethe spectrumob-
tained in the March 7 event.This fact, togetherwith the u,lprccedentedintensityof
the latter event, indicatesthat the March 7 eventwa_ not due to LM exhaustgases.
Sep:trationof the H20 in the LM exhaustfrom the other exhaustcomponent_could
co=,ccivablyresult from selectiveadsorption of the water onto the lunar surface
followedby _elect,veemissio,=.However,sucha mechanism,which co,01dexplainthe
purity of the eveut, failsto at'countfor the more thaH Ihr_c ¢,rdcrsol magnitudein-
crea,,cbetween:he HzO fluxesmeasured14h after thL t.M cxhau._treleaseand those
seen,m March 7, one mol;.*hafter the Apollo 14mis_=,,n
"1hcn=.',ximumfluxof w,ter vapor ionsobservedat Ihc ,_p,_lh_14SI I)E duringthis
cvcm was approxim=,::j I0_ ionscm-Zs -= sr-'. FL,' _.'oml"uri._on, whe.'l the LM
cabin wasventedduringthe Apollo 14 missionprior to the 2nd EVA, the SIDE oh-
_cr_,c,Ia short-lhed (approximatelyone minute)fluxo1"4× I0_ ion, cm z s' sr-' at
50 v\ At the sametime the ALSEP Cold CathodeGauge Exlx:rimcnl (('CGE) mea-
sured a high ,_cut,algas pressure(Johnsonet al., 1971). Thi_ is important, for it
esl;=hhshc_that theCCGE wouldhaveseena largeneutr_dgaspressureri_eif enough
gas_wrc liberated/o(wllv to _';tus¢thehighcountingr_¢tc_cenby the SIDE on March
©
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7. i-herewasno _uchincrease(Johnsonet al., 1972)thereforethe sourcemusthave
_I' been further away than the LM or the other debris left on tile surface nearby. ,&g:ls
source at a great distance could lead to the production of ions which subsequendy
reach the SIDE. while the neutral gas density at the instrtlmcnt might never be high
enough to be observed by the CCGE. The simultaneous obser,'at;on of the event by
the Apollo 12 SIDE further implies a distant or wide-spread source.
6. The Apollo CSM as a Possible Source
Tile 43 kg of waste water, mostly er;cess H,O from the fuel cells, (.C. Staresinich,
private communication) dumped from the Apollo 14 Command/Service Module
(CSM) in lunar orbit one month earlier has been suggested as a possible _urce
IF. EI-Baz, private communication; Page, 1972). An attractive feature of such a
source is the presumed narrow altitude distribution of gas, resulting in a narrow
energy spectrum after acceleration through an electric field. However, we note that a
narrow altitude distribution is not a prerequisite for the narrow energy spectrum
observed, since a narrow energy spectrum _ems to be a general feature of heavy mass
ion events r,,_ardless o[ the source. For example, narrow energy spectra of approxi-
mately 50 eV energy have been observed during the Apollo 14 cabin vent (Hills and
Freeman, 1971), in association with Apollo 12 LM exhaust (Freeman et al., 1970), and
also at times when the source is less obvious (Freeman et al., 1972b). Furthermore, as
shown in Figure 5, the interplanetary electric field strength was ,-,3V km -t at 1200
GMT on March 7. Thus, if the observed 50-70 eV water vapor ions seen at that time
resulted from simple vertical acceleration, they were produced at an altitude of !5-25
kin. This is much lower than the I00 km orbit of the CSM.
O Most of the water dumped from the CSM will freeze promptly and tl_en rapidly
vaporize by sublimation. Sharma and Buffalano ( 1971 ) estimate the e-folding lifetime
of the ice crystals to be less than 30 h. Exposure of this water vapor to the solar
ultraviolet and the solar wind particles results in the production of H,O * ions as well
as the dissociation of H,O into H and OH. Later the production of OH _, and finally
that ofO *, will dominate as further dissociation and ionization takes place and as the
quantity of HzO becomes depleted. Figure 6 show." the calculated rates of production
for these ions as a function of ultraviolet exposure time. If the event of March 7 were
due to water ejected from the Apollo 14CSM a month earlier, then ion_ of masses 16
and 17would be more abundantly produced than ions of mass 18, contrary to obser-
vation. In fact, in Part I of the event there is an indication of mass 16 aqd possibly
mass 17ions, but only a small amount. The later parts of the event sh_wed only mass
18 ions. As was noted eedier, this change of spect, um is suggestive of a possible
inject=on of fresh gas during the event.
The ion flux expected at the SIDE due to the CSM water dump can be estimated as
simply the total number of 50 eV ions formed in one second in ,ne cm2 column over
the detector. If all of the ice had become vapor within a few days, dissociation and
ionization by solar UV at a rate of 10-s s -_ (Werner et al., 1964) would reduce the
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Fig.6. Productionratesof ionsresultinl[fromexposureof walcrtosolarultravioletattheMoon.
Thesecurvesareobtainedfromsolutionof"thedifferentialequationsdescribinlthedepictedreaction
chain.Productionratesare normalizedto the initialnumberof I.IsOmolecules;thecheniein
productionrateisduetothechanl_incomposition.Theapproprialereactionrateswereobtained
fromHinlcrelt_r(1960),WerneretaL (1967),andMukherjceandSiscoe(1973).
initial 4.t k8 of`water to about 4 x I0 :s moleculesof H20. Also, sincethe.counting
r'itesin Part I of`the ioneventwerepresentfor longerthan the2-h orbital periodof the
CSM, thenif the source8as was in orbit it must have beendispersedrelatively uni-
formly throughout theorbital path.(After onemonth thegascloudwouldbeexpected ( )
to bewidelydispersedsincethe molecularsubl;mationvelocityisabout ._oftbe initial
: orbital velocity.)In thiscasethe averagevolume rate of H20* productionis simply
thenumberor neutralmoleculestimesme ion productionrate(M ukherjeeand Siscoe,
1973)divided by the volume over which the original gas has becomedispersed.A
conservativeestimateof this volumeis 4 x 10ukm_, obtained by assumingdispersal
over 100 km in altitude along the initial orbit and IO in latitude Iransver_ to the
orbit. Finally, intei_rationoverthe narrow altitude rangc (~ I km) in which the ob-
servedions originateresultsin an upper limit on thc flux measuredby the SIDE of
4 x 10"'uionscm -z s _sr-z muchlessthan the observedpeakflux of 10ucm-z s-I
_r I.
F. El-Bz,l (private communication; Page, 1972) has susgcstedthat the ire cloud
remainedintact for one month andthenimpactedthe Moon due Io orbital decay.We
knL)_ of ,Io way to inhibit sublimation for one monlh. However, cvcn if weassume
the worstca._ wheredissociationand ionization do not bcsinunt,'ljust at the time of
observation(implying ~ I0 _7HzO mole present), wc obtain .'* ltux of` only 2 x 104*
ionscm= s-' sr-t. This is alsoan upperlimit to the OH + or O+ flux at any time.
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Orbital decayisan additionalmechanismfor H20 lossand wouldreducetheestimated
g ion fluxes, diminishing even further the possibility of the CSM being the source of the
observations. Water molecules that impact the surface are equiva:ent to a surface
source and can be ruled out as a pos._.lblesource due to the small quantities involved. =_
We concludethat the CSM wastewaterdumpis unlikelyto bethe sourcebecauseit ,_ •
has been shown to lead to a counting rate much smaller than observed, and because t
consideration of the observation of the Apollo 14 LM ascent indicates a much greater
quantity of water as the source. Also the appeal of the CSM as a source is diminished
when it is recognized that a narrow altitude distribution for the gas is not required.
Furthermore, the time history of the event suggests an impulsive injection of fresh gas _:
during the event, long after the CSM has left the Moon.
7. The [amokhod as • Possible Source _
It has been brought to our attention (K. P. Florensky, private commqnication) that .
the Russian Lunokhod research vehicle (located approximately 1400km from :_
Apollo 14)occasionallyvents'a few liters' of water from its coolingsystem.
After a quantity of water vapor NOis releasedfrom the Lunokhod it will diffuse .iy
outward from the landing site. The water molecules move along ballistic trajectories
in the lunar exosphere,traveling a distance L of ~300 km in a time z of ~600s.
between contact with the surface. This diffusing cloud of water vapor will expand to a
radius R of 1400 km in a time equal to RZ_/LZ_.4 h(cf. Hall, 1973). An upper limit to
the height-integrated density (mole cm-:) at a distance R of 1400 km is given by
No/nRz = 1.6x 10- 7No.This valueisan upper litnit sincein sucha diffusion process,
the columnardensity is alwaysgreater the nearerto the sourcepoint (Hall, 1973).
_ ) This upper limit equals5 x I0" mole H,O cm -z for each liter of HzO releasedand is
a factor 10_ smaller than the columnar density of the ambient lunar exosphcre
(Johnson,1971). It wouldresultina countratefor theSI DE MA of -,.0.02count_s- z
Thus, the Lunokhod ventingsare not sul]_cien_ylarge enough to account for the
; March 7 event.
! g. Comets ud the SolarWind asPossible _%_urces
Having consideredall artificial sourceswe will now c_aluate two natural sourcc_
whichare exogenousto the Moon: cometsand the solar wind.
An impact of a comet or cometary debris could be a sourceof v,ater vapor in
localizedareasof the Moon. The impact of a solid comet of a mas_of a thousand
: kilograms(the approximatemassof water inferred for this event) on March 7, can
be firmly ruled out by the lack of any seismic activity characteristic of such an impact.
Furthermore,March 7 is neithera dateof known meteorshowersnor a date whenthe
Earth- Moon systemis nearknown old cometorbits(Thornton Page,privatecommu-
nication). Also, cometsand comet remnantscontain sigtfificantquantitiesof other
materials,suchas COa0 which werenot detectedduring the March 7 event.Conse-
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quently, it appearsunlikelythat a cometor cometary remnant could b_"the su_urceof
the observed water. )Interactions between the solar wind and the lunar n,atcrial as a source of water at
the lunar surface was suggested by Michel (1964). The details of such a production
mechanism have been evaluated by Mukherjee and Siscoe (1973) who concluded that
the maximum density of the solar wind-produced H20 near the ;unar surface would
be about 6 x 10-3 cm J, a factor of 107 smaller than the ambient lu,lar exospheric
denshy(Johnson,1971). Thus,thesolar wind isan insudicientsourcefor the March 7
observations.
9. The Moon as a Pot,tibia Source
Examination of the lunar samples has indicated them to bc rc,._,rk_lbly devoid of
water (Lunar Sample Preliminary Examination Team, 1969, 1_70). However, at
least one hydrated mineral has been found in the Apollo 14 surfa_'csamples (Agrell
el ai., 1972). Further, preliminary analysisof the Apollo 16 soil samplesfrom the
Descartesregion indicateslarge amountsof hydrated minerals(Gregory, 1972). it
hasbeensuggestedthat a comet impactmay havebeen responsiblefor the Apollo 16
results.However,Williams and Gibson (1972_haverai_d stone questionsregarding
the chemical Icasibility of sucha process.
The high orders of hydrogen and oxygen in the cosmic and ,_olarabundances of tile
clement_ lead to the expcctatioq of water as a common constituent of the planets.
Possible exceptions would occur if extremely efficient dcfluidiT_tio,1 or loss processes
have been operable (s¢¢ Green, 1964 for a review of dcflmdi_thm processes on the
Moon) or if the Moon accreted inhomogeneously as an original _:ltcllit¢of the Earth
(Anders, 1970).
There have been numerous suggestions of subsurl_cc water ()I_the Moon, trapped j
belowall icelayerbeneathIhc lunarsurface(Gold, 1%0; Green, 1%4: Schubertel al., _-
1970)and lilx'ratcd _)ccasionallyby the flexing or fracture of the lunar crust. The
so-calledLunar Transient Phenomenahavebeenshown(M_,orc, 1971)to occurwith
a preferencetor times near lunar perigeepassageand at likely posmonsfor crustal
strew. There were seismicsignals('swarms', not duc tu impact c_cnts)observedby
the PassiveSeismicExperiment during this event I(J. L'ltham, private communica-
tion), u',hough ,,,uch.,,ci,,,micsignalshavebeen oh,wrvcdmany timesv,ithout _imult.'P
neou_ob_crvation,sof high ion ;,=tcnsities.Thu._there may bc nu mc:t,ungful relation
heir, con theseismics=gm_;s;rodthe water vaporcvem H._c_cr, thctc tsa possibility
that suchsmsmicsig,lals are linked to a releaseof _a,,, hut that the probability for
the _,,s t¢_he eventuallydetectedas ions by the SII)E i._qu=telow. If theacceleration
of the ion._occursa._illu._tratedin Figure I and discussedhy Manka and Michel
(1970), then the SIDE can detectthe ionsonly when the interpl:m,;taryelectricfield
pointsapproximately antiparallel to the local vertic,d.Thi_,Call occur only within a
few days ¢1"sunrise and sunsetand when the interplanetarymagnetic lield points
nearly normal to the athletic plane. The magneticlield can be expected to havethe
correct direction less_h:tn.,o.,of the time (Burlagaand Nc_s,1908). In addition, the"/O
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gas source must be large enough and near enough to produce observable fluxes of
O ions. Thus the probability that a random venting of gas wild result in ions observedby the SIDE is quite low if the solar wind electric field is the only acceleration nte-
chanism.
We emphasiTe that the March 7 event was an intense event of extended duration
and we have not yet seen another event like it. The question of lunar venting vs.
artificial sources would be more unambiguously resolved if another event similar to
that of March 7 were found displaced further in time from an Apollo mission. Al-
though there exist a few other events which may be attributable to transients in the
lunar atmospher.-, none of these ha_ ;yet bcc. found IO include water vapor as a
conslituent. Since water vapor is the subject of this paper, these will be discussed in
a future report.
I0. Co_imkxm i
None of the suggestc'dartificial sources for the observed water ions appears to us to
be capable of producing the observed ion fluxes. Table ! iisLsthe prominent source
r
candidates and the objections to each. Therefore, we conclude that the only possible
source is a natural source endogenous to the Moon.
TABLE i
Source DitFzculties
LM I. eventdurationand intensity
2. simultaneousol_.rvation at 2 sites
.1. m_t observedby CCGE
R_idual exhaustBases I. eventintensity
(j 2. cxhamtspectrummaintainsidentity for at least58days,with HsOdissociation
3. time historysui_estsimpulsiveinjectionof fn.'_hIpt,_duringcrone
CSM wastewater I. eventintensityand duration
2. interplanetaryelectric field ._llcngthimplie__our_.'_:altitude lower
thanCSM orbit
,1.narrowaltitudedistributionnot requiredin orderto explainobserved
narrowenerl_ spectrum
4. timehistorysuuelts injeL:tiono1t're._h_asduringc_ent
Lunokhod I. eventintensity
Comets I. no knowncometaryimpact¢)rc(_n,:laryremnant
2. eventpurity
Solar wind I. eventintensity
Moon ????
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Solar Cosmic Ray 'Square Wave' of August 1972
R. A. MEDRANO,I C. J. BLAND, s J. W. FBEEMAN, H. K. HILLS, AND R. R. VONDRAKs
Department of Space PhyJtcs and Astronomy, Rice University, Houston, Texas 77001
Three Rice University supratherrnalton detector experiments (Sides) were deployed on the lunar
surface during the Apollo 12, 14. and IS missions. During the exceptional per,od of solar activity in
August 1972.penetratingparticks wereobservedby all Sidedetectorson the night s.dc of the moon.The 'i
penetratingpanicles arc tentatively identifiedas solar protons with energies(~25 McV or greater) that
were ableto penetratethe shieldingof all detectors.Of particular interest isthe occurrenceon August Sof
perimentsareexamined in relation tOthe squarewive. Based"on-Eiher su]ts--6fthis mvest,gauon a m64cl
relatingthe square wave to the flareplasma propagation .sproposed. This model hypothesizestransport
of ¢,nergctJcparticlesalong a 'corridor'formed bythe tangenual discontinuityproducedby *.hedrivergas
of a flare-inducedshock wave. This model could explain other frequentlyobserved delayed partick
,,.tsltggcO PAo BhANg;NOT
Ih'I"aODUCI1ON The shielding in the detector side walls is a complicated
Early in August 1972 there occurred a series of impressive function of direction, since the absorbing material consists of
electronic components, encapsulation material, thermal paint.solar flares. The flares observed during this time were
etc. Accordingly, we have calculated the minimum energy thatassociated with some of the largest emissions of energetic par-
ticla ever recorded [McKltmon, 1972; World Data Center .4, protons must have to penetrate to the sensor. We find that ap-
I 1973]. Photospheric magnetograms indicated strong field ac- proximately 25-MeV protons arc able to penetrate to the MA
tivity during this period [l, luimgslon. 1972]. Interplanetary and 50-MeV protons to the TID. The equivalent numhers for
space was disturbed with drastic changes in the solar wind electrons are ,'.4 and 4.7 MeV, respectively.
[Wolfe et at., 1972; Xnmrlroq et at., 1972; Rosenbaaer et ai., To ch_,k these calculations, wc placed a spare Side instru-
O 1972: Mid.no el al., 1973a] and in the interplanetary ment in a cyclotron proton heam of SO-MeV maximum energy.magnetic field [Colbum et al., 1972; Smilk et al.. 1972]. The results indicated these to be igood working numbers to
in this paper we preens the analysis and results of the data within 50%. Thc cyclotron beam could not be used for ab-
taken by the Rice University suprathermal ion detector ex- solute efficiency calibrations because of the short duration of
pcriments (Sides) pertaining to one particular penetrating par- the cyclotron beam pulse.
tick feature of the August event. The Sides were deployed on As a further independent check on the energy thresholds of
the lunar surface by the astronauts of Apollo 12, 14, and 15 the MA and TID detectors we have compared data on solar
and continuously stunt.mat data to earth on the plasma an- particle decay times with results from the proton dat¢ctor
vironment of the moon. Since the Sides were not intended as aboard the Imp 5 and Imp 6 spacecraft [Kokl el at., 1973].
solar cosmic ray detectors, the information provided by the in- These results indicate thresholds of 32 ± 7 MeV and 73._/at: 17
struments in this event is nec_marily crude; however, the MeV for the MA and TID, respectively.
significance of the multi to be discussed iS "1ot diminished. The area of the channel electron multiplier funnel is ap-
proximately 0,5 cm*. At 100_ efficiency this yields an am-
CosMic RAY RESPONS| oF THISSlOEs nidirectional geometric factor G, of 0.5 cm'. The quiet night-
time background count rate of four of the six sensorsis usuallyEach Side instrument consists of two detectors, a mass
analyzer (MA) and a total ion detector (TID). Together these about 0.5 c/s or ku. This is consistent with the calculated G,
and with most of the backglound being d_ to galactic cosmic
measure the differential fluxes of positive ions in the energy
ranl_ 0.2-3500 eV per unit charge. The sensors for th_sc rays.
detectors Ire funncl.typa channel electron multipliers manu- During a separate solar cosmic ray event we compared the
factured by the Bendix Corporation. The channel electron background count rata registered by the Side detectors with
multipliers hays their entrance apertures biased at -3500 V the omnidirectional solar proton flux measured by the ATS I
and hence can collect, accekrate, and count Iow-enerlw ions spacecraft. In this case we found G, - 1.2 :kO.g cmt. The_ are
Immrated in or near the input funnel by penetrating radiation two reasons to suq)ect that this G. is too high. First, the ATS I
traversing the instrument side wp'ls. The detectors thus become detector provided no informatior, on protons above 70 MeV,
crude cosmic ray moniton. Fun,net details of the Side design and lagond, the investigators have rqsorted the po_bility of
are liven by Fmmmn el ai. [1972] or Hills and F_em_ [ 1971J, sensor dqgradation in the ATS I detectors [Wo_l Data Ctnt_'
The Sida deployed at the thr_ Apollo sits (I 2, 14. and 15) arc A, 1972].
A morn careful analysis of the plagtic cmmic my flux UJaE
_lntially identical, the differential energy spectra of _,veral invceti|ltorl
SNow It Imtituto Ck Pcsqutmt_ 12200S&oloJ des [Comslocketol., 19721comparedwithtbelonltin_avwqleof
Camper _ Paulo, Emil. the Side detector back|rounds takelt on the nq_ht tide of the
, INitrm|mmtaddmm:Physi_ Dq_,lmnt, Univemty of Callary, moon givm the rmult Ge - 0.3 cmL We favor this result wdAil_lrta,Canada.
' Now at Radio PhysicsLaboratory,StanfordResearchInstitute, believeit to be applicableto the Aulust 1972event to within a
Menlo Park.California 94025. few factors of 2.
Copyright• 1975by the AmerkamGeophysicalUnion. Figu_ I showsthe location of the moon at the time of local
1735
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1736 MEDRANO ET AL.: SOLAR COSMIC RAY SQUAll" WAVE
__ RELATEDSQUAREWAVEOBSERVATIONS
Thesquarewaveunderdiscussionwasseenbyexpcr,ments
aboard severalspacecraftneal the earth:the Imp5 and Imp 6
[Koki and Bo$trom, 1972: Bostrom. 1973; Lanzerotti and
BO_q$_4 _ / Maclennan, 1973] and the ATS spacecraft [Paulikas el el.,1972]. Another particle experimenton the lunar surfacealso
recordedthe squarewave ]Moore et el., 1973].Pioneer 9 and
10did not see it; however,they werelocated at 46°E fromthe
earth-sun line at 0.8 and 2.2 AU, respectively[Lezniak and
" Webbcr, 1972; Webber et el.. 1972].
Among the experimentsthat saw the squarewave therewas
generally good time correlation when transit and diffusion
times are taken intoconsideration. A puzzlingexception is the
slightly early end to the square wave at the moon compared
with Imp 5 data (C. Bostrom, privatecommunication 1973).
Interplanetary magnetic field data from Heos 2 (P.
Hedgecock, private communication) and Explorer 41
[Venkatesaa et el., 1975] indicate a significant change in the
field vector duringthe passage of the square wave. The fieldFil. I. Lunarorbitandthe positionsof the moonat the local
sunsetsof Apollo12,14,and15.The datareportedin thispaper was roughlyradially outward both before and after but
wereobtainedhetweenthetwo positionswherethedetectorlook changedpolarityto radiallyinwarddurmgpassage.Alsothere
dir_ionsareindicated.Thegeomagneticcavityisshownforrefer- existeda strongcomponentnorthof the eclipticbeforeand
race,andthe positionsof the Imp 5 andHeos2 spocccrafton after This disappeareduringpassage[Bostrom,1973].
AugustSareindicatedby15andH2,respectively. Duringthefirstdaysof August1972,ground-basedneutron
monitorsrecordedlargevariationsin thecosmicrayintensity.
sunsetat theApollo12, 14,and15sitesearlyin August1972. Figure5 illustrateshourlydatafromseveralstations.During
Table I givesthe timesof localsunsetand the angulardis- theearlymorningof August5 theneutronmonitorsobserved
tances past the sunsetterminatorfor eachof thesites. It isseen a transient feature similar in appearanceto the square wave
that all threesites are well onto the nightside of the moon by recorded by lower-energy detectors in space. Figure 6 il-
0400 UT on August 5. The Apollo 12and 14sites arc 138km lustlates tfi_ de,ailed features of this transient increase as
apart and in global termscan beconsidered to be at the same recorded by the Sulphur Mountain neutron monitor. This
location. Apollo 15 is 1100 km away. enhancement was due to relativisticparticlesof solarorigm or
SlOn OIsIaVATIONS galactic origin or particles accelerated in the interplanetary
medium. A galactic origin is indicated by the followingThe complete results of the Side experiments during the evidence:
August 1972solar eventshave been reportedbyMadame et el. I. The ratios of the amplitudes of this transient feature
[1973a, 1973b]. For review, we will here summarize the from pairs of nearly adjacent neutron monitors at differing
penetratingparticleresults shown in Filrures2 and 3. altitudes (e,g., Sulphur Mountain and Calgary, McMurdo,
Starting at 0730 UT on August 4, 1_)72,the background and South Pole) are close to thoserecordedduringshort.term
count ratesofeach detectorin all threeSides increasedabrupt- modulations of the galactic mtentity ratherthan duringsolar
ly.Thecountratesremainedelevated for approximately3 days particle events.
and passed through a maximumsome 6.-14 hours after the 2. Equatorialstations respondedto thtstransient,whereas
onset. The maximumcounting ratee)tceededby threeordersof solar particle events are generally apparent only at polar
magmtude the background associated with galactic cosmic stations (e.g., the solar particleevent on the precedingday).
rays.This burst of solar cosmic rays is attributed to the class 3. The spectrum of the transient mcrease derived from
3B flarewhich began at 0520 UT on August 4 [World Data data fromundergrounddetectors is estimatedto varyas about
CenterA, 1972].The transittimefor the initialflareparticlesis E""' [Sekido et dd., 1973]and was seen undergrour:dat 20 m
then 2 hours and 10 man. waterequivalent(i.e., _ - 70-100 GeV) [Filippovel at., 1973].A second similar abruptincrease wasseen on August 7 at
1547UT. Thisenhancementwas 2 ordersof magnitudeless in-
tense and lasted only 2 days. The flare associated with this TAaLEI. Deploysant Characteristics of Alsep-Stdes on Apollo
burst was the3S flarethat be|ansi 1445UT, indicatin|atran- t2, 14, and IS andAngularDistances Fromthe Terminatorat
tit time of I hour and 2 man, the Timeof the Solar CosmicRaySquareNave
The purpose of this paper is not to discuu these general
enhancement: but rathera mo_t interestingfeature of these Apotto x2 Apotto t4 _potto Is
penetratingparticleeventka 'squarewave'fluxenhancement Timeof loci', sunset
thatstartedat 0310UT and ended at 0459 UT on August 5. _ur 014_u'r t?o_ trr 2sis m'
This f_ture is shown in detail in Figure 4. The rise and fail Date Aug,4 Aug. S Aug,1AI_I,solenogrmphic
times for this square wave were both about R._man. It was coordinates
precededbya pracursorq)ike at0259 lastinllonly 7 manThere Litttude _.2"S 3.?'S 26.01eW
is no flare featurereportedthat canbedirectlygumociatedwith LonlgLtude 23.4'. 11.S'N S.e,'tAngulardistance past 11.9" 17._" _.O °
this interuting event.Timflux_mhancementindicatedis about tl_ aun_t semi-
oneorder of mqnitude above theclecreuinll penetrating par- niter at 0400UT
tide flux from the first 3B _m. Aug.S
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Fq; 2. Time history of the penetratm| particle event Fvcr) row of blocksdisplays_ da)s of d_,taIrom
eachApollo experiment.The counts per second,plo,ed on a logarithmic _:ale. very nearly representalso tb¢
ommdirectional flux ,n particl_ cm ' s ' MA and TID rcpr©scntprotons with encrlPcs of _25 Mc_,'and _._O MaY.
respectively.
In contrast,the precedin| solar particleeventon August 4 had DISCUSSIONOFTHE RESULTS
' a spectrumwith an ¢xpqnent between-5 and -6 [Pom¢_onl:
and D_Io/. 19?3). The solar activity of the first half of August 1972 consisted
The transient increase in the neutron momtor vartatmns of at I¢ast four major solar flares as observed in the Ly o line.
therefore appears to manifest features which are typtcal of a All four flat. were produced by the same Rgion of activny
short.term modulation of the galactic intensity. A solar origin IMcMath plag¢ relpon 11976). The first flare (of importance
for this enhancement at the ener|ies responsible for neutron IB) started at 0316 UT on August 2, and _ttook place at I)'N
monitor variations has been re_..ctedby other workers [¢.g, and 35"E on the sun, It |eneratcd a snook wave which was
Pome_lz amt Da_r¢l. 1974;Alrtowol ¢1_1.. 1974}, probably registered by Pmneer 9 between 1100 and 1500 UT
AUG,7 12 AUG e 12 AUG a i_
s 5 5
S t na $ _ 3
_T-It
U 14 14 t4
laJ S ' S 9
I 15 IS IS
S: 5 S
4
I 110 _ ?_D _10
_ _ It te do _ _ ,E _e _ _ m _ _ I_
HOURS (tiT)
Fill. ). Time historyof timpeMtratiq partigle front _ Ftlum 2 Iqlendfor details.
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w w w i _ _ _ stro,g, pl',sma and solar cosmic ray eventsever recorded.
[00 - The ft-,rc was located at 14°_ and 09°I:: on the sun. The
m
' U :_-..,,,.,_ observedon_t o1"the solar protonscorresponding to thisflare• was between 0400 .'nd 0800 UT in Pioneer 9 and at around
(I) • '
v: 0"/30UT in the Alsep'SJdes,Alscp-CPLEE, and the Imp Sand
"" ":: Imp 6 experiments.Sincethe location of the flare was slightly
Lhl ": :....._. to the eastof the sun's central meridian, theseprotons might
<[ _,_ -:5,,."_'_._,,, have reached the detectorsby diffusion processes.The _nock
n,, I0 wave originated by this flare was presumably observed by
Pioneer 9 between 2000 and 2400 UT on the sameday of the
I'- flare.The Hcos 2 mal[netometerandground-basedmagnetom-
Z eterqrecordeda jump in the interplanetary magnet,c field vec-
:_ tor st about 2100 UT. The transit time of this shockimpliesa
O very htghmean speedof propagation (2410 km/s) whtch is notO
commonly observed [//ua_m_en, 19./0]. About 6 hours later
, t I I I I I (at 0230 UT on August 5) Heos 2 measured a significant
02 04 06 change in the magnetic field magnitude and direction. After a
HOURS (U T ) short delay the solar proton fluxes ut the moon increased
Fil. 4 Squarewave enhancementas _ by the TID of the sharplyand stayedalmost constantfor about 2 hoursand then
Apollo 14Side on AUlUst $. 19"/2.A nnrty identicalKlUarewave decreasedsuddenlydown to the level of the normal decay(see
structurewassccnby the otherSide detectors.The count,nl rate Figures2 and 3). The time interval betweenthe observationsof
veryearly repremmtsheomnidirecuonalf uxinpart,eli cm-'s-' of the malefic field discontinuity by Heos 2 and the onset of
protonsof ;_O MeV. solar proton fluxes detected by the Side instruments was :30
man.This is only a short time (lessthan 3 man)longer than the
on August 3 and produced an sc on earth at 0119 U]" on time a corotatin8 region in space would take to reach the
August 4 (seeFigure ?). Pioneer9, which was at 460E and at moon's position starting at the Heos2 satcliite's relative post.
0.8 AU, observeda significantenhancementin the proton flux- tion. (The moon's instantaneousposition can he visualizedin
es between 0730 and 1200 UT on Aulust 2. Detectors on Figure I, and the Hcos2 wa_ at 138.960and 32.66" geocentric
board Imp S and Imp 6 noticed u gradual increase in their solar ecliptic longitude and latitude, respectively,and at 33 Rs
lowest energy (>10 MeV) threshold detector at 0945 UT from the earth.) The Side instruments were past their local
[Kokl et of.. 19"/31. sunsets during this time; therefore the moon shielded them
A secondflare (of importance 2B) producedanother shock from particles flowing directly from the sun However, the in-
wavewhich probably was overtaking the previous shockwhen terplanetary magnetic field lines are bent and piled up at the
it passedthe Mrth, The mean speed of the shockat 0.8 AU munerosphere on :",e day side [$/weiler el n/.. 1966], forming
deriveddirectly from the qransit time is I./40 km/s. The bulk a tangential discontinuity that is commonly known as the
speedsmeasuredby Pioneer9 at I I00 and I_00 UT were 350 malnetopause. Solar protons l'ollowmg interplanetary field
and 585 km/s, respectively,If these valueswere representative linesas guiding centerscould mirror at the magnetopausede-
of the preshock and postshock conditions and if we assumeu pending on their pitch angle and head hack upstream toward
jump in the number density by u factor of I0 (a reasonuL)le the sun. This may b¢ the method by which the square wave
assumpt;onfor strong shocks),we can muk¢ anestimate o(the protons reached the dark side of the moon.
possibleshock speed. In the stationary reference frame of the The observed interplanetary magnetic field dlscontmuity
propalatin I shock, massconservation requires can he identified with the surface that separales the ambient
a_(V_ - U) - nI(Vs - £/') (disturbed) plasma and the plasma releasedby the flare from
the chromosphere. The driver gas normally appears to follow
wheren,, V_andnt, Vsare the number density mndspeedor the the shock wave by _-12 hours [Bieskbe_ el ¢I., lg./oJ.
solar wind on both sidesof tamd_ock front and U ts the shock Theoretical considerauons [HuadkauJtn, 19./2] indicate that
SlPeCdfor 8 radial propelution. _nder the assumptionsmen- the surfacethat separatesthe ambient plasma (:.e,, the transi-
tioncd above we estimate U " 610 km/s, which is lower than tlon rellion) and the plasma releasedby the flare tsa tangential
that derived from the mean t;'mnstttime. Using adjacent ca- discontinuity. A detailed analysis of one of thesedriver gas
anne values (V_ - 730 km/L V_ - 290 km/s), we £nd In up- tangential discontinuitieshas _ madeby Medr_mo[ 19'/3].It
per limit U =, 780 km/s. This implies 8 shock decelerationby seemsreasonable to assumethat the mN;netic discontinuity
the ambient plasma, Is is currently accepted [G_lt_ Ier e/.. observedby Heos 2 at 0230 UT on August _ was the signalof
19(dlJ.If the shock deeclcrltion from 0.8 _oI AU were not ira- the driver Iplsarrival. The,fieldlines of thediscontmuityon the
portant (the energydensity of the solar wind cle_rmumsas I/V side of the driver gasconnectduectly to the centerof aettvity
asone goesout from the sun), the shock would propagate to of the flare. These interplanetary field lies have small.soak
the earth'sorbit in approximately I0 hours, However, thetime irrel;Ularitiex convected from the chromospherewhich are the
betweenthe Restmeasured)ump in the wind speedby Pioneer major cause for the cosmic rlpy _rpcodicular difl'u_on. If
9 end the scon earth wu more thln 12 hours, This limple there exisl mechanisms that smooth thee irrqlulantics, then
eak'ulationliv_ us8n ideaof the nonspheri¢_ prolNq_tionof the perpendiculardilTt,sionof the energeticPeni¢l_ would he
this shock, reduced.(Pouible smooth;n8mechanismsudl be mentmn_l
Solar proton eventsIppanmtly were not exceptionally ira- later.) Uncle. alum ¢ircumstanc_ the tangential dts¢ontinmty
portaet durinl these first two I_r¢_. at least not at the earth's is transformed into u 'tree corridor' for the propaptmn of
position, enerl_ti¢ chargedparttcles. Therefore if the flareutc ts *tallx-
The flare of Aulust 4 at 0_.;0 UT produced one of the tiv_ly in, cainI _mcrfleti¢particles [Ro_/oJ'_ K_wdjfU. 19"/3],
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i MeDxA,o mTAL.:SOLAnCOSb;ICR^_ St;u^n_ WAv_ 1739thesewill follow the tanlemial discontinuity field lin_. When Eeld (measuredby Hem 2) is 3 × 10' kin. Assu_ -, that the
_ this curridor sw_:ps past the earth, it would eaur_ a square magnetic corridor was freeo| mhomollrn¢ltles, the ri_ time of41, wive like enhancement in the proton fluxes measured by a the square wive ould be exit"ted to Ix related to I few
spacecraft. 8yroradii of the solar protons. Since the actual tbicknas is
The riseand fall tim_ of the square wave, as ineasuredby only slightly larger (by about a factor of 20) thin the ",_
_ the Side instruments, corr_pond to i thickness of about ? x lyroridius, little diFusion throulh the sides durinll transit
_ I0' km, "_vhereasthe IDrorzdius ol"a _O-MeV proton in a 30-1' from the sun is indicated.
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Fig. 6. Illustration of the different time varlatwns reco, dcd during the morning of August 5, 1972, by detectors
responding to cosmic rays of different mean primary energy for (top) Yakutsk me_ons at 60 m water equivalent and
(bottom) Sulphur Mountain neutrons. Five-minute data from the Sulphur Mountain neutron monitor reveal a short-hved
recovery peak at pr, mary energies of a few GcV; in the hundreds of GcV prlmar) energy range (_" = 200-280 GeV).
the undergroundmeson monitor at Yakutsk registersa decrease late in the morning, Data from Sulphur Mountain
are reproducedby courtesy of T. Mathews;Yaku!sk data are reproducedfrom Filippov et al. [1973J.
The relativistic particles observed by the ground-based tion of galactic cosmic rays. The lower-energy square wave
neutron monitors can be related to the magnetic disconhnu_ty seen by detectors in space is certainly of solar origin.
and corridor in one of two ways. The first possibility is that
theserelativisticparticlesare of solar origin and are simply a MODELOF PROPAGATION
high-energyextensionof thespectrumof solarparticlesin the At this point we presenta model representingthe dynamics
square wave recordedby the detectors in space.This inter- of the particles and fields in the interplanetary space corre-
pretatlon, however,impliescontinuousinjectionof relativistic spondingto the solar proton squarewave of August 5, 1972.
(GcV) particles at the flare site even hours after the original The model is based on the current and generally accepted
burst. Since this does not appear to be experimentally con- pictmc of a shock and blast wave propagation following a
tirmcd, we arc unable to state any definite conclusion regard- solar flare [Hundhausen. 1972]. Fresh plasma superso:,ically
lag this possibility, ejected during a flare propagates through the ambient pl_sma.
A second possible interpretation =s that the square wave Due to tl_ highly conductive nature of both plasmas, in-
enhancement recordec:by the neutron monitors results from a tcrpenctration _s forb=dden, so the ambient plasma and field
short-term modulatmn of the galactic cosmic ray intensity. Let lines accumulate in front of the fresh plasma. Consequently, a
us assume that the transient increase _s the result ef the super- shock wave is built up ahead of the driver gas. Between the
position of two sequential Forbush decreases. Around 2200 shock and the driver gas there exists a transmon region where
UT on August 4 a very large Forbush decrease occurred. The both the ambient plasma and fields are highly disturbed.
existence of a second Forbush decrease mechanism operative Between the transition region and the fresh plasma a tangen-!
at high primary energies is indicated by the Yakutsk un- sial discontinuity exists. The field lines on the side of the driver
derground data presented in Figure 6. It will be noted that this gas at the tangential discontinuity connect directly to the
detector hardly responded at all to the huge Forbush decrease center of activity of the flare. If this center of activity continues
late on August 4 but recorded a second Forbush decrease in to inject energetic protons, these protons will propagate with
the late morning of August 3. In the light of the observations their guiding centers following the field lines of the discon.
therefore we are led to postulate that the first Forbush tinuity. Furthermore, if the field lines are free of in-
decrease was caused by the passage of the earth through a homogeneities (an idealized case), the discontinuity will
shock front, the transient increaseby the passagethrough a providea typeof freecorridor for the propagation of ¢ner&etic
regionbein_replenishedwith galacticcosmicrays bymeansof _olar protons. Figure 7 is an artistic representationof the
parallel diffusionalong the tangential discontinuity,and that shock wave propagation several hours after the flare, The
the increase was terminated by the entry into a closed loop tongue-shaped flare plasma ejected follows the description
structure capable of excluding costal, rays up to very high made by Hundhamen [1972] and is based upon the ob=er- =
energies. Recently Barnden [1973] has independently arrived at rations. The solar proton corridor follows the tangential dis-
similar"conclusions in his analysis of the September 1966 and continuity. The spreading of the particles on the side= of the
December 1971events.Suchan interplanetarymagneticcon- corridor isdue to the diffusion acrossfield lines. Figure g is in-
figurationis consistentwith and substantiatedby the credence tendedto illustrate the geometry of the eventsomedays later.
that the relativisticparticlesquarewave results from modula- An observerat the point A will traversethecorridor noticinga
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/ the sudden storm commencements and Forbush decreasesMAGNETIC have been reported in the literature [Bryant et al., 1962; AxfordfIELD LINES / /
' /5 and Reid, 1962; Lockwood and Razdan, 1963; Haurwitz et al.,
__ 1965; Ahluwalia, 1966; Kahler, 1969; Engelmann et al., 1969;
\ / _/ Several interpretations including trapped solar protons behind
Ogilvie and Arens, 1971; Balogh et al.. 1971; Datiowe, 1972].
the shock front [Bryant el al., 1962; Haurwitz et al.. 1965].
// acceleration in the transition region [Axford and Reid,
// _ 1962: Datlowe. 1972], temporary leakage of galactic cosmic
- through the plasma cloud under 'certain instabilities'rays
[Lock wood and Razdan, 1963], etc., have been made. However,
'\ these models bear some inconsistencies with the observations
[Datlowe. 1972].
A difficulty in the present model is that it assumes con-
SHOCKWAVE__ S tinuous injection of energetic particles. Long-lived solar
proton streams of MeV energies for as much as a complete
TANGENTIAL solar rotation have been reported by Bryant et ai. [1963].
DISCONTINUITY Recently Roelofand Krimigis [1973] have lent new support to
SUN the idea of time-extendedinjection. It scumsto us that con-
Fig. 7. Sketchof the propagationof a flare-inducedshockwave tinuous injection of energetic protons at the flare's center of
_'veralhoursafter the flaretime[afterHundhausen.1972].EnergeI,c activity is the most favorable explanation at this time.
solar protons(solal cosmicrays) propagatealong the tangential
discontinuity formed by the fresh plasma. Gradual diffusion per- SUMMARYANDCONCLUSIONS
pcndicular to the field lines makes the population of the solar
protonsextendoverthe shadedarea(observedto b¢7 x I06kmat I Data analysisof the Alsep-Sideexperimentsof Apollo 12.
AU). 14, and 15 has been made in relation to the solar activity of
early August 1972.Observationsof solarwind ions during this
square wave like enhancement in the cosmic ray fluxes, active period are reported m other works [Medmno et al..
Another observerat the poin: B will noticea solarproton flux 1973a,b; Medrano, 1973]. While the solar wind activity was
enhancement that is less intense than A but occurs over a still in progress,solar cosmic ray protons with fluxesnever
longer period of time. before seen by Side arrived on the night side of the moon. The
According to this model, after a major solar proton flare an estimated minimum energies for these protons to penetrate the
enhancement in the solar cosmic ray fluxes should be expected shielding of the MA and TID detectors are 25 MeV and 50
before (observer B) or with (observer A) the arrival of the MeV, respectively. The observatloas of the solar proton event
tangential discontinuity. The time and the shape of this can be summarized as follows:
enhancement will depend not only on the heliographic coor- I. Two major enhancements in the solar proton fluxes are
dinates of the flare but also on the diffusion processes across directly related to two solar flares: 3B on August 4 at 0525 UT
field lines. If the perpendicular diffusion of charged particles and another 3B flare on August 7 at 1445 UT. During this time
were mostly due to the uneven configuration of the field lines the Side experiments were in the lunar night and could not
along the general pattern, then this type of diffusion could be observe directly protons coming from the sun. It is suggested
expected to be inversely proportional to the solar wind speed.
The smoothing of the interplanetary %ld lines by the solar / / /
wind can be analogized by a rubber band fixed at both ex- / / s.?c_ wav_
tremes across a river. The speed of the fluid controls the TANGENT'AL / _ S/OLARPROTONS
smoothnessand distention of the rubber band. This type of 0_sc
smoothing can be carried out by MHD waves (primarily
Alfv_n wave=) propagating from the sunalong the tangential
discontinuity.The wave activity is likely to beenhancedat the
surface of the discontinuity by tY.,. speedof the driver gas.
Another sr.v-_,hing mechanism can be provided by the
pressure exerted on the field lines by the energetic particles in-
jected at the flaresite, Bothof thesemechanismsarecurrently
under investigation.
The square wave particle enhancement on August 5 must //_ \ \\\]! / .///// //'"_l au
have had little diffusion across field lines, since its rise and / _/_,
/
decay time= are small (only about 20 times the equivalent Lar-
mor radius). This unusually small perpendicular diffusion is
probably due to the remarkably high speed of the wind and "_
unprecedented emission of solar cosmic rays, / _-._
( I The width of the square wave (2 hours and 8 man) corre-
sponds to 0.07 AU, This shell is within the range of the es-
tlmated thickness of a helium-enriched region in front of the SUN
driver gas [Hundhataen, 1972]. Because of the lack of solar Fig. 8. Sketch of the propagatmn of a flare-inducedshock waveueveraldays after the flare time.The diffusionof the solar protonson
wind data we cannot confirm this suggestion, thesides of the tangentialdiscontinuitymakes theirconfinementwider
Enhancements in the solar proton fluxes in association with than that in Figure 7. "_
, t
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that these protons following the field lines mirrored on the the magnetotad during the August 4. 1972 event, paper presented at
nose of the magnetopause and then headed back toward the the 2nd General Assembly, Internat/onal Assoc/auon of
sun Geomagnet/sm and Acronomy. Kyoto. Japan. Sept 9-21. 1973.
Bryant, D. A., 1 L. Chne, V D. Desai. and F B. McDonald, Ex-
2. A third solar proton enhancement cannot be directly pierce 12 observations of solar cosmic ra_s and energet/c storm par-
related to any solar flare. It took place at 0310 UT on August 5 t/cles after the solar flare of September 28.1961. J. Geophys. Res..
during the decay time of the proton event of August 4. The 67. 4983. 1962
pecuhar characteristic of this event is the square wave shape of Bryant. D A., T L Chne. V. D L)esa/, and F. B. McDonald, New
ev/dence for Iong-hved solar streams m interplanetary space, Phys.
the enhancement with rise and fall times of 8 rain and a dura- Ret, Leer., I I, 144, 1963
tion of approximately 2 hours, Colburn, D. S, B F. Smith, and C P. Sonett. Pioneer q magnet/c field
In connection with this last-mentioned singular event, data observat/ons during the solar storm of early August. 1972 (abstract),
from a variety of ground-based and space experiments have gos Trans AGU. 53. 1058. 1972.
been examined. The result of this analysis appears to show that Comstock, G. M. K. C Hsieh, and J A. Simpson, Cosmic ray source
and local interstellar spectra deduced from the isotopes of hydrogen
the onset of the square wave corresponds to the tangential dis- and hehum, Astrophys. J., 173, 691. 1972
continuity that signals the arrival of the driver gas ejected by Datlowe, D, Associahon between interplanetary shock v,aves and
the flareof August4. delayed solar parhcle events, J. Geophl's. Re_.. 77. 5374, 1972
A model to explain the square wave particle propagation Engelmann. J.. A Hautd_dier, and L. Koch. Energy spectra and t/me
profile of protons emitted during the solar flare of June 9, 1968.
has been elaborated. The model hypothesizes contmuous in- paper pre,,cnted at the IIth Conference on Cosm/c Rays. Inter-
jection of energetic solar protons into interplanetary space by nahonal Umon of Pure and Apphed Phi, sits. Budapest, Aug. 25-
the arrive center of the flare site for hours after the flare time. Sept 4, 1969.
The tangential discontinuity serves as a magnetic corridor for Fdippov. V. A., A. I. Kuzmm. A N Pnkhodko, I S, Samsonov, G.
the propagation of the energetic protons and as a mechanism v. Sknpm. G V Sharer. and A A. Upolmlko_. Data of the events
of August 1972 from the cosmic ra) installation complex m
for subsequent modulation of gait, otto cosmic rays. The w_dth Yakutsk, Collected Data Reports on August 1972 Solar-Terrestrial
of th/s corridor at I AU, as derived from the durst/on of the Events. edited by It E. Coffey, Rep £'AG-28, p. 469, World Data
square wave, is 0.07 AU. The rise and fall time of the square Center A, Boulder, Colo., 1973.
waves is approximately 20 times larger than the Larmor radius Freeman. J W. Jr, M A. Fenner, H. K H/lls, R A Lmdeman. R.
of a 50-MeV proton. This is interpreted as an indication of Medrano, and .I Me_ster. Suprathermul ,ms near the moon. h'arus,16. 328-338. 1';72.
only slight diffusion across field lines. At larger distances from Goshng. J. T.. J R. Asbr/dge. S J Bame. A J Hundhausen. and I. B.
the sun this diffusion process should be expected to intensify Strong. Satelhte oh,,ervalmns of interplanetary shock waves, J.
the cosmic ray fluxes in the transition region behind the shock G, ophy._. Res.. 73.4L 1968
front Haur_tt,', M _, . S Yoshida. and S I Aka_olu, Interplanetary
magnetic held .t,vmmctr/es and their el|or t,, on polar cap absorption
It _s suggested that the frequently observed energetic solar events and l-orbush decreases, J Geoph_ _ Res. 70. 2977. 1965.
protons in association with ssc and Forbush decreases Hdls. H K., and J W Freeman, Jr, Suprathermal /on deter:toe ex-
idelayed solar particle events)can be explained by this model perunent tlunar ionosphere detector). Apollo 14 Prehmmary
Science Report, N.4S4 Spec Pub/ ,,.,_" 175, 1'-_71.
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